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Abstract
Uncertainty can be apprehended as lack of knowledge about a certain phenomenon.
Decisions about whether and how to react to this uncertainty depend on a number of
factors. These factors include the ability to estimate the amount of uncertainty and
thus estimate the involved risk, available options to decrease either the uncertainty or
its relevance, and the costs for responding or ignoring uncertainty.
In GIScience, the modelling of processes is subject to uncertainties from a num-
ber of sources. Above all, the abstraction inherent in any model results in uncertainty,
created from the assumptions made to simplify complex processes and interrelations
in order to formalise and model them. Additionally, uncertainty in any input data
propagates through a model into the results. For topography-based models, i.e. models
characterising and detecting topographic form, or models simulating processes that
act upon this topography, digital elevation models (DEMs) are a potential source of
uncertainty. DEMs consist of measured or digitised elevation values, and as such are
subject to any error in the data capturing process. Widespread DEMs such as GLOBE
or SRTM are distributed with accuracy figures that only give global measures such as
root mean square error (RMSE) lacking any information on the spatial distribution of
error. Where uncertainty from DEM accuracy has to be modelled to assess its impact
on the results of associated topographic models, assumptions have to be made about
the spatial distribution of uncertainty. Within this dissertation it has been shown that
these assumptions influence the impact of uncertainty on modelled ice sheets.
Besides DEM accuracy, a number of factors in handling DEM data introduce ad-
ditional uncertainty. These factors include the choice of data model, processing such
as projecting and resampling of a DEM data, as well as algorithms used to extract and
process elevation based information.
Within this dissertation, the influence of resampling on uncertainty in topography
has been explored. This was done by assessing the variation in resampled DEMs intro-
duced by changing the source and target resolution, choice of resampling algorithms
and resampling origin. When these uncertainties were modelled and added to input
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topographies for the GLIMMER ice sheet model, they had noticeable influence on
modelled ice sheet configurations.
Where higher accuracy reference data for a DEM is available, error can be de-
rived and analysed to provide information about spatial autocorrelation and possible
dependencies of error with topographic attributes such as elevation, slope or rough-
ness. Within the course of this dissertation, an uncertainty model was developed which
allows modelling of GLOBE DEM uncertainty for areas without higher accuracy ref-
erence data such as Scandinavia. The model is based on derived dependencies of
GLOBE error with topographic attributes, derived from areas where SRTM data was
available to be used as a reference. The model includes both deterministic and stochas-
tic components and reproduces GLOBE DEM uncertainty well for different test areas.
The developed uncertainty model was applied to investigate the impact of DEM
uncertainty on different types of models in three case studies. The first case study ap-
plied a geomorphologic and hydrologic model (TARDEM), the second case study used
two snow melt models, and in the third case study the GLIMMER ice sheet model was
employed. Results showed the impact of uncertainty to be depending on a number of
facts. Generally, modelled DEM uncertainty had less impact on derived global topo-
graphic variables such as mean slope length or the number of derived watersheds when
applied to a hydrological model. Higher impacts were recorded where the model focus
was on local processes, such as the delineation of a certain watershed and calculation
of associated parameters such as hypsometry. For process models like the ice sheet
model, factors such as terrain configuration (smooth vs. rough topography, abundant
ridges or valleys) influenced the impact of DEM uncertainty on ice sheet model (ISM)
results.
Additionally, the amount of uncertainty and its spatial correlation, as well as the
relative influence of topography within a model were found to play key roles. This im-
plies that for process models, the impact of uncertainty can vary over time. In the case
of the ice sheet model, uncertainty had the greatest impact on ice sheet configuration
during phases of inception and retreat, and its impact was shown to be dependent on
the overall size of the ice masses.
In another set of experiments, a range of sensitivity tests using different ISM pa-
rameters and input data were conducted, and the results of these tests were used to
conduct a full parametric uncertainty analysis (PUA) for a steady-state climate scenario
on Fennoscandia. Results from this analysis allowed the comparison of the influence
of uncertainty in other parameters to that of DEM uncertainty, which was found to be
equivalent to a 1 ◦C change in climate. The impact of DEM uncertainty was found to
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be comparable to that of various ‘internal’ ISM parameters. However modelled DEM
uncertainty resulted in significantly different ice sheet configurations. This underlines
the importance of DEM uncertainty to be considered in ice sheet modelling.
Using different temperature index models (TIM) to model potential snow melt
across different resolutions revealed significant impact of scale and resampling on
modelled melt rates. This effect was substantially decreased by the use of subgrid
model approaches. While it was shown that these subgrid approaches are subject to an
increased susceptibility to DEM uncertainty, this effect was more than compensated
for by an increased performance in terms of modelled melt rates.
In summary, the results of this dissertation underline the necessity of detailed in-
formation on the statistical and spatial distribution of DEM uncertainty to be included
with the data. Additionally, in topographic modelling, uncertainty from other sources
such as resampling have shown to be of importance, and modellers and end-users
should account for these uncertainties introduced into model results.
vii
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Zusammenfassung
Unsicherheit kann als ein Mangel an Wissen u¨ber ein bestimmtes Pha¨nomen verstan-
den werden. Die Entscheidung, wie und ob auf diese Unsicherheit zu reagieren ist,
ha¨ngt von einer Reihe von Faktoren ab. Diese Faktoren beinhalten die Fa¨higkeit, die
Unsicherheit und das damit verbundene Risiko abzuscha¨tzen, die Mo¨glichkeit entwe-
der die Unsicherheit selbst oder deren Relevanz zu verringern, sowie die mit einer
Reaktion verbundenen Kosten.
Das Modellieren von Prozessen in den Geoinformationswissenschaften unterliegt
Unsicherheiten aus einer Reihe von Quellen. Vor allem die in jedem Model impli-
zit vorhandene Abstraktion erzeugt Unsicherheiten, z.B. durch Annahmen zur Ver-
einfachung komplexer Prozesse und Abha¨ngigkeiten, welche getroffen werden um
eine Modellierung zu ermo¨glichen. Zusa¨tzlich pflanzen sich Unsicherheiten in den
Eingangsdaten durch die Modelkette in die Ergebnisse fort. Fu¨r topographiebasier-
te Modelle, die zum Beispiel zur Beschreibung und Erkennung von topographischen
Formen verwendet werden, oder fu¨r Modelle, die Prozesse auf topographischen Ober-
fla¨chen simulieren, sind die verwendeten digitalen Ho¨henmodelle (DHM) eine poten-
tielle Quelle von Unsicherheiten. DHM bestehen aus gemessenen oder digitalisierten
Ho¨henwerten und sind daher Fehlern in der Datenerfassung unterworfen. Verbreitete
DHM wie GLOBE und SRTM enthalten als einzige Angabe zur Datengenauigkeit die
Wurzel der mittleren quadratischen vertikalen Abweichung, wa¨hrend Informationen
zur deren ra¨umlichen Verteilung vollsta¨ndig fehlen. Um die Auswirkungen der Unsi-
cherheit aus DHM Ungenauigkeiten auf topographiebasierte Modelle zu analysieren,
muss diese Unsicherheit simulierte werden. Sind keine Angaben zur ra¨umlichen Ver-
teilung vorhanden, mu¨ssen diesbezu¨glich Annahmen getroffen werden. Im Rahmen
der vorliegenden Dissertation konnte gezeigt werden, dass diese Annahmen sich auf
den Einfluss von Unsicherheiten auswirken, im konkreten Fall auf Ergebnisse eines
Eisschild Modells (ESM).
Bei der Verwendung von DHM ko¨nnen Unsicherheiten aus einer Reihe weiterer
Faktoren herru¨hren. Diese Faktoren sind z.B. das verwendete Datenmodell, Datenver-
ix
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arbeitung wie Projizieren oder Resampling eines DHM, sowie die Wahl der Algo-
rithmen bei der Extrahierung und Verarbeitung von Ho¨hendaten. Im Rahmen dieser
Dissertation wurde der Einfluss des Resamplings auf topographische Unsicherheiten
untersucht. Dazu wurden Faktoren wie die Ausgangs und Zielauflo¨sung, die verwende-
ten Algorithmen und der Ursprung variiert, und die Abweichungen in den resultieren-
den, niedriger aufgelo¨sten DHM analysiert. Die fu¨r das GLIMMER ESM verwendeten
Topographien wurden mit diesen Unsicherheiten variiert, was zu deutlichen Unter-
schieden in den Ergebnissen fu¨hrte. Wo Referenzdaten mit ho¨herer Genauigkeit fu¨r ein
DHM vorliegen, ko¨nnen Fehler berechnet und analysiert werden, um Informationen
zur ra¨umlichen Autokorrelation sowie zu Abha¨ngigkeiten der Fehler von topographi-
schen Kennwerten wie Ho¨he, Hangneigung oder Rauigkeit abzuleiten. Im Rahmen
dieser Dissertation wurde ein Unsicherheitsmodell entwickelt, das die Modellierung
von GLOBE DHM Unsicherheiten erlaubt, fu¨r die keine Referenzdaten vorliegen.
Dieses Modell basiert auf Abha¨ngigkeiten von GLOBE DHM Fehlern von topographi-
schen Kennwerten, die fu¨r Gebiete in denen SRTM als Referenz verfu¨gbar ist ermittelt
wurden. Das Modell besteht sowohl aus deterministischen wie stochastischen Kompo-
nenten, und reproduziert GLOBE DHM Unsicherheiten fu¨r verschiedene Testgebiete
gut.
Das entwickelte Unsicherheitsmodell wurde verwendet um die Auswirkungen von
DHM Unsicherheiten auf verschiedene Modelltypen zu testen. Hierzu wurden drei
Fallstudien durchgefu¨hrt; jeweils eine mit einem geomorphologischen/hydrologischen
Modell (TARDEM), eine zweite mit zwei unterschiedlichen Schmelzmodellen, und
eine dritte unter Verwendung des GLIMMER Eisschild Modells. Die Ergebnisse zei-
gen, dass die Auswirkungen der DHM Unsicherheiten von einer Reihe von Faktoren
abha¨ngen. Bei der Verwendung mit einem hydrologischen Modell hatten Unsicher-
heiten grundsa¨tzlich geringeren Einfluss auf die Berechnung globaler topographischer
Kennwerte wie der mittleren Hangla¨nge oder der Anzahl der berechneten Einzugs-
gebiete in einem DHM. Der Einfluss wurde deutlich gro¨ßer, wenn lokale Kennwerte
bestimmt wurden, wie z.B. die Grenzen einzelner Einzugsgebiete, oder deren Hypso-
metrie. Der Einfluss der Unsicherheit in Prozessmodellen wie dem verwendeten ESM
hing zusa¨tzlich von Faktoren wie der Charakteristik des Gela¨ndes (gleichma¨ßige oder
raue Oberfla¨che, vorhandene Bergru¨cken oder Ta¨ler) ab. Zusa¨tzlich spielten die Menge
und ra¨umliche Korrelation der Unsicherheit, sowie der relative Einfluss der Topogra-
phie auf das betrachtete Modell eine wichtige Rolle. Dies bedeutet, dass der Einfluss
der Unsicherheit auf Prozessmodelle zeitlich variieren kann. Im Fall des Eissschild-
modells waren die gro¨ßten Auswirkungen der DHM Unsicherheit bei der Neubildung
x
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von Eisschilden sowie bei deren Ru¨ckzug zu verzeichnen. Außerdem war der relative
Einfluss abha¨ngig von der absoluten Gro¨ße des modellierten Eisschildes.
In weiteren Experimenten wurden Sensitivita¨tstests fu¨r eine Reihe von ESM Pa-
rametern und Eingangsdaten durchgefu¨hrt, und die Resultate wurden dazu verwendet,
eine Parametrische Unsicherheitsanalyse (PUA) durchzufu¨hren. Die Analyse wurde
fu¨r simulierte Eisschilde im Gleichgewichtszustand in Skandinavien durchgefu¨hrt, um
einen Vergleich des Einflusses der DHM Unsicherheit mit jenem der Unsicherheit
anderer Parameter zu ermo¨glichen. Die Abweichung der ESM Ergebnisse aufgrund
von DHM Unsicherheiten entspricht der klimatischen Vera¨nderung von 1 ◦C, und ist
vergleichbar mit dem Einfluss verschiedener ‘interner’ Modelparameter. Unsicher-
heiten in der Topographie resultierten jedoch in signifikanten Unterschieden in der
ra¨umlichen Anordnung der modellierten Eisschilde. Dies unterstreicht die Dringlich-
keit, den Einfluss von topographischer Unsicherheit bei der Modellierung von Eisschil-
den zu beru¨cksichtigen. Die Verwendung verschiedener Temperatur Index Modelle
(TIM) zur Modellierung potentieller Schneeschmelze in verschiedenen Auflo¨sungen
zeigte deutliche Einflu¨sse von Auflo¨sung und Resampling auf modellierte Schmelz-
raten. Dieser Effekt konnte durch die Verwendung sogenannter ‘Subgrid’ Modelle
deutlich verringert werden. Allerdings zeigten die verwendeten Subgrid Parametrisie-
rungen eine erho¨hte Anfa¨lligkeit gegenu¨ber DHM Unsicherheiten, die jedoch durch
die verbesserte Effizienz und Qualita¨t der Ergebnisse mehr als ausgeglichen wurde.
Zusammenfassend unterstreichen die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation die Notwen-
digkeit, dass DHM Daten detaillierte Informationen zur statistischen wie ra¨umlichen
Verteilung von Unsicherheiten beinhalten mu¨ssen. Zusa¨tzlich sind bei der Verwen-
dung von DHM Unsicherheiten anderen Ursprungs von Bedeutung und mu¨ssen von
Modellierern und Benutzern beru¨cksichtigt werden.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 The Phenomenon of Uncertainty
Uncertainty is a part of our everyday life – individuals and the society they form can
(usually) handle uncertainty depending on its context using different strategies. Dur-
ing a day, we are continuously making decisions about whether uncertainty in a certain
situation is relevant and needs to be dealt with or can be ignored. If we are uncertain
about the time it takes to transfer from our hotel to the train station in an unfamiliar
city, we try to assess this uncertainty. We might estimate for example that if a shut-
tle exists transfer time might be 5 minutes, while walking might take us 30 minutes.
Additionally, we estimate the risk, in this case missing the train. Based on the amount
of uncertainty - often associated with likeliness - and the respective risk, we judge
whether this impact is relevant to us. If the relevance is high enough, we might decide
to respond to the uncertainty by reducing it through acquiring additional information,
in this case about the transfer times and distances, beforehand. Or we might decide to
leave the hotel earlier, thus reducing the relevance of the uncertainty, at the cost of a
long wait at the station.
Uncertainty and its relevance to us is obviously dependent on a number of factors,
such as context: in the above example we would judge the risk very differently depend-
ing on whether we can take a later train at no additional cost leaving every 10 minutes,
or whether there is only one train a day, and we have to make the connection to get
to an important job interview on time. Similarly, relevance of uncertainty depends
on previous experiences, character, the phenomenon that is uncertain, and the possi-
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ble consequences – for different people from different cultures in different situations,
uncertainty in the same context might be either relevant or irrelevant.
How relevant uncertainty in a certain situation is to us also depends on our abilities
and the possibilities to act upon it. If we have to walk from a location A to another
location B, and we estimate the time it will take to be about 20 minutes, it might not
matter to us how accurate the estimate is. If we have to catch a train at B, relevance of
the estimate quality is increased - the threshold for a concerning amount of uncertainty
is lowered. While we are walking from A to B, we can update our estimation based on
the time it took to cover the first part of the distance, the traffic ahead, etc. and create
some knowledge from this experience. If we decide it is more likely the walk will
take longer than expected, we will respond to it by speeding up. Formally, the quality
of our decision is a function of risk, costs and benefits (Agumya and Hunter, 2002),
in this case the risk of missing the train, the cost of an exhausting and embarrassing
run with luggage (or a long wait in case of early arrival) and the benefit of making
the connection with minimal effort. Coping with uncertainty in this way requires the
possibility to constantly or repeatedly reassess the situation - time elapsed, distance
travelled - and possibly notion and experience about the environment we navigate in or
environments similar to it. Our experience from this trip and any previous ones and the
knowledge gained will build up and enable us to even better estimate our next travel
time and to make a decision whether the uncertainty inherent in it needs to be tackled
and if so, how.
The decision making process inherent in coping with day to day uncertainty can
be captured in a decision tree (Fig. 1.1). While this procedure is similar for dealing
with uncertainty in the more formalised and abstract situation of decision making and
modelling, a number of differences exist. Because in our daily life we most often cope
with uncertainty and its relevance to ourselves, the aim is usually to reduce it to a point
we can live with it – meaning to a convenient point where we can usually ignore it –
and we do this intuitively and do not have to communicate it. On the contrary in deci-
sion making or modelling, we have to formalise uncertainty in order to assess it, and
also all the knowledge on its amount, impact and relevance gained along the decision
tree, in order to communicate it to decision makers or end-users. Also, the sources of
uncertainty and the factors influencing the necessary judgments can differ.
For example a key aspect of modelling is that it is an abstraction of reality - it might
be just the inherent simplification that enables us to understand and explore a com-
plex process chain - yet this abstraction introduces uncertainty. This implies that every
model per definition is subject to uncertainty, which has to be accounted for, evaluated
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and decided upon. While geographic information systems (GIS) can be very powerful
tools for modelling, e.g. of environmental systems, modelling in itself has a number of
shortcomings compared to our ability of handling uncertainty in everyday life: there
is (usually) no option of continuous reassessment and measuring of data, and a GIS
can process information, but it cannot convert the information it receives to knowledge
(Couclelis, 2003). We however can, and using a GIS, we therefore have to assess the
uncertainty inherent in any associated data or model, estimate its impact and make
decisions about possible actions to take – we might even build a knowledgebase. In
any case, the quality of the decision whether and how to handle uncertainty is again
a function of risk, cost and benefit, and a range of literature is dealing with fitness of
use assessment of data, decision making and risk assessment in GIScience (Harrower,
2004; Agumya and Hunter, 2002).
Identifying and understanding the source and the nature of uncertainty, for example
of a data set, is essential for detecting, measuring and modelling uncertainty, which in
turn is necessary to decide whether it is negligible, can be reduced or should be commu-
nicated (Plewe, 2002; Veregin, 1989). In GIScience, we are most commonly working
with sets of data that have been acquired using techniques and sensors we are often not
(completely) familiar with, that we have not acquired ourselves, and that we seldom
have the option to verify or refine. We are applying methods and tools we have not
developed ourselves, to manage and analyse the data. We are using models that might
be black boxes to produce results and visualise them in order to convey them to others.
Each of these steps has many sources of uncertainty that might be difficult to assess,
propagate through the modelling chain and interrelate to an overburdening complexity
- and no GIS can estimate which uncertainty is relevant for which data and which task
without human interaction. However, GIS have been developed for precise and accu-
rate engineering and helping with complex tasks, for example to improve the accuracy,
assessment, management and updating of land register data over single paper maps,
and we would like to think of computer aided map production and risk assessment as
reliable and flawless. Therefore it requires both awareness of the fact that uncertainty
is inevitable and often considerable effort to investigate it, and more often than not,
uncertainty is voluntarily or involuntarily ignored – Agumya and Hunter (2002) call
this phenomenon often seen in the use of geographical data ‘risk retention’.
While in everyday live differentiating between the uncertainty inherent in a phe-
nomenon itself (indeterminacy) or in the assertions of this phenomenon is hardly
relevant, in order to understand how uncertainty propagates through a system we try
to model using a GIS, we have to differentiate (Plewe, 2002). If we want to know how
3
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Figure 1.1: Decision
tree for handling un-
certainty. Once the
existence of uncer-
tainty in a decision,
task or phenomenon
is confirmed, the pos-
sible impact of this
uncertainty has to be es-
timated by assessing the
amount of uncertainty
(often via the likeliness
of extreme events) and
the associated risk. It
is then judged whether
this impact is relevant
or not, and possible
actions can be chosen
based on risk/cost
analysis, that either
reduce the amount
of uncertainty or its
relevance. While in ev-
eryday life uncertainty
at some point ceases
to play a role and can
be ignored, in decision
making or modelling
tasks, information about
uncertainty must not be
discarded.
Uncertainty
Existence
Relevance
Reduced
Uncertainty
Reduced
Relevance
Amount
Confirm
Assess
Judge
Act
Ignore
c
Cost
Risk
Yes
Impact is relevant
No uncertainty existent
Impact is irrelevant
No action possible
or feasible
   No assessment possible
R
e-assess im
pact if necessary
accurate or likely a prognosis we made based on a flood model is, we need to know
about the accuracy of the input data, the degree of abstraction the conceptual flood
model applies, the uncertainty introduced through our choice of algorithms, and even
the comprehensibility of the output maps we give to decision makers.
A vast number of potential uncertainty sources exist, and for object boundaries
alone, Couclelis (1996) has identified 120 kinds of uncertainty. For models that sim-
ulate processes based on topography, the digital elevation models (DEM) that are
commonly used are an important source of uncertainty, and some aspects such as
data accuracy, scale and algorithms used to derive topographic attributes have been
examined in relative depths for their contribution to uncertainty in model results (e.g.
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Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005a; Kienzle, 2004; Armstrong and Martz, 2003; Jones,
1998, and others). On the other hand, aspects such as the influence of the concep-
tual model applied to represent the continuous surface of the earth in digital form,
or the preprocessing of data such as projecting and resampling, have been widely ig-
nored (with some notable exceptions such as Schneider, 2001a,b). While it is common
knowledge that elevation and its derivatives are influenced by the resolution of a DEM
(e.g. Florinsky, 1998), the uncertainty introduced by factors such as the origin of re-
sampling or the choice of resampling methods has - to my knowledge - been the subject
of only a single publication (Fisher, 1996). This might be due to the fact that resam-
pling a DEM to a lower resolution is commonly associated with lower accuracy, and
any additional uncertainty introduced to this data is commonly disregarded as being
of minor importance in comparison. The same holds for data accuracy of DEMs that
have been resampled: in the light of the lower ‘inaccurate’ resolution, any uncertainty
present in the original data appears to become irrelevant in the eye of the user, despite
Hebeler and Purves (2005a) have shown that uncertainty in 1km data propagates to
resolutions of 10 and 20km with noticeable impact on model results.
1.1.2 Modelling of Ice
Much of today’s shape of the earth has been formed by ice sheets during the ice ages,
and present day global circulation is largely influenced by the vast ice masses at the
poles. Therefore understanding the dynamics of the cryosphere is often a key to un-
derstanding the dynamics of the earth’s climate and geomorphology - past, present and
future. The waxing and waning of ice sheets through the glacial stages has formed most
of the landscapes around us, and the boundaries of these different stages, as marked
by glaciomorphologic features such as moraines, kames and osers, serve as proxies in
the examination and understanding of past climates and their impact on the earths cli-
mate and ecosystems. The advance and retreat of glaciers – remnants of the ice ages –
has been observed and documented for more than 400 years, with increasing intensity
since the ‘Little Ice Age’ in the middle of the 1800s (Benn and Evans, 1998). Dynamic
modelling of the cryosphere, particulary of glaciers, ice sheets and permafrost, evolved
soon after microcomputers became available (e.g. Budd and Jenssen, 1975), and has
contributed significantly to our understanding of the global climate and the possible
implications of climate change.
Glaciers are known to be important factors in hydrological modelling, as they function
as freshwater resources and retention ponds (Jansson et al., 2003). Despite their impor-
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tance in regional hydrology, only approximately 0.2% of the worlds freshwater stored
as ice is made up by glaciers, while 98.5% is stored in the large ice sheets of Green-
land and Antarctica (Slaymaker and Kelly, 2007). If both of these ice sheets would
melt completely, an estimated global sea-level rise of approximately 70m would be
the result (Alley et al., 2005). Consequently, because of their importance in climate
research, geomorphology, sea level change prognosis and even risk analysis (e.g. for
nuclear waste ultimate disposal places), a range of ice sheet models have been devel-
oped over time by different research groups. The original aims in the development
of these models were diverse, with the foci on different regions such as Antarctica,
Greenland, Patagonia, the Laurentide or Fennoscandian ice sheet, as well as on differ-
ent aspects of ice sheet modelling, such as climate interaction, calving, ice streams or
isostatic response (Hindmarsh, 1993). Gradually, these different models have spread
and evolved, and currently about a dozen generic models with widespread application
exist, such as GLIMMER (Hagdorn et al., 2007) or SICOPOLIS (Calov et al., 1998). In
the EISMINT intercomparison initiative (Payne et al., 2000; Huybrechts et al., 1996),
amongst others ten models applying the shallow ice approximation (SIA) have been
used to model a set of scenarios (Huybrechts et al., 1996).
With the introduction and the subsequent constant improvement of remote sensing
techniques, data collection for remote and difficult to access areas is also improving.
Amongst others, climate and topographic data on the large inland ice sheets of Green-
land and the Antarctica is becoming accessible in sufficient quality and extent (e.g.
Lythe et al., 2001) to better understand the mechanisms of the wax and wane of ice
sheets through the recent glacial series. Simulation of ice sheet growth and retreat
through the past glacial series is not only of interest in terms of earth history, but also
the verification of these simulations through empirical data, for example on maximum
ice sheet extents during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), allows to improve these
models. This in turn is crucial to create reliable scenarios of ice sheet growth and re-
treat under possible future climate change, and the impact this will have on sea-level
rise, precipitation patterns and other climatic factors.
A substantial number of sensitivity studies focussing on different climate and model
parameters as well as different regions have been conducted (e.g. Essery and Etchev-
ers, 2004; Pattyn, 2003b; Purves and Hulton, 2000a; Huybrechts and de Wolde, 1999;
Ritz et al., 1997; Fabre et al., 1995; van de Wal and Oerlemans, 1994). However, de-
spite the recognition of the importance of topography for the modelling of both glaciers
and ice sheets (Kerr, 1993), few studies on the influence of topography and associated
uncertainties on simulated ice sheets exist.
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Bedrock topography however is an important factor in ISM, as it influences ice
sheet behaviour via its influence on both climate and ice dynamics. Since elevation is
directly related to temperature, it influences mass balance via ablation for temperatures
above 0 ◦C and precipitation for temperatures below freezing. Air temperature also de-
termines ice temperature and thus influences ice dynamics through the dependency of
ice velocity on viscosity. The influence of topography on climate, for example through
the effect of rain shadow or continentality is modelled implicitly via the input climate
forcing schemes. Geomorphology, as captured in the input topography, also influences
ice sheet configuration by constraining, reducing or enhancing ice flow, either directly
through the slope gradient, or through the arrangement of landscape features such as
ridges or through valleys (Jamieson et al., 2008). Studies on the nucleation of ice
sheets have emphasised the importance of certain landscape features such as peaks
and high intermontane valleys, and have confirmed that ablation processes are poorly
resolved in low resolution ISM (Marshall, 2002; Sugden et al., 2002; Marshall and
Clarke, 1999).
Models of physical systems such as ice sheets are usually complex and non-linear,
and changes of one parameter can influence the system both directly and indirectly
through a number of feedback mechanisms, making an analytical estimation of the im-
pact difficult or even impossible. Repeated modelling with varying parameters using
Monte Carlo Simulation is a common approach for testing sensitivity of ISM to input
parameters (van der Veen, 2002).
1.2 Thesis Rationale
Despite a wide range of existing work on uncertainty in GIS and geographic data,
further investigation of the nature of topographic uncertainty is both a necessary and
promising task. A large variety of potential sources of uncertainty related to topog-
raphy exist, which need to be assessed and examined. The impact of this uncertainty
on applications that make use of topographies, such as techniques used to extract land-
forms or models that simulate physical processes such as ISMs, needs to be understood,
quantified and compared. In order to do so, topographic uncertainties of a specific
source have to be modelled. While for some uncertainties, such as DEM accuracy,
approaches for uncertainty modelling have been developed, a number of shortcomings
exist, e.g. where only global DEM accuracy figures are available. Other sources of
uncertainty from topographic representation such as resampling to lower resolutions,
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have not yet been explored or modelled.
This leads to the formulation of a set of research question and objectives:
1.2.1 Research Questions
The research questions of this work can be divided into three categories. The first are
concerned with the nature of topographic uncertainty:
1. What are the sources of uncertainty in/from topographic representation?
2. How can this uncertainty be quantified and modelled?
The second deals with the impact this uncertainty has on topography-based applica-
tions:
3. What impact does uncertainty from topographic representation have on topography-
based modelling?
Two case studies are used:
• Geomorphological modelling
• Ice sheet modelling
4. Where (on what topography/landform), when (during which phases) and how
(through which mechanisms) does uncertainty from topographic representation im-
pact ice sheet modelling?
The third category focuses on handling uncertainty and using the insights gained from
answers to the previous research questions.
5. How can the effect of uncertainty from topographic representation be quantified
and communicated?
6. How can the impact of uncertainty from topographic representation on ice sheet
modelling be minimised?
1.2.2 Research Objectives
From the research questions formulated in the previous section, three main research
objectives have been identified:
1. To identify sources of uncertainty from topographic representation and model un-
certainty to assess its impact in environmental modelling.
2. To understand the mechanisms of uncertainty impact on form and process models.
3. To develop methods that minimise the impact of uncertainty from topographic rep-
resentation in ISM.
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1.2.3 Structure of the Thesis
In the following chapter 2, the subject of error and uncertainty in GIScience as dis-
cussed in the literature is presented, with an emphasis on spatial uncertainty. Because
topographic uncertainty is the key topic of this dissertation, the state of the art of
modelling topography as digital elevation models, and the inherent uncertainty will
be presented, as well as existing approaches for assessing and modelling this uncer-
tainty. As models are usually linked to topography via topographic attributes, their
derivation and uncertainty within it is presented in a separate section, followed by a
presentation of the state of the art of ice sheet modelling, associated uncertainties and
approaches to overcome these uncertainties. The section finishes with an overview of
the development and discussion of methods to communicate and visualise uncertainty,
and implications of this state of the art to the dissertation at hand.
In chapter 3, an overview of the methodology used within the five papers included
in this dissertation is given, including methods for assessing and modelling topographic
uncertainty, as well as assessing and comparing its impact on geomorphologic models,
melt models and full-scale ice sheet models.
The respective results from all five papers are briefly given in chapter 4, and are
being comprehensively discussed in chapter 5, structured into the main subjects of as-
sessing and quantifying uncertainty, modelling uncertainty, the impact of uncertainty
on different models, and ways of minimising and reducing the impact of uncertainty.
The dissertation concludes with chapter 6, giving an outlook for future work.
The five papers included in this dissertation can be found in the appendix:
A. Hebeler, F. & Purves, R.S. 2004: Representation of topography and its role in un-
certainty: a case study in ice sheet modelling. Proceedings of the GIScience 2004
conference, College Park, Maryland, Oct 19-24 2004, p.118-121
B. Hebeler, F. & Purves, R.S. in press: The influence of elevation uncertainty on
derivation of topographic indices. Geomorphology
C. Hebeler, F. & Purves, R.S. 2008: Modelling DEM data uncertainties for Monte
Carlo Simulations of Ice Sheet Models. In: A. Stein, J. Shi & W. Bijker: Quality
Aspects in Spatial Data Mining, CRC Press, Boca Raton, p.175-196
D. Hebeler, F. & Purves, R.S. 2008: The influence of resolution and topographic
uncertainty on melt modelling using hypsometric subgrid parameterisation. Hy-
drological Processes 22(19), p.3887-4021
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E. Hebeler, F., Purves, R.S. & Jamieson, S.S.R., in press: The impact of parametric
uncertainty and topographic error in ice sheet modelling. Journal of Glaciology
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
2.1 Error and Uncertainty in GIScience
“Vagueness is the inescapable punishment for cutting up a mostly continuous, het-
erogeneous and dynamic world into discrete, homogeneous and static categories” –
Couclelis (2003)
In trying to underline the problem of introducing uncertainty through abstraction,
Plewe (2002) claims that ‘reality itself cannot be uncertain’. This standpoint is ar-
guable, even if one does not go as far as relating it to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
(Couclelis, 2003), as uncertainty is all around our everyday life, and most of us would
at least like to assume that this is indeed reality. In the same work, Plewe (2002)
later on distinguishes between uncertainty in a phenomenon (indeterminacy) and un-
certainty in assertions of that phenomenon, somewhat refuting his first statement.
Irrespective of whether uncertainty originates from a phenomenon or our assertion
of it, our ability to deal with this uncertainty in time, space or attributes in our lives
is reflected in many ways that are relevant for GIScience. One example are colloquial
concepts of time that are often uncertain, e.g. ‘soon’, ‘later’, ‘old’, and many geograph-
ical concepts are also uncertain, such as descriptions of spatial objects like ‘Indian
Ocean’ or relationships like ‘near’, ‘below’, ‘north of’ (compare Longley et al., 2005;
Purves et al., 2005; Goodchild, 1992). Because we have the intuitive ability to interpo-
late, approximate, judge and clarify these loose or imprecise notions where necessary,
they are convenient to deal with the many continuous everyday phenomena around
use. On the contrary, GIS being developed as a tool for technical tasks like surveying
or constructions, with the focus on the need to represent and model our geographi-
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cal world as accurately as possible, per se lack these abilities to deal with imprecise
notions or regions.
According to Plewe (2002), uncertainties are the result of complexities and prob-
lems in two processes, namely conceptualisation and measurement. For a GIS the
common entity model (vector) is appropriate for modelling objects with crisp bound-
aries, such as buildings, streets or lakes, and uncertainty is usually associated with
accuracy (how close a measured value is to the true value) and precision (how close
similar measurements of the same value are). Both accuracy and precision mainly re-
late to the process of measurement – for example how accurate the outline of a building
is captured in a map. Nevertheless, even a simple task like delineating a lake is already
prone to uncertainty due to the continuous change of waterlevel and therefore shoreline
over time – trying to represent a varying object in a static (vector) model is related to
the second process of conceptualisation. It is this dilemma that the citation of Coucle-
lis (2003) in the beginning of this section is referring to: the conceptual problem of
capturing and depicting phenomena that are continuous in time or space such as tem-
perature or soil pH, with crisp polygon boundaries is unsatisfying (Heuvelink, 1998).
The problem is often illustrated using the Sorites paradox (e.g. Foody, 2003; Duckham
et al., 2001; Fisher, 2000): when trying to define a heap, one would agree that 1 grain
is certainly not a heap, so 1+1 grains cannot be a heap, neither can 2+1, 3+1 . . . 9999+1
grains and thus any number of grains. Setting a threshold to define a certain number of
grains as a heap must thus inevitably be arbitrary.
Using regular tesselated grids or triangular irregular networks (TIN) is better suited
to represent continuous data than vectors, as different data models have their ad-
vantages or disadvantages for certain applications (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998).
However all variables modelled using these data types are subject to uncertainty, if
only through the accuracy or precision of the model and the data. While finite differ-
ence grids might be much more suitable to represent continuous data, the resolution of
the grid cell still represents a crisp boundary, imposed on a continuous phenomenon
through a conceptual model and limited digital resources.
Burrough and McDonnell (1998) give an exhaustive list of possible sources of un-
certainty and error for spatial data, including accuracy of content, measurement error,
locational accuracy and the “human factor”. Apart from uncertainties introduced by
humans during data capture and processing, since GIS are used to produce knowledge
products, uncertainty can also arise from misinterpretations of valid data by (novice)
end-users (Couclelis, 2003). Independent of the source of uncertainty, it needs to be
judged whether the uncertainty inherent in a model or data makes it fit to be used for
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a certain application or not, for example by checking whether the data resolution and
accuracy is sufficient for the target process under observation, or whether the input
data is representative for the analytical task (Hebeler, 2003). Unfortunately, computers
do not have our natural ability to instinctively assess and judge upon uncertainty, but
they need to be ‘taught and trained’, which requires us to realise and formalise how we
shall deal with uncertainties in GIScience.
In his work on accuracy of spatial data, Veregin (1989) has identified five goals
for handling error, extended to include uncertainty by Plewe (2002), where identifying
and understanding of the sources and nature of uncertainty or error is diagnosed to be
the essential base for all successive tasks (Fig. 2.1).
1. Reducing error and uncertainty
2. Managing error and uncertainty
3. Modelling error and uncertainty propagation
4. Detecting and measuring error and uncertainty
5. Identifying and understanding of error and uncertainty
Figure 2.1: Five goals
for handling error and
uncertainty after Vere-
gin (1989).
Definition: To avoid misconceptions often encountered due to the interchanging use of
terms like error, fault, vagueness and uncertainty, at this point a definition of the terms
used within this dissertation is given. Contrary to the relatively wide use of the term
‘error’ by Burrough and McDonnell (1998), that also includes ‘variation’, within this
work the term error is used where a value x′ (attribute or location) is deviating from
its true value x by an error value ε . The term uncertainty u is used where a value x′ is
known to contain some error ε , but either the magnitude, location, or time of the error,
or any combination of these, is unknown (MacEachren et al., 2005).
This implies that error can only be measured where higher accuracy reference data
is available (Kyriakidis et al., 1999). If the error at a certain location z is known, the
error at a neighbouring location z′ can be estimated using geostatistics (Holmes et al.,
2000), but since the the true error value at z′ is not known, according to the definition
in this work it is termed uncertainty.
Using a GIS, many common operations are effectively models: any algorithm
used to calculate slope from gridded elevation values fits a (local) continuous surface
through these points in order to derive a gradient, and thus effectively applies a surface
model (Schneider, 2001b; Wood, 1998). Thus in addition to the uncertainty contained
in the data, or input error, uncertainty from the operation itself, or model error, is
present (Heuvelink, 1998). Thus propagation of both input and model error needs
13
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to be considered when working with spatial data, and a number of methods exist for
modelling error propagation, such as Taylor series (Heuvelink et al., 1989) and Monte
Carlo Simulation (Davis and Keller, 1997a,b). While generally this applies to all digi-
tal spatial data, both vector and raster, continuous and discrete, the focus of this work
is on the digital modelling of topography, the inherent uncertainty and the propagation
of it to results of different form and process models.
Despite uncertainty being an unavoidable and intrinsic part of any model, the no-
tion itself is still negatively associated with terms like faulty, inadequate or inaccurate
– often reflected even in terminologies such as ‘fighting uncertainty’ (Couclelis, 2003).
While efforts should obviously been taken to reduce uncertainty for any model, it is
necessary to be aware of the fact that uncertainty can not be eradicated completely, and
it therefore needs to be considered when deriving, distributing or displaying results.
Essence: Uncertainty is a natural phenomenon which is not necessarily
a problem for GIS based spatial modelling, but understanding the nature
of uncertainty associated with a data product or model can help to judge
the reliability and quality of results and prognoses. Since all spatial
data is subject to error and therefore uncertainty, where data is used in
an application, uncertainty propagates through the modelling chain into
the results. If decisions need to be made on the basis of these results, the
impact of uncertainty on these results as well as possible decisions needs
to be assessed. While this is often trivial for everyday life phenomena, a
systematic approach is needed for GIS.
Need: Sources of uncertainty need to be identified and quantified. The
impact of uncertainty on model results need to be assessed, for example
via uncertainty modelling. It is critical to chose an adequate uncertainty
model based on the available information and the intended use of the re-
sults. Based on this impact assessment, decisions can be made whether
measures to minimise uncertainty need to be taken or not.
In general, efforts have to be made to increase acceptance of the need
to assess and communicate uncertainty along with the respective data
product.
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2.2 Modelling Topography
Topographic models depicting the surface of the earth in three dimensions have been
used as aids in navigation and construction for considerable time, and before digital
modelling of terrain became possible, these models where actually made from materi-
als like stone, clay, sand or plaster (Li et al., 2005). Maps, seen as a two dimensional
form of terrain model, have been around aiding in property delineation and navigation
for thousands of years. Consequently, with the invention of computers and subse-
quently GIS and digital terrain models, geographic data was commonly digitised from
existing paper maps (Weibel and Heller, 1991) until remote sensing techniques became
available for direct capturing of data at sufficient quality.
2.2.1 Digital Elevation Models
Globally available DEMs like GTOPO30 and GLOBE (U.S. Geological Survey, 1996;
GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999) at resolutions of approximately 1km became
available during the mid-1990s and were compiled from various data sources such
as digitised contour maps of varying quality, resulting in inhomogeneous accuracy and
overall quality, and abundant errors (Fig. 2.2). With the rapid advances in remote sens-
ing, digital elevation models with resolutions of 100m such as the SRTM data (Farr
et al., 2007) are available almost globally, and are considerably more homogenous in
their quality. With LIDAR data becoming more and more popular (Sun et al., 2003),
DEMs with resolutions up to 0.5m are already available in many areas (e.g. DTM-AV
for Switzerland for areas below 2000m at 2m resolution - Swisstopo, 2007).
While data collected using higher resolution sensors is usually more accurate than
that from lower resolution sensors, higher resolution is often falsely used as a synonym
for ‘better’ data, while using the adequate DEM resolution is crucial for both form
and process models (Armstrong and Martz, 2003). Not only may the use of too high
resolutions DEM slow down computations with no apparent benefit, but potentially
increased cost (time, money for high resolution data or better hardware); high resolu-
tion DEMs may also prevent the use of certain process models, e.g. where models are
parameterising processes at a lower scale, their use at higher scales might render this
parameterisation unusable (Purves and Hulton, 2000a).
In general, DEMs are used to model the continuous surface of the earth (or any
other surface), but due to their digital nature, they are a mere collection of points,
which need to be interpolated in order to model a surface. Generally, digital models
of terrain can comprise either regular or irregular tessellations of point data, which
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GTOPO30 Data Sources
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Figure 2.2: Sources used to compile GTOPO30 DEM data. The same source data,
though with differing interpolation schemes were used in the production of GLOBE
data. The study areas used to derive the GLOBE uncertainty model are marked solid
black. Inset of Patagonia with data sources (left) and GLOBE deviation from SRTM
(right). Note the variation in magnitude and spatial correlation of error for Patagonia
(right inset), depending on the data sources used (left inset). Source: USGS 1996.
can contain additional data on structural features not explicitly contained in the point
data otherwise, such as breaklines or drainage divides (Weibel and Heller, 1991). Dif-
ferent data models and interpolation approaches exist, including linear interpolation,
quadratic patches, Bezier splines, and others. A considerable amount of work has
focussed on the appropriateness and usability of these approaches for different tasks
(e.g. Chaplot et al., 2006; Hutchinson and Gallant, 2000; Wise, 2000, 1998; Wood
and Fisher, 1993), but besides the triangulated irregular network approach TIN (e.g.
Hugentobler et al., 2004), regularly spaced, gridded elevation values, or rasters, are the
most common data model used for DEM. Their advantage of very efficient operation
using matrices is countered by the relative high amount of storage capacity needed,
and the fixed resolution independent of the local variation of the modelled variable
(Shortridge and Clarke, 1999).
A number of synonyms like digital elevation model DEM, digital terrain model
DTM, digital height model DHM etc. exist, that commonly all relate to elevation data,
but can have different meanings in different disciplines, and might refer to simple grid-
ded elevation values as well as their interpolated surfaces (Li et al., 2005). The present
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work focuses exclusively on gridded elevation data, and the term DEM will be used to
refer to regular spaced measured elevation values.
Operations on a DEM, such as calculation of derivatives or querying of values
located between the gridded elevation values, require interpolation. Methods for in-
terpolating grid points can be categorised into global and local approaches. Global
functions try to acknowledge all available information in a grid, for example by fitting
higher order polynomial surfaces through all available data points (Wood, 1998). This
can result in very high order polynomials and unrealistic surfaces, but assures conti-
nuity. Local approaches are using only immediate neighbours for interpolation, for
example through bilinear interpolation or by fitting square or cubic surfaces through
the four adjacent grid points (e.g. Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987). Because surfaces
are constructed of many local subsurfaces, local approaches can further be classified in
discontinuous and continuous methods. Methods that produce global surfaces where
at least the elevation function is continuous are named continuous or G0 continuous; if
the first and second derivatives are also continuous these function are said to be G1 and
G2 continuous, respectively, and are often called smooth (Li et al., 2005; Hugentobler,
2004).
The standard representation of continuous data in a DEM in most GIS is in the
form of a raster, where every grid cell is assigned the elevation value representative
for the area it covers (e.g. from a sample measurement). This is equivalent to a local
nearest neighbour interpolation and would result in a stepped, discontinuous surface
when viewed uninterpolated (Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Example for interpolating surfaces from regular grid points (Martinoni,
2002).
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2.2.2 Digital Elevation Model Uncertainty
Working with DEMs is subject to two categories of uncertainty: one is originating in
the DEM itself, where uncertainties are associated with the DEM quality (data-based
uncertainty - Shortridge, 2001). The other is originating from the use of the DEM,
where the uncertainty stems from algorithms used to query, manipulate or visualise
the DEM (data model-based uncertainty - Shortridge, 2001) and from models used
to derive forms or simulate processes based on the DEM (Florinsky, 1998). Uncer-
tainty related to DEM quality is mostly related to the data capture and preprocessing
(Florinsky, 2002), and includes the following sources:
- Sensor precision, accuracy and reliability
- Sampling strategy
- Coordinate transformation
- Loss of precision
- Human factors
These factors all result in a deviation of the measured values at the sample locations
from their true values, and are therefore usually deemed to be errors. Wise (2000)
describes three types of error, namely blunders, systematic and random error. Blun-
ders are gross errors and the results of, for example, failing measurement equipment
or digitising errors, and are infrequent in recent commercial grade DEMs. Systematic
errors are characterised by a common trend or dependency, and can be the result of
both data capturing (radar shadow effects - Shortridge, 2006) or processing (terracing
from poorly interpolated contour lines - Wood, 1996). These systematic input errors
can potentially be eliminated or reduced, and a number of methods have been devised
to achieve this (Wechsler and Kroll, 2006). Random error as the third type can orig-
inate from a variety of sources such as measurement and data processing and show
no trends. The only way to eliminate or reduce nonsystematic errors is by repeating
measurements, where possible using higher accuracy and precision methods.
This classification of error into three categories is built upon the ‘regionalized
variable theory’ (RVT) developed by Matheron (1969), which is the theoretical basis
for geostatistical methods like Kriging (Oliver and Webster, 1990).
Additionally, almost any operation using a DEM as a continuous surface introduces
further uncertainty (model error), because of the associated need for interpolation,
referred to in section 2.2.1. These sources of uncertainty include
- Projecting to different spatial reference systems
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- Resampling/Generalising of DEM data to different resolutions
- Interpolation applied in basically all operations that require continuous surfaces
like value querying, calculation of derivatives, generalising, process modelling
and might also be termed uncertainty of topographic representation, as they are not
depending on the elevation values of the DEM themselves (e.g. Fisher and Tate, 2006).
This last source is an often underestimated or even completely neglected aspect of un-
certainty in working with DEM, even though the resolution and representation of a
terrain surface introduces ambiguities in any derived results (Schneider, 2001b).
A simple example might illustrate this: calculating slope and curvature using
ESRIs Arc/Info, the SLOPE function uses finite differences between the eight ad-
jacent neighbours of a cell to calculate slope gradient, whereas CURVATURE uses
piecewise quadratic surfaces. Both functions are thus effectively calculating their re-
spective derivatives using different surfaces (Hugentobler, 2004). If this inconsistency
is known, it can be accounted for, for example if the derivatives are used for further
modelling. However, using a different GIS that implements a different slope algorithm,
is likely to produce different slope and curvature values for the same data set. The
choice of algorithms thus influences model results, and results in uncertainty, where
no clear modelling framework is given (Schneider and Martinoni, 2001).
2.2.3 Modelling DEM Error and Uncertainty
Because working with DEMs is subject to the errors and uncertainties discussed above,
it is vital to examine and understand error propagation through the modelling chain
and assess the impact of uncertainty associated with using a certain DEM. Uncertainty
propagation can be examined analytically, e.g. using Taylor series (essentially breaking
down complex, non-linear functions into a series of linear terms - Heuvelink, 1998).
Where analytical solutions are not possible, DEM error, respectively uncertainty needs
to be modelled in order to assess its impact on a certain process. This however, re-
quires some information on the statistical and spatial distribution of uncertainty. Where
higher accuracy reference data for a DEM is available, it can be used to derive error,
in the simplest case by simple subtraction. However strictly speaking, even a higher
reference elevation model can per definition not be error-free, and would thus give only
an estimate of error.
Depending on whether the reference data is a simple set of validation points, or
a higher accuracy DEM subset, the derived error will be in the form of single point
observations or an error surface. Either way, the error can then be analysed to identify
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characteristics of statistical and spatial distribution that allow modelling of uncertainty
at locations without reference measurements.
In geostatistical modelling, following the regionalised variable theory (RVT), three
components of error are known: the first are global trends overlaying local pat-
terns, which can for example be detected using directional variograms or profile plots
(Holmes et al., 2000; Liu and Jezek, 1999). The second component is a spatially cor-
related component, which is related to the fact that most natural variables (elevation,
slope, pH, temperature) gradually change over space, and locations close to each other
are more likely to have similar values than distant ones, a phenomenon often termed
‘Tobler’s First Law’ (e.g. Laube et al. (2005), after Tobler (1970)). As error usually
depends on the absolute values of a variable, it exhibits similar amounts of spatial cor-
relation as its associated variable. Often, a characteristic range of spatial correlation
can be observed, showing error patterns that are highly correlated with the underly-
ing terrain (Hunter and Goodchild, 1997). The third component is random error or
noise, where no spatial dependency is apparent. The amount of random error can be
captured as the nugget in variograms. When analysing and modelling uncertainty, all
three components are attempted to be captured where they exist.
Where no reference data is available to derive error properties, uncertainty can only
be modelled based on information about DEM accuracy and error distribution given in
the metadata. However, despite the recognition of the necessity for detailed error mod-
els to be distributed with DEMs (Kyriakidis et al., 1999; Shortridge and Goodchild,
1999; Fisher, 1998; Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994), digital elevation models are
still commonly distributed with global error or accuracy measures at most (Fisher,
1998). These measures are usually in the form of root mean square error (RMSE) or
standard deviation for horizontal and vertical accuracy for a small number of control
points, for example GLOBE, GTOPO30 or SRTM data. Since no information on the
spatial distribution of error, or on dependencies with topographic attributes such as el-
evation or roughness is given (Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005b; Holmes et al., 2000),
these global values are of limited use for modelling uncertainty. Assumptions about the
spatial correlation of uncertainty have to be made where no information is available,
and error is thus often assumed to be normally distributed and random (Oksanen and
Sarjakoski, 2006; Wechsler, 2006; Fisher, 1998). However it is disputable whether this
assumption is generally valid and it has been suggested that more complex error dis-
tribution functions should be used where possible (Holmes et al., 2000; Ehlschlaeger
et al., 1997; Hunter and Goodchild, 1997).
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Measures of spatial correlation are needed in order to analyse and model spa-
tially autocorrelated uncertainty surfaces (Fisher, 1999). Common indices such as
local indicators of spatial association (LISA, Anselin, 1995), Geary’s c and Moran’s
I (Moran, 1950) exist, that essentially all measure the local or global degree of simi-
larity of values. Moran’s I compares the (weighted) ratio of the variance at a location
against the variance of its neighbourhood with indices lying in the range of -1 to 1,
where highly autocorrelated regions have values around 1 and anti-correlated (alter-
nating) regions show values close to -1 (Shortridge, 2001). Moran’s I is a simple and
robust estimator for spatial correlation that is useful for determining locally varying
spatial correlation, e.g. for different landforms or terrain types. However, as indices
are relative for each survey area, comparing autocorrelation for different DEMs can be
biased. Additionally, choosing the analysis window range and weights influences the
analysis, and requires some prior information about the data to be examined (Liu and
Jezek, 1999).
Another very common measure originating from geostatistics is the range of spatial
autocorrelation determined using semivariograms (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998).
Here, the variance of different value pairs is plotted against their distance (lag), again
assuming that closer locations are more likely to have similar values, which results
in increased variance for higher lags. The distance at which the variance reaches its
maximum (sill) is the range at which the local correlation ceases to dominate values
(Fig. 2.4). Using local or directional variograms can detect local trends and directional
effects in the autocorrelation, and the resulting variograms are commonly used in in-
terpolation methods such as Kriging. However, tuning of the analysis parameters and
fitting of a theoretical variogram requires expert knowledge and automatic analysis is
often unreliable and data specific.
Different approaches for modelling spatial correlation in elevation uncertainty
exist which apply the measures described above. Fisher (1998) uses a simple ran-
dom cell swapping algorithm with repeated measurements of Moran’s I to increase
autocorrelation of a white noise surface until a target correlation threshold is reached.
The initial error is assumed to be normally distributed around a mean of zero with a
standard deviation equal to the RMSE given in the DEM metadata, and independent
of external variables such as topography. While this approach is simple to implement,
for large grids and high degrees of spatial correlation, computational times increase
exponentially. However, the approach could potentially be optimised using for exam-
ple simulated annealing or any other sophisticated cell swapping algorithms. Because
the spatial correlation is not introduced by filtering, the resulting surfaces are relatively
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rough, which, when added to original topography might be problematic for some ap-
plications e.g. can cause instabilities in physical models due to unrealistically high
slopes.
Oksanen and Sarjakoski (2005b) model
γ(h)
lag(h)
sill
range
nugget
Figure 2.4: In a semivariogram, the differ-
ence in attribute values γ(h) of two loca-
tions is plotted against the distance (lag)
of the locations h for a set of (random)
points. Following the assumption that
closer locations are more likely to have
similar values than distant ones, the dif-
ference in attribute values will increase
with distance until it reaches a maxi-
mum distance (range), where the mean
difference does not increase, marking the
sill. Where random, uncorrelated error is
present, it will show as nugget in the var-
iogram.
finescale DEM error as a Gaussian ran-
dom field, also assuming external depen-
dencies as well as systematic error to be
absent. Using a Monte Carlo approach,
they use sequential Gaussian simulation
(Goovaerts, 1997) with variogram ranges
derived from the literature, to assess the
impact of different amounts of autocorre-
lation of error on the calculation of pri-
mary and secondary topographic attributes
such as slope gradient and aspect and
topographic wetness index (TWI). In a
similar approach Oksanen and Sarjakoski
(2005a) use process convolution, or spa-
tial moving averages, to introduce au-
tocorrelation to a Gaussian random field.
However, both the range of the filter and
the amount of error, expressed as standard
deviation around a mean of zero of the
random field, are chosen somewhat arbi-
trarily.
Although the assumption of homoscedas-
ticity (in this case the DEM error being
independent of underlying terrain) might be convenient (Kyriakidis et al., 1999), es-
pecially when no information about dependencies is available, it is usually not correct
(Hunter and Goodchild, 1997). Taking into consideration the typical sources of uncer-
tainties in DEM, such as measuring accuracy during data capture or interpolation from
point observations, a dependency of uncertainty on terrain is self-evident: a measur-
ing beam for example is more likely to be scattered over very rough than over smooth
terrain, and the selection of a sample site location in rugged terrain will affect the
measured elevation more than on a plain.
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Having a DEM containing uncertainty (termed ‘soft data’), Kyriakidis et al. (1999)
use a set of higher accuracy reference data (termed ‘hard data’) to directly simulate
what is called the ‘higher accuracy reference elevation surface’ using stochastic sim-
ulation without explicitly generating an uncertainty surface. To do so, they use local
uncertainty models at each grid node, which incorporate the covariance between hard
data, soft data, and the sum of both, effectively using sequential Gaussian simulation
with Cokriging to produce a suite of equiprobable surfaces. These surfaces are exact,
as they replicate the elevation values at the hard data locations and heteroscedastic, as
the simulated error depends on the elevation at each location, and the amount of spa-
tial correlation. This approach allows statistical assessment of uncertainty by means of
probabilities, and incorporates dependency of error on the underlying terrain. While
the approach proved to be efficient for the authors’ case study on a 148x149 cell grid, a
set of high accuracy reference data is again needed to (implicitly) assess and model the
spatial autocorrelation of error, and for large data sets and high numbers of equiproba-
ble surfaces needed for Monte Carlo Simulation, the approach is impractical.
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Essence: Working with digital elevation models (DEM) is subject to
both input and model error: uncertainty originates from both data capture
(digitising error, sensor precision, pre-processing) as well as data han-
dling (assumptions of the applied data model, interpolation algorithms).
Commonly DEM data products are distributed with metadata containing
only global accuracy measures such as RMSE. However DEM uncer-
tainty is known to be spatially correlated and dependent on topographic
attributes and global figures such as RMSE lack any spatial information.
Modelling DEM uncertainty using only common global DEM accuracy
measures such as RMSE is therefore subject to potentially unrealistic
assumptions, such as normal distribution and homoscedasticity of un-
certainty. Representing the correct spatial correlation of uncertainty is
crucial, as it can lead to instabilities in associated models, but it can be
arbitrary if no reference data is available. Where error properties can be
deduced from higher accuracy reference data, sophisticated geostatistical
methods can be applied, but these approaches require expert knowledge
and extensive computational resources. Additionally, expensive higher
accuracy reference data is needed.
Need: A method for fast simulation of DEM uncertainty at continental or
global scales, that incorporates spatial correlation and the dependence of
uncertainty on terrain properties, while using readily available reference
data at most is needed in order to assess the impact of DEM uncertainty
on environmental models at these large scales.
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2.3 Topographic Attributes
DEMs are used in a wide range of applications, such as visualisation (Smith and
Clark, 2005), hydrological and erosion modelling (Finlayson and Montgomery, 2003;
Tucker and Whipple, 2002), solar radiation modelling (Kumar et al., 1997), view-
shed analysis (Fisher, 1993) and landform detection (Fisher et al., 2004; MacMillan
et al., 2000; Herrington and Pellegrini, 2000), all of which require the calculation of
topographic attributes or topography-dependent indices. A wide range of topographic
attributes/variables are known (e.g. Kienzle, 2004; Florinsky, 1998), which can be cat-
egorised into primary or simple indices and secondary or compound indices. Simple
indices are calculated directly from the elevation values and can include basic statis-
tic descriptives such as mean, maximum, standard deviation of elevation, the first
and second order derivatives (slope gradient and aspect and plan and profile curva-
tures, respectively), as well as neighbourhood indices such as roughness and extremity
(Carlisle, 2000). Moore et al. (1991) categorise these simple indices as primary topo-
graphic attributes together with more specific, secondary attributes such as catchment
area, stream length or catchment slope. However, the later attributes are geomorpho-
logical or hydrological derived indices which are commonly used in applications of
their related area, and all require the calculation of one or more additional attributes.
e.g. catchment area for catchment slope, blurring the transition to compound indices
such as the topographic wetness index (TWI, Beven and Kirkby, 1979) or the stream
power index (Moore et al., 1991). These compound indices consist of two or more pri-
mary attributes and are dubbed analytically derived compound topographic indices
by Moore et al. (1991). These indices are often used as proxies for physical prop-
erties or for parameterisation in specific applications, such as the TWI for soil-water
related applications (Tarboton, 1997; Moore et al., 1991) or the ‘topographic factor’
for erosion modelling (Florinsky, 1998).
Where continuous surfaces are modelled from point elevation data, their first
derivatives, slope gradient and aspect, are the most important topographic variables.
Consequently, since the introduction of DEMs, a number of algorithms have been de-
veloped to derive slope from gridded elevation values, including linear interpolation
and quadratic approximation (e.g. Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987; Horn, 1981; Evans,
1980). Slope is a boundary condition for almost all physical processes (which are
depending on gravity), and thus algorithms for deriving slope are used across a wide
range of applications and scales (Florinsky, 1998). Consequently, a number of studies
have examined the suitability of different algorithms for certain tasks and resolutions,
(e.g. Kienzle, 2004; Zhang et al., 1999; Jones, 1998).
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Second derivatives such as plan and profile curvature, denoting the change of slope,
are also important, especially in hydrological applications (Florinsky, 1998), for ex-
ample in flow path or run-off modelling. Similar to slope, a number of algorithms
to derive (different) curvatures exist (Shary et al., 2002; Wood, 1996; Shary, 1995),
and the effects of different algorithms, scales or window sizes on calculated curvature
values have been investigated (e.g. Albani et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2003). While
for regularly gridded elevation values, local interpolation methods to calculate first
and second derivatives are fast and easy to implement, (e.g. Zevenbergen and Thorne,
1987; Evans, 1980), it has been shown that for some applications, fitting higher order
polynomial surfaces and using an extended neighbourhood has advantages over sim-
ple quadratic fitting of immediate (max. 8 for grids) neighbours (Schmidt et al., 2003;
Wood, 1996; Moore et al., 1991).
In general, applications can be categorized into deriving topographic attributes and
thus characterising the form of the earth’s surface (form models), and applying topo-
graphic attributes by modelling processes occurring on this surface (process models),
or a combination of both, linking the relationship between form and process. Raper and
Livingstone (1995) distinguish between approaches related to object identification and
to object behaviour. Identifying and characterising form using topographic attributes is
common across a range of geomorphological applications, such as landform detection
to identify single features (e.g. mountains, Fisher et al., 2004) or classify terrain types
(Chaplot et al., 2006; MacMillan et al., 2000).
Tools like TARDEM (Tarboton, 1999) have been developed for the automatic cal-
culation of a wide range of topographic attributes, including delineation of watersheds
or classification of streams using Strahler order. These attributes are often used as
proxies in - mainly hydrological - form models, such as basin hydrology and run-off
models (Kaser et al., 2003; Pike, 2000; Williams and Tarboton, 1999).
2.3.1 Uncertainty in Topographic Attributes
As topographic attributes are derived from continuous surfaces (modelled using grid-
ded elevation values), they are both subject to input error of the elevation values
and model error of the interpolation, used to model the DEM surface described in
section 2.2.1. Consequently, calculation of any topographic attribute potentially in-
troduces further uncertainty through the choice of algorithms, support size (the area
respectively the number of points used in the calculation of the attribute) and scale.
Because of their importance in topographic modelling, a number of studies have fo-
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cused on the impact of scale and choice of algorithm (model error) on the derivation of
slope gradient and aspect, both on natural topography (e.g. Zhang et al., 1999; Hunter
and Goodchild, 1997) as well as artificial landscapes (e.g. Zhou and Liu, 2004; Cor-
ripio, 2003; Jones, 1998). Thanks to these studies, dependencies such as decreasing
average slope gradient with coarser resolutions due to the smoothing effect of general-
isation on topography today are common knowledge in GIS (compare Longley et al.,
2005; Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). Walker and Willgoose (1999) and Lee (1996)
have investigated the influence of input error by simulating DEM error and repeatedly
extracting hydrological features such as floodplain cells and stream networks.
A number of authors have taking a further step in uncertainty analysis by examin-
ing the effect uncertainty of topographic attributes has on the derivation of compound
indices and process model results, where dependencies are becoming too complex for
analytical analysis. Endreny and Wood (2001) investigated the impact of both input
and model uncertainty on simulated runoff using different algorithms, by modelling
DEM uncertainty, producing probability maps by means of Monte Carlo Simulations.
Essery and Marks (2007) studied the effects scaling and parameterisation have on a
model of solar radiation, depending on slope gradient and aspect as well as relief shad-
ing.
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Essence: Topographic attributes are the basis of virtually all applica-
tions that use DEMs to create, visualise, query or manipulate continuous
topographic surfaces. As such, topographic attributes are subject to error
and uncertainty of the DEM data. Additionally, derived topographic at-
tributes are known to also be dependent on DEM resolution, the applied
data model and algorithms used for calculation of attributes.
The impact uncertainty in topographic attributes has also depends on the
type of model they are applied to: in form models, such as landform
detection algorithms, uncertainty propagation is static, while in process
modelling, such as runoff models or ISM, uncertainty impact is likely to
vary over time and can be subject to feedback mechanisms.
Need: The impact of DEM uncertainty on the calculation of topographic
attributes needs to be considered in topographic modelling. At the same
time uncertainty created through the use of different algorithms, support
size and scale in the derivation of these attributes has to be assessed and
acknowledged with respect to results of any model based on these topo-
graphic attributes. Differentiating between the impact of input error and
model error can be crucial for the understanding of the mechanisms of
uncertainty impact.
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2.4 Process Models
Process models are commonly using topography, respectively the derived topographic
attributes, for the simulation of (geo-)physical processes, that can either take place on
an existing topography, or simulate the shaping of topographic landforms (Codilean
et al., 2006). Uncertainty propagates through process models and its amount and
impact are non-static and vary over time, and thus can potentially multiply over the
modelling timesteps. The impact of topographic uncertainty on process models is
commonly more difficult to assess because of potential non-linear dependencies.
2.4.1 Ice Sheet Models
Ice sheets are usually modelled treating ice as a viscous mass (Paterson, 1994). As
such, ice dynamics and flow velocity are predominantly controlled by the gradient
both of the underlying bedrock as well as the ice surface, and the column height of
ice, or ice thickness. Typically, an ice sheet model is composed of a core component
(‘Ice Sheet’ in Fig. 2.5), where the physical properties of ice are modelled to resolve
ice dynamics, and components which set the boundary conditions for this ice dynamics
model. Commonly, these boundary conditions are the topography the ISM is running
on (‘Bedrock’) and the climate acting on the ISM (‘Environmental Input’ , Fig. 2.5). As
a result, the core ice sheet model component essentially outputs values of ice thickness
for each grid cell in the model domain, at chosen time intervals (‘Output’, Fig. 2.5).
In ice sheet modelling, the topography is usually supplied as a DEM at the resolu-
tion appropriate to the model assumptions, typically in the range of 5-40km for ISM
applying the shallow ice approximation (SIA) (Hagdorn et al., 2007; Payne, 1999;
Greve, 1997; Oerlemans, 1980); a number of ISM modules can either directly or indi-
rectly influence the ISM topography, for example isostasy, erosion or basal hydrology
components. Climate forcing is controlling the mass balance of the ISM as well as the
ice temperature, and the complexity of the climate component can vary from simple,
constant parameters supplied at compilation time to a suite of complex coupled models
that simulate climate from local to global scale and provide temperature, precipitation
and wind data, calculate the response of the asthenosphere and lithosphere, derive sea
level changes and more (Fig. 2.5).
Ice Dynamics
Higher order modelling of viscous mass dynamics including all stresses require the
solving of around 12 equations per timestep, gridnode and thickness layer (see sec-
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Figure 2.5: Principal structure of a basic 3D ice sheet model (not including ice shelves).
Environmental input and bedrock are providing the boundary conditions for the core
ice dynamics model. All three components are influenced by a number of external
parameters (Modified after Huybrechts 2004).
tion 2.4.1), and as of today is still unfeasible for modelling across continental or even
global scales because of the high computational demands. Under the shallow ice ap-
proximation (SIA, Nye, 1957) longitudinal stresses are neglected and ice sheets are
assumed to be only under plane deformation, which essentially reduces the equations
to be solved for modelling ice dynamics down to two (shear stresses in x and y direc-
tion) and enables modelling of large ice masses across large domains. The SIA is valid
where bedrock and ice surface slopes are considered sufficiently small so that normal
stress components can be neglected (Hutter, 1983). While this limits maximum model
resolution through the assumption of small slope gradients, and does not resolve well
certain features such as transition zones between fast and slow flowing ice, grounding
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lines and ice shelves, it makes modelling of large scale ice masses possible. Following
the SIA, the zero-order relation of shear (τxz and τyz) to ice thickness and surface slope
according to Nye (1957) is:
τxz(z) =−ρig (S− z)∂S∂x
τyz(z) =−ρig (S− z)∂S∂y
(2.1)
for height z in the ice column, where ρi is ice density and g is acceleration due to grav-
ity. The ice surface elevation S is the sum of the ice thickness h and the elevation of
the ice base H
S= H+h (2.2)
For laminar flow (assuming flow-lines to be parallel to the surface and vertical flow
velocity to be zero), effective strain rate ε˙ relates to velocity u according to
ε˙iz =
1
2
∂u
∂ z
i= x,y (2.3)
In addition to the driving stress, ice flow is dependent on temperature through its influ-
ence on ice viscosity. Temperature is controlled by three factors:
1. Temperature at the ice upper boundary, where the surface air temperature is de-
pending on the local energy balance
2. Temperature at the ice lower boundary, where geothermal heat flux from the
bedrock influences the basal temperature
3. The internal component of strain heating within the ice mass, important for solving
the ice temperature regime
Glen’s flow rate (Glen, 1958) relates shear strain rate ε˙xy to shear stress τxy according
to
ε˙iz = A τniz i= x,y (2.4)
where n is most commonly given the value 3 and A is the temperature dependant Ar-
rhenius value. Ice temperature is therefore related to ice flow velocity according to the
Arrhenius relation
A= f A0 exp(
−Q
RT
) (2.5)
where A0 is a temperature-independent material constant, R is the universal gas con-
stant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1) and Q is the activation energy for creep. f is a flow
enhancement factor often used to tune ice flow (Ritz et al., 1997). For temperatures
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T below -10 ◦C this implies that a strain rate produced by a given stress at -10 ◦C is
5 times that at -25 ◦C (Paterson, 1994). For temperatures above -10 ◦C empirical re-
lations of strain rate and temperature are often used. Corrected for pressure melting,
equation 2.4 is mostly used in ice sheet models as
ε˙iz = AT ∗ τn−1∗ τiz i= x,y (2.6)
where T ∗ is the correction term (Huybrechts, 1986).
Thus combining equations 2.1 and 2.6, one can approximate ice velocity at any height
in the ice column by integrating
u(z)−u(h) =−2(ρig)n (∇S ·∇S)
n−1
2 ∇S
z∫
h
A(T ∗)(S− z)n dz (2.7)
where ∇ is the horizontal gradient operator (slope) and u(h) is the basal velocity (slid-
ing velocity). As shown in this equation, ice flow velocity varies to approximately
the third power of surface slope and to about the fourth power of ice thickness, which
makes topography a crucial factor controlling ice velocity and model stability.
Because ice flow is dependent on temperature, the internal field of the modelled
ice mass has to be considered. Approximating this temperature field for poly-thermal
glaciers is complex (Paterson, 1994). For this reason, ice sheets are often assumed to
be cold or temperate. The associated thermodynamics can then be modelled by solv-
ing the time-dependent heat equation in ice as well as the underlying bed layer (usually
for approx. 3-5km depth). Ice temperature (T) evolution can be calculated according
to Payne et al. (2000):
∂T
∂ t
=
k
ρicp
∂ 2T
∂ z2
− ~ua ·∇T −w∂T∂ z −
g(H+h− z)
c
∇(H+h) · ∂ ~ua
∂ z
(2.8)
where ~ua is the vertically averaged horizontal velocity vector, w is the vertical velocity
(found diagnostically using the horizontal velocity field, derived from equation 2.7), k
is ice conductivity and cp is its specific heat capacity, H and h are ice thickness and
elevation, respectively. The boundary conditions for integrating equation 2.8 are
1. heat flux at the ice sheet base depending solely on geothermal heat flux G and
k:
∂T
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
h
=−G
k
(2.9)
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2. evolving temperature which cannot exceed the melting point
T ′ = T0−β (H+h− z) (2.10)
where β is the Clausius-Clapeyron gradient.
The upper boundary condition is the ice sheet surface temperature, which is usually
taken to be the air temperature for temperatures below 0 ◦C, or zero for air tempera-
tures above the freezing point.
In addition to ice deformation or flow, movement of ice over its base can signif-
icantly contribute to overall velocity. Since motion at the base of an ice sheet can
only be caused by sliding of ice over the ground (for ice reaching melting point) or
deformation of the ground (for water saturated sediment bedrock), basal velocity for
temperatures below the melting point is often taken to be zero as ice is assumed to be
frozen to the bedrock (Ritz et al., 1997). However, temperate or polythermal glaciers
and ice sheets show measurable basal movement (Fischer and Clarke, 2001), and the
extend to which the basal component contributes to the overall ice movement depends
on the bedrock characteristics, the basal hydrology, the geothermal heat flux and the
temperature regime of the ice mass. For large existing ice sheets like the Greenland or
Antarctic ice sheet, these characteristics are often not known or are difficult to average
for coarse resolutions used in ice sheet models. Following the SIA, Ritz et al. (1997)
use a simple law (derived from equation 2.7) for sliding and neglect bed deformation:
ub(z) = k (−ρigH)2 (∇S ·∇S)1/2 ·∇S (2.11)
with ub(z) being velocity at the bedrock and k a coefficient of the sliding law between 0
and 3 x 10−8m a−1 Pa−2 accounting for bedrock characteristics (incorporating rough-
ness and topography) in experiments carried out by the above mentioned authors (note:
flow law exponent n has been set to 2 in equation 2.11). For glaciers, the ratio of basal
velocity to surface velocity is typically between 0.2 and 0.9, often averaged as 0.5 (Pa-
terson, 1994). Basal movement is often slow and therefore negligible in calculations
of glacier movements over tens or hundreds of years. However when modelling surge-
type glaciers or ice streams (Hubbard et al., 2005; Pattyn, 2003b) or modelling over
evolutionary time spans, basal movement is an important factor that has to be consid-
ered. For a correct estimation of basal velocities, basal hydrology has to be considered
(Fischer and Clarke, 2001; Murray, 1997). Even though Hubbard (1999) could not sig-
nificantly improve results of his high resolution reconstruction of the Younger Dryas
ice sheet in Scotland through the inclusion of basal hydrology, Engelhardt et al. (1990)
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have shown that basal movement in ice streams can exceed the usual velocities by
the factor of 100 as early as 1990. Neglecting bed deformation for some experiments
is an acceptable practice because of the complexity of calculations; nevertheless, ice
streams may move primarily by bed deformation (Anandakrishnan et al., 2007; Stokes
et al., 2007), and measurements at Breidamerkurjo¨kull, Iceland, indicate a 90% contri-
bution of sediment deformation to total glacier forward movement (Fischer and Clarke,
2001). Blatter (1995) includes deformation by extending Nye (1957)’s equation (2.1)
by a term for the vertically averaged, longitudinal deviatoric stress (σ¯ ′x and σ¯ ′y, related
to effective ice stretching), and Hubbard (1999) calculates basal shear stresses τxz and
τyz according to
τiz =−ρigH ∂S∂ i j +2
∂ (Hσ¯ ′j)
∂ i j
i= x,y (2.12)
where S is the ice surface elevation (H+ h) and i is the spatial index. Hubbard then
calculates average horizontal velocity using a basal sliding term similar to equation
2.11 including a sliding parameter k and an exponent m (Paterson, 1994), added to the
internal deformation, where the effective stress τ is given by
2τ2 = σ¯ ′2x + σ¯
′2
y +2(τ
2
xz+ τ
2
yz) (2.13)
The heat Qg caused by the deformation in ice sheet can be calculated following:
Qg =
∂ux
∂ z
τxz+
∂uy
∂ z
τyz (2.14)
with ux/uz the x/y component of the horizontal shear strain, z the height in the ice col-
umn and τ the shear stress, for a point within an ice sheet, contributing to the ice sheet
temperature.
Mass balance
The mass balance of an ice sheet is determined by the amount of total accumulation
and ablation. Accumulation is usually assumed to be dominated of by the amount
of precipitation to fall as snow, but factors like snow drift and avalanches have been
shown to contribute significantly to accumulation for glaciers (e.g. Kuhn, 2003; Purves
et al., 1999), but these factors are less important for large ice sheets. Ablation is deter-
mined by the amount of melt an ice mass experiences, and through calving of ice at the
marine margins. Essentially, the ice dynamic component is modelling the movement
of ice from accumulation areas of positive mass balance to ablation areas of negative
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mass balance. Ablation and accumulation areas are separated by an equilibrium line,
where neither process prevails and mass balance becomes zero. For modelling, mass
balance b needs to be provided at every node and can be derived according to
b= c+a=
∫ t
t1
(c˙+ a˙) dt (2.15)
with c being accumulation, a ablation, t time. For every grid cell accumulation is cal-
culated from precipitation as snow and ice flow into the cell. Accordingly, ablation is
calculated by determining the amount of surface melt minus the amount of meltwater
that refreezes, plus the amount of basal melt, calving at the marine margin and ice flow
out of the cell.
In essence, an ISM is modelling the evolution of ice thickness at each grid node
over time, which can be formulated in relation to the continuity equation (Payne, 1999)
as
∂H
∂ t
=−∇(uaH)+bs−mb (2.16)
where u is the vertically averaged ice velocity, derived by integrating equation 2.7, mb
is the basal melting and bs is the surface mass balance, which is expressed as equiva-
lent of volume of water per unit area relative to the previous ablation season. For the
two-dimensional calculation of ice sheet thickness, ∇ is a term representing the verti-
cally integrated horizontal ice flux divergence and convergence (ice flow to and from
adjacent cells - Hubbard, 1999; Ritz et al., 1997).
The simplest form of prescribing mass balance to model an ice sheet has been used
for the EISMINT intercomparison studies (Huybrechts et al., 1996), where mass bal-
ance is parameterised directly using the distance from the center of the modelling grid
on a flat surface, producing radially symmetric ice sheets.
Climate Forcing
Where ISM are used for the simulation of past or present ice sheets, the necessary
boundary conditions in the form of ‘environmental input’ to determine mass balance
and ice dynamics have to be provided to the ‘ice sheet’ core component (Fig. 2.5), usu-
ally in the form of climate forcing. This can be done using a number of methods of
different complexity and degrees of parameterisations.
A relatively simple method of representing climate (change) and its influence on
mass balance of ice sheet models is through the parameterisation of the equilibrium
line altitute ELA (Hagdorn, 2003). The idea is to simplify the complex implementa-
tions and interactions the change of climatic factors like temperature and precipitation
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have, by representing them through their impacts on the ELA (Hulton et al., 1994;
Ohmura et al., 1992). Mass balance in this case is parameterised and directly related
to the elevation of a model grid cell relative to the ELA. In doing so, ice sheet mod-
els can be tuned to produce results that correspond with empirical data, which in turn
allows to draw some conclusion on the climate likely to produce these results (Hulton
et al., 2002). However, temperature needs to be provided as input to the ISM for the
calculation of ice velocities, but as temperature in this setting is not influencing abla-
tion, it is decoupled from the mass balance component, which can lead to unrealistic
model setups. Additionally, equifinality is introducing some ambiguities in the results,
as more than one combination of mass balance and temperature factors can produce
the same final ice sheet configuration - a problem also occurring in other methods of
climate forcing.
If mass balance is not parameterised directly in the ISM as described above, the rel-
evant climatic factors contributing to ablation and accumulation need to be modelled,
with the two most important parameters being temperature and precipitation. Addi-
tionally to its influence on ablation, temperature at the ice surface and the ice base is
also needed as a boundary condition for the solving of ice dynamics (Eq. 2.8). While
basal temperature is commonly estimated using a constant geothermal heat flux
value (Eq. 2.9), ice surface and air temperature are determined using a climate forcing
component.
Temperature index models: A number of studies have confirmed a strong rela-
tionship between temperature and ablation, such as Braithwaite (1995), and Schnee-
berger et al. (2003) who state that for larger ice masses, the average ice temperature
influencing ice flow at a location is related mainly to elevation and latitude and to a
much lesser degree to factors like net solar insolation. For glaciers, Schytt (1969) con-
cluded the mean temperature of the ablation season to be the most important climatic
factor controlling mass balance, while looking at the pre-conditions for the initiation
of maritime ice caps, Kerr (1990) found the average sea temperature to play a key
role. Temperature at a location can be approximated using for example a mean annual
air temperature (MAAT) at sea level, seasonal temperature variation, and its depen-
dency on elevation and latitude (Oerlemans, 2002). Ritz et al. (1997) calculate surface
temperature for the Greenland ice sheet with an equation derived from parameterised
temperature maps using surface elevation, latitude and and a factor representing cli-
matic forcing according to:
Ta = 49.13−
(
7.992x10−3 ∗S)−0.7576Lat+∆Tclim (2.17)
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with Ta being the mean annual temperature, S (ice) surface elevation and ∆Tclim the
climatic forcing factor. Hulton et al. (2002) use a 3rd order polynomial to represent
temperature dependency on latitude.
Hence, melt is often parameterised using a temperature index model (TIM, Hock,
1999; Braithwaite, 1995). TIMs are based on the (empirical) relation of potential melt
at a location being a function of the length of time an ice or snow mass is exposed to
temperatures above the melting point. The time (days) above melting point for a loca-
tion is usually given in positive degree days (PDD) per year (Reeh, 1991), while the
available energy for melting is parameterised using a degree-day factor (DDF) which
relates the temperature above 0 ◦C to melt. This way, TIMs can be used to approxi-
mate melt rates well where data for assessing the DDFs and temperature for a region
is available (Braithwaite, 1995), while using a fraction of the computational resources
necessary for EBMs following the basic form of
apot =
DDF ·T T > Tt0 T ≤ Tt (2.18)
where DDF is the degree days factor, usually given in m or mm d−1 and T is the
temperature in ◦C. Potential ablation apot is set to zero for temperatures below a cer-
tain threshold temperature Tt, usually 0 ◦C. Ablation is usually calculated daily and
integrated over one year.
TIMs have been applied across a range of spatial and temporal resolutions (Hock,
2003), however where reference melt or temperature data is lacking, TIMs tend to lo-
cally over- or underestimate melt, and fail to reproduce spatial patterns of melt at higher
resolutions. As potential radiation can be modelled to estimate temperature where no
measurement data is available, a number of authors have enhanced TIMs using a radi-
ation component to overcome these limitations (Pellicciotti et al., 2005; Schneeberger
et al., 2003; Hock, 1999; Williams and Tarboton, 1999; Cazorzi and Fontana, 1996).
Potential ablation at a location is then calculated following the basic scheme
apot =
Ft ·T +Fr · (1−α) · swr T > Tt0 T ≤ Tt (2.19)
where Ft is a temperature factor equivalent to the DDF , T is the temperature, Fr is a
radiation factor, α is albedo, swr is the shortwave radiation at the surface and Tt = 0◦C
is the threshold temperature for melt to occur. These enhanced TIMs use topographic
parameters like gradient slope and aspect to calculate solar radiation to model melt at
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greater resolutions at the cost of increased computational demands. Calculating the
potential incoming solar radiation is relatively straightforward, and for temporal res-
olutions of daily means or less, different parameterisations show fairly similar results
(Kumar et al., 1997). However, in order to determine the net solar radiation at the sur-
face a location is actually receiving, factors like surface albedo, cloud cover and relief
shading have to be considered, which can be difficult to assess in some cases. Where
factors like albedo or cloud cover are not available in sufficient spatial or temporal res-
olution, they are often based on assumptions, which introduces further uncertainty into
the model. Albedo for example has a strong influence determining the potential solar
radiation at a surface, and is known to vary over the extent of ice sheets and glaciers
(Box et al., 2006; Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn, 1989) from values of 90% for fresh
snow, 15% for debris covered ice and an average 4% for the earth surface (Paterson,
1994). Even though different values for snow, ice and barren ground are used when
modelling energy balances Lefebre et al. (2003), because of the low resolution ice
sheet models are usually run on, the spatial variability of albedo is often not captured.
Local energy balance models: Energy balance models (EBM) use the topography
to calculate temperature at a location based on the radiation it receives just as enhanced
TIMs do. EBMs however explicitly account for fluxes of sensible and latent heat in
addition to the amount of incoming solar radiation at a certain location (and time) to
determine the energy balance and thus the prevailing temperature and the energy avail-
able for melting snow or ice. EBMs are therefore characterised by a lesser degree of
abstraction than eTIMs, and an increased demand for input data and computational re-
sources. According to Oerlemans (2002), daily ablation at can be calculated according
to
at = sh ft + lh ft + swrt + lwrt (2.20)
where swrt is the shortwave solar radiation and lwrt is the longwave radiation influ-
enced by albedo, cloudiness, exposition and slope. (lh ft) and (sh ft) are the latent
and sensible heat fluxes, respectively, influenced by factors like temperature gradient,
wind, bedrock physics and humidity. Calculating the actual energy balance for large
areas over long times can be extremely computational demanding on top of requiring
a substantial amount of data that is not always available in the adequate quality. Addi-
tionally, energy balance calculation is only sensible at resolutions too high to be used
with ISM applying the SIA, and thus is usually limited to simulating mountain glaciers
or limited areas of interest within an ice sheet.
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Both TIM and EBM require additional precipitation data to be input to the ISM to
derive mass balance. While using the dependency of surface temperature on latitude
and elevation allows to derive a spatially distributed temperature scheme sufficient for
input to many ISM, spatially explicit precipitation schemes adapted to each topogra-
phy are usually needed where mass balance is not modelled directly, for example based
on ELA parameterisation. Precipitation schemes can be derived in a number of ways,
but for modelling of past climates, a high degree of approximation is always inherent.
One way of creating input precipitation schemes is to use present day precipitation,
e.g. as supplied by CRU (2006) or IPCC (2006), and scale them to fit estimated mean
values of past climates (compare Hebeler et al., in press), derived from proxies like
GRIP (Johnsen et al., 1992). Another option is to apply snapshots from climate model
reconstructions (Charbit et al., 2002) to drive an ISM. Where feedback effects of the
modelled ice sheet with the regional climate should be considered, a coupled climate
model has to be employed.
Coupled global climate models: Coupling an ISM to an (external) climate model
allows to model feedback of ice sheets on regional and local climate, for exam-
ple through orographic effects of the growing ice sheets, cooling effects that lead to
reduced precipitation for continental regions, and their impact on the ice sheet config-
uration. Because global circulation models (GCM) usually have a very large model do-
main, their computational demands for use with regional ice sheet models are relatively
high, despite the low resolution of the climate component. Alternatively, full-physics
regional climate models can be used, which can support much higher resolutions, but
despite the adapted modelling domain usually require unsuitable large computational
capacities at the required resolutions. To overcome these limitations, Purves and Hul-
ton (2000a) are using a limited area, reduced-process model of large-scale physics
of precipitation, which considers the physics of moisture supply, transport and pre-
cipitation. With the atmosphere represented as vertically averaged air columns, their
moisture content is determined using the underlying topography, temperature, wind
speed and direction. Input variables are temperature as a function of latitude, elevation
and continentality, wind as a verticaly averaged wind field, generated by the applica-
tion of zonal pressure gradients and topography/elevation (considering up-wind slope),
and topography for the calculation of elevation, up-wind slope and up-wind moisture
removing obstacles. The model is coupled to a 3D thermomechanical ISM (Purves
and Hulton, 2000b), with mass balance calculated from the proportion of precipitation
falling as snow, ablation and ice temperature is derived using a TIM approach. Thus,
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in their approach, effects of ice sheet evolution such as increase of ice extent and thick-
ness, their effect on temperature and contintentality and the feedbacks on precipitation
are explicitly integrated.
However, with ever increasing computational capacities, the use of GCMs for cli-
mate forcing of an ISM is becoming more and more feasible, and already a number
of GCM of different complexity exist (Charbit et al., 2007). Examples include the
community climate system model (Collins et al., 2006) used by Otto-Bliesner et al.
(2006) to study climate and mass balance at the LGM, and the GENESIS GCM (Pol-
lard and Thompson, 1997) used by Otto-Bliesner (1996). DeConto and Pollard (2003)
use GENESIS to provide surface mass-balance forcing for an ISM, and include cou-
pled surface models of ocean, soil, snow and vegetation. The GCM is asynchronously
coupled to a 3-D ISM (Ritz et al., 1997; Huybrechts, 1990) including local bedrock re-
sponse. Surface air temperature and precipitation is calculated from the GCM/surface
models at resolutions of 3,75◦ x 3,75◦ / 2◦ x 2◦ , respectively, and interpolated to the 40
x 40km ISM resolution. For “computationally economical” reasons potential ablation
is calculated from the GCM-derived monthly mean climatology using positive degree
days (TIM) (DeConto and Pollard, 2003).
An alternative approach for using AGCM data with ice sheet models (ISM) de-
spite the high computational demands is by coupling the ISM with AGCM snapshots
(Fabre et al., 1998). However, this asynchronous coupling can result in long periods
of static climate (10-100ka) in between snapshots. To overcome this limitation Char-
bit et al. (2002) interpolated six snapshots of modelled climate between the LGM and
present taken at steps of 21ka over time to model the last deglaciation over the northern
hemisphere using the ISM of Ritz et al. (1997).
Topography
The influence of topography in ISM is twofold: topography determines ice dynamics
via the terrain configuration (ridges and troughs) and most important slope (Eq. 2.7).
Additionally, topography influences climate, which has an effect on both mass bal-
ance via temperature and precipitation, as well as ice flow through its temperature
relation (Eq. 2.5). Temperature is derived using the surface topography, which for ice
free areas is the bedrock topography, usually supplied as a DEM at the model resolu-
tion, and the ice sheet surface for glaciated areas. Therefore bedrock topography plays
an important role especially during inception (Oerlemans, 2002; Payne and Sugden,
1990), as the overall elevation as well as the terrain shape determines whether an ice
sheet can form or not. High intermontane valleys for example support rapid growth
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of ice sheets (Sugden et al., 2002), as cold temperatures support positive mass balance
and low slope gradients prevent the ice from flowing rapidly to ablation areas. When
considered in the model, orography can have an important influence on local precipi-
tation patterns and therefore on mass balance through factors like advective rains, rain
shadow or snow fence effects (Sugden et al., 2002). Oerlemans (2002) also points out
the importance of isostatic response of the bed to orography and the evolution of ice
sheets.
Even though an ice sheet is superimposed on the underlying bedrock topography by
definition (Paterson, 1994), and for fully grown ice sheets the influence of ice surface
topography typically dominates that of the bedrock topography, bedrock topography
is still relevant for processes such as basal hydrology and sliding, and persisting ter-
rain features such as ridges and troughs can influence ice flow directions and velocities
(Jamieson et al., 2008).
Higher order ice physics
Models applying higher order physics, meaning they include both longitudinal and
shear stresses for solving ice dynamics exist, using both finite difference and finite el-
ement approaches in two (Schoof, 2007b; Pattyn, 2003a) or three dimensions (Saito
et al., 2006, 2003). These models are computational intensive and it is still not feasible
to run continental or global scale ISM applying higher order physics. However, for
most areas of a grown ice sheet such as the Antarctic ice sheets, applying the SIA is
reasonable, as large ice thicknesses, low slope gradients and extremely cold tempera-
tures permit fast ice flow where using higher order physics (HOP) is crucial. Therefore,
HOP ISM are often used to study the behaviour of selected areas of interest in an ice
sheet, such as the grounding line and ice shelves or ice streams (Schoof, 2007a), or in
the modelling of glaciers (Schneeberger et al., 2003). Modelling approaches exist that
try to combine both SIA and HOP using nested modelling approaches (e.g. Ritz et al.,
2007).
2.4.2 Sources of Uncertainty in ISM
In an ISM, as in any model, the two categories of error resulting in uncertainty dis-
cussed in section 2.2.2 are input and model error.
Uncertainty arising from ISM input data can originate from topography and climate
data, as well as parameters used to drive or tune the model, such as geothermal heat
flux, lapse rate, or flow enhancement factor. These factors are often based on assump-
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tions and subject to a substantial amount of simplification. ISM input data such as
topography is subject to uncertainty that originates from measuring and processing
(input and model error of the DEM). Additionally, algorithms applied within the ISM
itself produce uncertainty (model error). Both types of uncertainty propagate through
the modelling chain and therefore influences ISM results.
For simulations of existing ice sheets such as the Greenland ice sheet, uncertainties
in the climate and mass balance estimates originate from the lack of temporal or spatial
coverage, or natural variability of the measured phenomenon (Box et al., 2006; van der
Veen, 2002). Recently high resolution regional climate models are becoming popu-
lar to fill these gaps. However, ablation processes that take place in zones of 1-50km
width for example, are narrow in comparison to overall ice sheet sizes of thousands of
kilometers in the case of Greenland and Antarctica. These ablation zones might only
stretch across few model cells, and are still not well represented.
Running simulations of ice sheet model response to future climate change are prog-
nostic and afflicted with a high degree of uncertainty, and require multiple runs with
different climate scenarios to estimate the uncertainty in these simulations (e.g. IPCC,
2007; Alley et al., 2005). These uncertainties in the input climate are enhanced by the
often high degree of parameterisation.
Even though ISM have developed rapidly from simple two-dimensional ice flow
models (Pollard, 1982; Oerlemans, 1980) to three-dimensional (Huybrechts, 1990;
Budd et al., 1984) and complex distributed systems integrating isostasy, basal hydrol-
ogy, grounding line and ice shelf models (Charbit et al., 2007; Hagdorn et al., 2007;
Huybrechts, 2004), many aspects of ice sheet dynamics and feedback systems are still
not fully understood. One example are the basal boundary conditions of the ice shelf-
ice sheet transition zone (compare Alley et al., 2005). Parameterisation is thus not
always a means for efficient computing, but also for simple approximation of com-
plex relations that cannot yet be be adequately captured. Possible misconceptions or
oversimplifications in models are thus an important and difficult to assess source of
uncertainty.
Uncertainty in the input DEM can be extremely large for topographies such as the
Antarctic subglacial topography BEDMAP (Lythe et al., 2001), with potential uncer-
tainties in elevation in the range of thousands of meters in remote areas of sparse data
coverage. Areas with GLOBE data coverage such as Fennoscandia usually have ac-
curacies stated in the meta-data of 16-30m RMSE. Nevertheless, the high degree of
uncertainty in climate data and the high degree of abstraction and parameterisation
still abundant in ice sheet modelling probably account for the fact that topography re-
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lated uncertainty has not been widely recognised as an important source of uncertainty
in ISM. This is likely to be sustained by the low resolutions ISMs commonly run on,
where low accuracies are assumed to be of little relevance. However, previous experi-
ments confirmed that even though the amount of DEM uncertainty is reduced through
generalisation, it still has an impact on ISM. Above all, resampling a DEM to lower
resolution introduces further uncertainties to the ISM input topography (Hebeler and
Purves, 2004).
Thus, while all potential uncertainties in a DEM propagate to the ISM (compare section
2.2.2), additional uncertainty is introduced for example through the slope algorithms
used for the calculation of ice velocities in the ISM. Because of the complexity of an
ISM, these uncertainties are difficult to be traced analytically. Uncertainties in slope
derivation for example, are likely to have larger effect on bedrock slopes than on ice
surface slopes because of the steeper gradients at the base. Uncertainty in slope will
thus have stronger impacts during inception than on fully grown ice sheets, and will im-
pact basal hydrology more than surface melt. At the same time, elevation uncertainty
will impact on both calculated slope and temperature, which might result in reverse
effects. Thus for the analysis of uncertainty impact on ISM results, Monte Carlo meth-
ods are a suitable option (van der Veen, 2002).
2.4.3 Modelling using Subscale Information
Models such as ISM are a key tool in our understanding and exploration of systems.
Since models are an abstraction of reality, the selection of appropriate degrees of ab-
straction is a key task. Complex processes need to be abstracted sufficiently so they
can be understood and modelled, while their key properties and dependencies must
be retained. Thus the scale and complexity of the processes to be modelled should
determine the target model resolution - however in practice both the resolution and
complexity of a model are often a trade-off between our ability to understand the sys-
tem, the complexity of numerical solutions at a given resolution and computational
capacities (Martin and Church, 2004; Armstrong and Martz, 2003; Malanson, 1999).
ISM are usually running on continental or global scale over extended periods of
time. Because of the complexity of the model and the required computational re-
sources, the spatial resolution of ISMs is often low at 5-20km or more, requiring a
considerable amount of abstraction and simplification (such as applying the SIA). Ap-
plying these low resolutions in a model can however have significant drawbacks. For
ISM, the smoothing of topographical features through the resampling of DEMs results
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in an overall lowering of elevation and thus increase of temperature which might re-
quire unrealistic lowering of temperature for modelling ice nucleation (Marshall and
Clarke, 1999). Additionally, resampling results in a decrease of average slope gradient
which influences ice velocity calculations. Apart from the smoothing effects, ISM at
low resolutions of 10-20km often fail to adequately resolve ablation processes (e.g.
Marshall, 2002), because even for very large ice sheets such as in Greenland, ablation
zones might be narrow and represented by only a few cells (Box et al., 2006; Ritz et al.,
1997). This in turn requires unrealistically high high melt factors in order to fit ISM
extents to empirical boundaries.
The described problems are typical in modelling of complex systems consisting of
interrelated processes at different scales. These models often fail to capture the small-
est scale processes because of limitations in maximum resolution, for example because
of numerical or computational constraints. However, resolving these ‘subscale’ pro-
cesses can be crucial for realistic and reliable modelling (Marshall and Clarke, 1999).
While parameterisation is per se an approach to include fine scale information in
large scale modelling, the abstraction of processes fails to capture spatial variation at
the subscale level, which might otherwise influence results (Essery and Marks, 2007;
Hu and Islam, 1997). External coupling of two or more models at different resolutions
is another option. One example is the coupling of global circulation models with re-
gional climate models (e.g. Salzmann et al., 2007), however computational demands
can be extensive and parameterisation is often preferable.
A scalable and computationally less demanding method to include subscale infor-
mation at the model resolution is by the means of bins or subgrids. The approach is
characterised by the use of additional layers of information on one or more variables
at the model resolution. In geomorphological modelling, hypsometric information is
commonly used (Essery, 2003; Marshall, 2002). In this case, instead of using one ele-
vation value per grid cell, the hypsometry at the higher resolution is described, i.e. by
using mean elevation of a number of elevation classes, stored in additional grid layers.
Subgrid modelling is frequently applied in hydrological modelling of snowcover and
melt across a range of scales (e.g. Liston, 2004; Strasser and Etchevers, 2003; Mar-
shall, 2002; Marshall and Clarke, 1999; Luce and Tarboton, 2001; Luce et al., 1999;
Leung et al., 1996). Taking subgrid modelling one step further is the approach of using
nested grids (Calov and Marsi, 1998, e.g.). Here, areas where certain processes are
ill-represented are identified either dynamically or prior to modelling, and the model
resolution is selectively increased for these areas. Ritz et al. (2007) use the “Adaptive
Grid Refinement In Fortran” (AGRIF, Debreu and Blayo, 2002) to model fast flowing
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ice in outlet glaciers, and Pollard and DeConto (2007) apply a dynamic nested grid ap-
proach for modelling grounding line behaviour. This approach is of course only viable,
where higher resolutions are not permitted by assumptions such as the SIA.
Essence: In general, uncertainty of input data such as DEMs have po-
tentially higher impact on process models than on simple form models
such as topographic attribute derivatives. Because of the higher complex-
ity process models usually have, the impact of uncertainty is likely to
be nonlinear and dynamic, and analytical analysis of uncertainty impact
might not be feasible or possible at all.
Ice sheet models usually consist of a core component that solves ice dy-
namics, and associated components that supply the boundary conditions,
such as bedrock topography, temperature and precipitation. These as-
sociated components can be of different complexity, from static values
prescribed at compilation time to complex models of basal hydrology and
coupled atmospheric circulation models. To adequately model the flow
of ice, in the core ISM component the stresses that act on an ice mass
have to be derived, which depend largely on the ice height and the slope
of the surface topography. These stresses determine the ice flow veloc-
ity and together with basal sliding account for the total movement of ice.
As flow velocity also depends on the ice temperature, the temperature
regime of the ice, depending on air temperature, strain heating and the
geothermal heat flux has to be solved. To model the evolution of the ice
height, mass balance, essentially the difference between accumulation
and ablation across an ice sheet has to be modelled. While mass balance
can be parameterised directly, it is usually supplied via additional model
components, such as temperature index models (TIM) which calculate
ablation based on temperature.
(continued on next page)
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(continued)
The different model components are interdependent and connected via com-
plex feedback mechanisms of ice physics, climate and topography. Although
highly sophisticated, many aspects of an ISM are subject to a high degree of
parameterisation. As such, in order to assess and evaluate the uncertainty
impact from one source category such as input DEM or climate drivers, un-
certainty from other sources have to be reviewed as well, in order to identify
particular susceptible model components. For a sensible assessment of ISM
sensitivity to uncertainty from input topography, model parameterisation and
applied algorithms, a profound understanding of the model interrelations is
essential.
Where susceptible components such as ablation modelling in ISM have been
detected, these components might be isolated in order to facilitate research
on the causes of this susceptibility and to lessen or eliminate them. An ex-
ample is the application of subgrid approaches to melt modelling, where the
low resolution and small spatial extent the ablation area often has in ISM is
compensated by incorporating higher resolution information.
Need: A profound understanding of the impact of uncertainty from topo-
graphic representation is needed in order to identify the susceptible processes
within the model, and develop methods to minimise the impact. Limitations
of the ISM, such as maximum resolution as well as computational limitations
have to be accounted for. Additionally, the impact of parameter uncertainty
needs to be assessed so topographic uncertainty impact can be related and effi-
ciently communicated.
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“Communicating uncertainty is as much a challenge as understanding error in data
and modeling” – Reinke and Hunter (2002)
As it has already been stated in section 2.1, uncertainty is present in many phenomena
of everyday life as well as in most digital data models. Consequently, uncertainty does
not necessarily pose a problem, but can even be used as a means for assessing the qual-
ity and probability of a prediction, accuracy of a map, etc. It is however crucial that
producers and users of data such as DEM are aware of this uncertainty. Additionally,
methods for assessing, describing and communication uncertainty associated with a
product must be available, and applications using this data must be able to incorporate
information on uncertainty. The need for the distribution of detailed uncertainty
models with DEMs has been recognised for more than a decade, and has been stipu-
lated by a multitude of authors (e.g. Kyriakidis et al., 1999; Shortridge and Goodchild,
1999; Fisher, 1998; Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994). Many GIS users are aware of
the importance of uncertainties in DEMs, and a number of approaches for assessing,
modelling and communicating uncertainty have been developed. However, despite this
data users and applications rarely account for uncertainty (Wechsler, 2003).
Existing relations as well as needs for dealing with uncertainty, identified by differ-
ent authors (Beven, 2007; Comber et al., 2006; Devillers et al., 2005; Shortridge and
Goodchild, 1999) have been compiled and summarised (Fig. 2.6) to give an overview
of the dependencies and processes that apply where data uncertainty is to be explicitly
considered in an application: It is obvious that before uncertainty and its properties can
efficiently be managed and communicated, it has to be understood and assessed, using
meta data and/or higher accuracy reference data where available. This can be done for
example by using spot height measurements as a reference for assessing the quality of
a DEM, and will deliver a set of spatially distributed error values (Fig. 2.6,‘Uncertainty
Modelling’). Depending on the amount and type of information, a suitable uncertainty
model has to be chosen; sticking to the example of reference data points, Kriging
might be an adequate method to use (compare section 2.2.2), which may deliver a
fitted semivariogram to describe the spatial correlation of the error. This specific un-
certainty model for the data set can be visualised and communicated, and used within
an application.
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Figure 2.6: Processes, data and interdependencies in uncertainty assessment, mod-
elling and application. Devillers et al. (2005) suggest a dynamic or proactive linkage
of metadata and data. Once an uncertainty model has been developed for a certain
dataset, it should be distributed as metadata, which will allow subsequent communica-
tion of the uncertainty (model) of the data without the need for assessment and model
development.
2.5.1 Communicating Uncertainty
One necessity for improved communication of uncertainty is to distribute uncertainty
information with corresponding data products. If higher order reference data exists, it
should be distributed with the data. Alternatively, error derived using this reference
data should be included in the metadata. Both cases would allow any data user to de-
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velop their own uncertainty model.
However, as uncertainty modelling is complex and requires expert knowledge, in order
to enhance the use of uncertainty models and to foster a standardisation, Shortridge
and Goodchild (1999) suggest that an appropriate uncertainty model based on the avail-
able information should be developed and distributed with the data, including possible
algorithms and dependencies. Alternatively, using this uncertainty model a number of
equiprobable realisations of the data can be produced, that are either distributed along
with the data or produced on the fly by user request (Shortridge and Goodchild, 1999).
In order to facilitate the application of uncertainty information with for example
DEMs, Shortridge and Goodchild (1999) identify the need for improvements of GIS,
which are required to work with multiple surfaces and realisations. Beven (2007) pro-
poses an integrated approach using multidisciplinary data, uncertainty and modelling
constraints for the exploration and understanding of complex interrelations and mod-
els.
Devillers et al. (2005) suggest quality information should be linked to the data as meta-
data. This linkage could be realised using dynamic or ‘proactive’ content, that can act
on the fly to provide uncertainty information for GIS analysis and prohibit “illegal op-
erations”. This again would require a quality aware GIS postulated by Shortridge
and Goodchild (1999), and while information richness of this metadata would be dras-
tically increased, the demand in terms of time to produce, understand and integrate
this metadata correctly will also considerably increase (Fig. 2.7). Additionally, the
notion of data allowing or prohibiting certain operations intuitively implies compli-
cations and restricted usability, and might appall many potential users. However, at
this point efforts for standardising metadata even for static content have left almost a
dozen different standards for DEM products alone. Despite the chance that proactive
metadata will become a standard within the next few years are probably slim, efforts
for communicating uncertainty in model results exist, both outside and within the GIS
community.
In principal, two approaches of communicating data uncertainty exist (Buttenfield,
1993), namely reporting accuracy (“good aspect”) which according to MacEachren
et al. (2005) is usually favoured over reporting error (“bad aspect”). Reasons for this
preference can include the implication of unreliability, the vagueness of the term un-
certainty in itself and the lack of methods for depicting uncertainty together with data
in sensible and understandable ways.
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Figure 2.7: Information
richness versus time
costs for communicat-
ing data uncertainty via
metadata. (Devillers
et al., 2005)
2.5.2 Visualising Uncertainty
For digital geographic data using the entity model, concepts for visualising uncer-
tainty have been proposed as early as the 1980’s (compare Weibel and Buttenfield,
1992), and are usually based on the concept of graphical attributes (Bertin, 1983),
adapted for cartographical data (Oehler, 2005; Buttenfield, 2000). Additional methods
applicable for entity based data models include epsilon bands or buffers for lines and
points and confusion matrices for classifications (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995). These
methods are straightforward in two-dimensional depictions, e.g. maps, but are usually
impracticable for three dimensions (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995) and cannot be easily
transposed to continuous data using regular tesselated grids. A major problem for
processing and visualising uncertainty of (large) raster data sets is the vast amount of
data multiple equiprobable representations create. Griethe and Schumann (2006) give a
general overview of uncertainty visualisation problems and methods applicable across
scientific domains. Methods they present include the use of a framework where uncer-
tainty data is used to parameterise or filter visualisation data. In studies on the use of
uncertainty visualisation for decision making, data and its associated uncertainty infor-
mation have been visualised using split displays, or by means of either user controlled
or automatically toggled displays (Aerts et al., 2003; Evans, 1997). Another method
of dynamic visualisation to convey uncertainty in continuous surfaces is by animation
(Griethe and Schumann, 2006; Ehlschlaeger et al., 1997; Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild,
1994). Methods such as stochastic imaging (Journel, 1996) can be used to produce
a number of equiprobable surfaces that are then animated on a timeline, e.g. discrete
surfaces are interpolated for higher temporal resolutions (Ehlschlaeger et al., 1997;
Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994) or the visualisation is integrated in the production
of the surfaces in order to render smooth transitions (Griethe and Schumann, 2006).
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In general, visualising uncertainty of a continuous surface or phenomenon in a
single image is much more difficult than for discrete object boundaries. A relatively
simple method applicable to both categorical and continuous data is the use of prob-
ability maps (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995) for the graphical display of uncertainty.
Here, the probability of a grid cell to take on a certain value, range, or class across
a number of realisations, for example produced using Monte Carlo Simulations, is
calculated and plotted.
A number of studies exist that examine ways of representing uncertainty in maps
(Harrower, 2004) and whether and how they benefit the user in the decision mak-
ing process (Couclelis, 2003; Ziadat, 2007; Comber et al., 2006; Monmonier, 2006;
Keuper, 2004; Foody and Atkinson, 2002).
An approach related to stochastic imaging that has become popular for commu-
nicating and visualising uncertain information is by the means of fuzzy sets (Zadeh,
1965). Approaches to represent uncertainty in GIS using fuzzy set theory have evolved
in the early 1990’s (Burrough et al., 1997). While probability maps depict the likeliness
of an area or cell to have a certain attribute, fuzzy sets assign degrees of membership in
two or more classes (of different attributes) to its elements. For each class a different
membership function can be defined, and a cell or polygon can have different degrees
of membership for a number of classes (Davis and Keller, 1997a). Fuzzy memberships
concepts lend themselves to represent the conceptual vagueness of many geographical
phenomena (Fisher et al., 2007). One example is the definition of geographical terms
such as ‘mountain’ or the delineation of a landform such as a peak, where the mem-
bership function of a location (cell) belonging to the class ‘peak’ is not only depending
on the applied concept, but also on its neighbouring landform and the observation
scale (Fisher et al., 2004). Fuzzy theory has therefore frequently been applied to cope
with uncertainties in morphometric analysis of DEMs and landform classification (e.g.
Arrell et al., 2007; Burrough et al., 2000).
Despite their methodical adequacy for uncertain data, the visualisation of fuzzy
memberships is non-trivial and their use give little, if at all, advantage over regular
grids. In general, fuzzy set theory allows soft boundaries (Arrell et al., 2007), and
multidimensional fuzzy membership functions are an option for representing multiple
realisations of continuous surfaces produced using uncertainty models. For example
Santos et al. (2002) use fuzzy numbers and fuzzy interpolation to produce ‘envelopes’
of uncertainty boundaries for surfaces.
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Essence: As it has been stated in section 2.1, uncertainty in inherent
any data or model. If it is dealt with adequately, uncertainty is not a
problem, but can be used for assessing the quality and reliability of a
model or prognosis. To facilitate a widespread use and understanding of
the importance of uncertainty information and the potential it bears for
decision making and quality assessment, visualisation techniques are es-
sential. While a number of static and dynamic approaches for conveying
uncertainty in geographic data have been developed, especially the com-
munication of uncertainty in continuous, complex data has proven to be
non-trivial.
Need: In order to be able to make use of uncertainty information, bet-
ter means of communicating uncertainty have to be found and put
to widespread use. This can include the distribution of equiprobable
realisations of data, the distribution of uncertainty models and the stan-
dardisation and enhancement of metadata, as well as the development of
quality aware GIS. Users of geographical data have to accept the fact that
uncertainty is inevitable, which would eventually release the stigma that
fosters suppression of uncertainty instead of assessment and utilisation.
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2.6 Implications
The five goals for handling error and uncertainty by Veregin (1989) and Plewe (2002)
(section 2.1)
1. Identifying and understanding of error and uncertainty
2. Detecting and measuring error
3. Modelling error and uncertainty propagation
4. Managing error and uncertainty
5. Reducing error and uncertainty
essentially are the basis for the research questions formulated in section 1.2. The first
research question, the identification of potential uncertainty sources in topographic
representation, is consistent with the first goal, laying the foundation of the work.
Research question 2 deals with the quantification and modelling of uncertainty from
topographic representation, equivalent to goal 2. This is essential for assessing the im-
pact and thus propagation of uncertainty, and has been applied in the three case studies
of geomorphological, melt and ice sheet modelling, relating to the third research ques-
tion and goal 3. Research question 4 is seeking a deeper understanding of uncertainty
propagation, partly relating back to the first goal, while the quantification and commu-
nication of uncertainty impact, formulated in the fifth research question is concordant
with goal 4 of the list. Finally, finding methods to reduce the impact of topographic
uncertainty on ice sheet models, is in close accordance with the fifth goal stipulated in
the list.
Regular tesselated elevation grids are the most common form of DEM in mod-
elling, also applied in the three case studies used in this dissertation. Uncertainty from
three major categories have to be considered, which are data quality, data processing,
and modelling uncertainty. In order to assess and model DEM data quality, metadata
accuracy figures such as RMSE can be used, but to allow sensible impact analysis, ref-
erence data is necessary. The DEM data used for the two case studies undergoes two
significant processing steps. One is the projection of the data to Albers Equal Area,
which implicitly requires resampling. The second is adaption of the DEM resolution
to meet the requirements of the model, which in the case of ISM requires downsam-
pling of more than one order of magnitude. The impact of uncertainty from the third
category, the modelling, is important to assess in order to understand the impact the
degree of abstraction has on model results, and to allow comparison of uncertainty
impact from other sources. Therefore, ways of assessing the importance of the differ-
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ent potential uncertainty sources, as well as sensible ways of modelling the resulting
uncertainty have to be found or developed.
Having developed adequate uncertainty models, the impact of topographic uncer-
tainty can then be tested using topography based models. The impact on simpler
form models, such as geomorphological or hydrological models that derive a suite
of primary and secondary topographic attributes, can be compared with more complex
process models, within which the derived topographic attributes are used to control
simulated physical processes, e.g. ice flow in ISM. Assessing the impact of uncertainty
in model parameter then allows a comparison.
Finally, using a profound understanding of the used ISM together with the insight
gained from the different impact analysis studies, the goal is to develop ways to com-
municate uncertainty, and test and implement approaches for minimising uncertainty
and/or it’s impact on ISM results.
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Methodology
In the following chapter, a comprehensive overview of the methodology developed and
applied within the papers included in this dissertation(Appendices A-E) is given.
Firstly, the approaches used to assess uncertainty from topographic representation
are presented. The subsequent section introduces methods developed and applied for
modelling this uncertainty. This modelled uncertainty has been used to assess the
impact on different models. These models, namely a geomorphological/hydrological
model, a snow melt model, and an ice sheet model, are introduced in consecutive sec-
tions. The approaches applied for subgrid modelling, and a parametric uncertainty
analysis are ending this chapter. More detailed information is given in the respective
paper referred to in each section, which can be found in the appendix.
3.1 Assessing Topographic Uncertainty
In order to model uncertainty, its amount, source, characteristic distribution and spatial
configuration first needs to be assessed.
In our approach to modelling uncertainty associated with the use of common DEM
products for environmental models, we investigated the two categories of possible
sources presented in section 2.2.2, namely input and model error. As a range of sources
from both categories exist, within the scope of this dissertation we had to focus on
what was decided to be the most important and relevant ones for our case studies: data
accuracy for input error, and resampling for model error.
Because ISM run on low resolutions of 5-20km, we assessed the impact of re-
sampling DEMs from resolutions of approximately 100m (SRTM) to 5, 10 and 20km.
To do so, we resampled SRTM data for the central European Alps using ArcGIS 9
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standard resampling methods (bilinear interpolation and cubic convolution) as well as
taking the total mean of all contributing cells. This resampling was repeated shifting
the resampling origin cell-by-cell to generate 40 different target DEMs for each re-
sampling method and target resolution. The standard deviation of elevation for each
cell across the 40 realisations was then plotted against elevation, showing a depen-
dency with elevation which was approximated using a 4th order polynomial and used
in modelling uncertainty.
Additionally, the standard deviation of elevation of all cells at 90m resolution
within each 5, 10 and 20km resolution cell was plotted against elevation, to give an es-
timate of the amount of generalisation and the range of elevations each low resolution
cells represents (Fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: SRTM3 data of the Alps at approximately 77m resolution was resampled
to 5km resolution using bilinear interpolation. The standard deviation of all SRTM ele-
vation values at the original resolution within each 5km cell is plotted against elevation
at 5km resolution. The distribution can be approximated using a 4th order polynomial
giving an r2 of 0.65. Note that applying this polynomial to model the dependency is
only valid for elevations below 3500m.
Input error can only be derived using higher order reference data, which is com-
monly not available to the DEM user. Therefore, in a first approach to assess input
error derived uncertainty, accuracy figures given for GLOBE and GTOPO30 DEMs as
RMSE were used to create uncertainty surfaces for Fennoscandia. These RMSE vary
for different sources from 18m for DTED to more than 300m for GLOBE Antarctica
data, and no information on spatial distribution or dependencies is given.
In order to be able to model uncertainty from DEM data accuracy realistically, in-
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cluding spatial correlation, a new method for modelling GLOBE DEM uncertainty
was developed, assessing error properties based on SRTM data used as a reference
(see appendices B, C and E). Using SRTM data as ground truth, error surfaces of dif-
ferent GLOBE datasets where created, and analysed for correlation with topographic
attributes and indices such as gradient slope and aspect, curvature, roughness and ex-
tremity.
3.2 Uncertainty Modelling
Where accuracy information in DEM metadata is given as RMSE, no information on
the spatial configuration is provided, and assumptions about the spatial autocorrelation
of modelled error had to be made. In order to assess the potential difference in im-
pact of uncorrelated and correlated uncertainty surfaces, random white noise with
a mean of zero and standard deviations of 18, 30, 100 and 300m was added to GLOBE
DEM of Scandinavia. The resulting disturbed DEMs were then resampled to 20km
(see Hebeler and Purves, 2004), and used as input for Monte Carlo Simulations using
the Edinburgh Ice Sheet climate driver (EIS, applying ELA parameterisation, Hagdorn,
2003) on the GLIMMER ISM.
In order to compare the impact of uncorrelated and correlated uncertainty sur-
faces on ISM results, random surfaces having the same mean and standard deviations
were produced. Spatial correlation was then introduced to the surfaces following the
approach of Fisher (1993) by randomly swapping cells with repeated calculation of
Moran’s I. However, for high rates of spatial autocorrelation (high Moran’s I values),
the method proved to be too inefficient when dealing with a large number of simula-
tions (100+) over large areas needed as input to the ISM. In order to produce spatially
correlated uncertainty surfaces of near normal distribution, sets of random points on the
DEM were selected. Random values were then assigned to the points from a normal
distribution, using a mean of zero and a standard deviation equivalent to the RMSE
of the DEM metadata. These points where then interpolated using inverse distance
weighting (IDW). IDW proved to provide smooth, correlated surfaces sufficiently fast
for the generation of large sets of input topographies for the ISM.
In order to analyse the impact of uncertainty introduced by resampling of DEMs,
the method described above was modified. The assessed uncertainty (described in sec-
tion 3.1) showed strong spatial dependencies with elevation. In order to model this
uncertainty, the statistical distribution of uncertainty was assumed to be normal, and
the magnitude to correlate with elevation. For MCS of the Patagonian ice caps, spa-
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tially correlated uncertainty surfaces were created by randomly selecting a set of 250
selected points on the input DEM, equivalent to every 100th cell of the DEM grid
separated by a minimum distance of 2 cells. The derived elevation dependency of un-
certainty was then applied to calculate a local standard deviation for each point. A
random uncertainty value was then drawn from a normal distribution using this stan-
dard deviation and a mean of zero, giving a set of 250 uncertainty values for each DEM.
IDW was again used to interpolate these points, resulting in spatially correlated, el-
evation dependent uncertainty surfaces. In this way, 150 random topographies were
produced and used as input for MCS (see appendix A and Hebeler and Purves, 2005a).
In order to develop an uncertainty model for GLOBE DEM error that includes
spatial autocorrelation as well as terrain dependencies, e.g. both deterministic and
stochastic components (Appendices B, C & E), the derived dependencies of GLOBE
error with terrain were used.
These dependencies were used to model a deterministic component of uncertainty
by means of regression. The residuals of this regression, e.g. the part of uncertainty
that did not show any correlation with topographic properties, were found to generally
be normally distributed. These residuals were modelled using a random normal dis-
tribution, thus forming a stochastic component, which make the produced uncertainty
surfaces suitable for MCS. The surfaces where then filtered using a convolution fil-
ter (Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005a) with a range determined through semivariogram
analysis of the original error surfaces. Using this approach honours both systematic
error (dependency of uncertainty on topographic attributes) as well as random error
(Wise, 2000), reproducing the spatially correlated component as well as random noise,
and partly also global trends (Fisher and Tate, 2006; Heuvelink, 1998). Using this
approach to determine an uncertainty model for GLOBE DEM where higher order ref-
erence data (SRTM) is available allowed us to create a set of equiprobable uncertainty
surfaces for Fennoscandia, where no reference data is available (compare Shortridge
and Goodchild, 1999), which was then used as input for MCS.
3.3 Geomorphological Modelling
In a first set of experiments, the impact of GLOBE DEM uncertainty (derived using
SRTM as a reference) on the derivation of topographic attributes and (static) form mod-
els was assessed (Hebeler and Purves, in press). A suite of 40 realisations of the uncer-
tainty model was created and added to a GLOBE DEM of the European Alps. In each
of the DEMs, sinks were filled using Arc/Info in order to create hydrologically cor-
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rect topographies. From these topographies, a set of parameters was derived, namely
elevation, gradient slope, number of watersheds, watershed boundaries, Strahler or-
der, stream length and hypsometric integral, using TARDEM (Tarboton, 1999) for the
calculation of the hydrological indices. For the two selected watersheds of the Inn
and the Adda which are neighbouring at the headwater, additionally the membership
likelihoods for DEM cells to belong to either one of the watersheds were calculated.
3.4 Ice Sheet Modelling using GLIMMER
Ice sheet modelling was done using the GLIMMER ISM, applying different climate
drivers for modelling both reconstructions of the Last Glacial Maximum as well as
steady-state runs using fixed climates on Fennoscandia and Patagonia. GLIMMER
(General Land Ice Model for Multiply Enabled Regions, Payne, 1999) builds upon
the foundations laid down by the modelling studies of Huybrechts (1986), Boulton and
Payne (1992) and Payne and Dongelmans (1997). GLIMMER is a three-dimensional
thermomechanical model that implements the shallow ice approximation (SIA) (Hut-
ter, 1983) to solve ice dynamics calculations. Three example climate drivers are
provided with the model in addition to an API allowing to couple GLIMMER with
custom climate drivers or external models. For initial experiments, the original Edin-
burgh Ice Sheet driver (EIS) using ELA parameterisation described by Hagdorn (2003)
was applied (Appendices A & C). Default model parameters were used to model ice
sheets on topographies of Fennoscandia at 10 and 20km resolution, Patagonia at 10km
resolution as well as on artificial topographies of various resolutions, in order to as-
sess the general impact of different amounts of topographic uncertainty on basic ISM
setups.
For Patagonia, recent temperature and precipitation distributions were used to de-
rive climate forcing parameters, and altered to approximately represent conditions
during the last LGM. The GLIMMER ISM was then run until modelled ice sheets
were in equilibrium, with uncertainty surfaces created using random points interpo-
lated using IDW (see section 3.2 and Hebeler and Purves, 2005a).
Reconstructions of the Fennoscandian ice sheet during the LGM based on the climate
parameterisation developed by Hagdorn (2003) were run using uncorrelated topo-
graphic uncertainty and uncertainty correlated using random cell swapping and IDW,
as well as GLOBE DEM uncertainty simulated using the regression model described
in section 3.2.
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Later experiments (Hebeler et al., in press) were conducted using an advanced cli-
mate driver (gen pdd) developed by Jamieson and Sugden (2008), where calculation
of ablation rates is done using a temperature index model (see section 2.4.1). Separate
DDF for ice and snow are used, and a sinusoidal variation of air temperature of a set
amplitude trange is applied to account for seasonal variation. Additionally, diurnal vari-
ation is accounted for by random variation of temperature using a normal distribution
N[0,5]. A firn model is incorporated via the calculation of a fraction of melted snow
(wmax) that refreezes to form superimposed ice. Surface temperature is calculated us-
ing a spatially distribution input grid of 20 year mean CRU (2006) and IPCC (2006)
temperature data at sealevel, corrected for elevation using an atmospheric lapse rate
(lrate). Temperature can be varied over time using time series files applying uniform
absolute temperature changes across the grid. Where the derived temperature at the
surface is smaller than a threshold temperature tsnow, precipitation is assumed to fall
as snow, thus contributing to accumulation. Precipitation is also input to the model as
spatially distributed 20 year mean precipitation values, derived from CRU and IPCC
data. Variation over time can be done using time series files, where precipitation can
be globally changed over the grid in percentage relative to the original values.
For all ISM setups, basal ice velocity vb is derived according to
vb = tb τb (3.1)
with tb being a basal slip coefficient and τb being shear stress according to equation
2.4. Sliding is assumed to occur where the ice base is melting, taking into account
the geothermal heat flux, frictional heat components and corrections for pressure melt-
ing. While the early experiments used a constant basal slip coefficient for basal ice at
pressure melting point, for the latest experiments for DEM and parametric uncertainty
analyses (Hebeler et al., in press), basal slip is a function of basal water pressure (Pw):
tb = min(tbmax ,bsoft + tbslope×Pw) (3.2)
where the slope of the function is given by tbslope, the softness of the bed is given by a
parameter bsoft and the basal traction is limited from becoming too large by the value of
tbmax. Variability in the basal traction parameter can significantly change the behaviour
and form of the resulting ice mass.
A full outline of the numerics implemented in GLIMMER is provided by Hagdorn
et al. (2007) and Paterson (1994) provides additional context to the derivation of these
mechanics.
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Monte Carlo Simulations were run in order to test the impact of uncertainty mod-
elled using the approaches described in section 3.2. Suites of simulated uncertainty
surfaces were added to the original topography at 1km resolution using GLOBE DEM
data, and resampled to the target resolutions. The GLIMMER ISM was then run
on each of the prepared input topographies using identical parameters and climate
drivers. Modelled variables were output to a result file in the NetCDF format at dis-
crete timesteps, usually modelled ice thickness every 100 model years, and variables
such as horizontal and vertical ice velocities, basal sliding, ice temperature, ablation,
basal melting etc. at lower temporal resolutions of 500 or 1000 model years. Using
Python scripts and Matlab, ice extents and volume of all files and timesteps were cal-
culated and analysed across all runs and finally visualised. Table 3.1 gives an overview
of all experiments on topographic uncertainty impact on ISM conducted during the
course of this dissertation.
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ethodologyTopography Climate Type Res. Uncertainty-Model Uncertainty-Source Reference
Fennoscandia EIS Steady State 20 km Uncorrelated RMSE, Generalisation Appendix A
Fennoscandia EIS Steady State 20 km RCS∗/IDW RMSE, Generalisation Appendix A
Artificial EIS Steady State 5-20 km No. of landscape features Appendix A
Fennoscandia EIS LGM 20 km IDW RMSE, Generalisation Hebeler et al. (2005); Hebeler and
Purves (2005b)
Patagonia EIS Steady State 10 km IDW GLOBE DEM error Hebeler and Purves (2005a)
Fennoscandia EIS LGM 10 km Regression Model GLOBE DEM error Appendix C,
Hebeler and Purves (2007a,b)
Fennoscandia gen pdd Steady State 10 km Regression Model GLOBE DEM error Appendix E
Fennoscandia gen pdd Steady State 10 km PU Model+ ISM parameters Appendix E
Alps TIM/eTIM 0.1-10 km Regression Model GLOBE DEM error Appendix D
Table 3.1: Overview of experiments on topographic uncertainty impact on ISM conducted during the course of this work. The ‘climate’
column states the respective climate driver used, e.g. the Edinburgh Ice Sheet driver (EIS) based on ELA parameterisation, and the
generic pdd driver ‘gen pdd’ based on a temperature index model. For completeness, experiments on GLOBE DEM uncertainty impact
on pure melt models (TIM/eTIM) without ice dynamics are included. The applied uncertainty models are explained in detail in section
3.2. Experiments on artificial topographies were conducted without superimposed uncertainty surfaces, but using varying numbers of
landscape features (peaks) to test their impact on ice sheet configuration for varying climates. ∗RCS= random cell swapping / +Parametric
Uncertainty Model.
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3.5 Melt Modelling
In order to test the susceptibility of ablation to DEM uncertainty, scale and parameter-
isation, two melt models were implemented using Matlab. First, a simple temperature
index model (TIM) was implemented following the concept of Braithwaite (1995).
Potential melt is calculated as a function of degree days and temperature including
a sinusoidal temperature variation with an amplitude of 5 ◦C representing seasonal
temperature change, similar to the TIM used in the GLIMMER ISM. However, be-
cause potential melt was calculated without any coupled mass balance model, only
one degree day factor (DDF) was used, instead of the usual separate DDFs for ice and
snow.
The second model implemented was an enhanced TIM incorporating a solar radia-
tion component, following the approach of Pellicciotti et al. (2005). For this enhanced
TIM, albedo was assumed to be constant over time and space, and as for the TIM, only
a single DDF was applied (Hebeler and Purves, 2008b).
Both models were run on a topography of the western European Alps, spanning an
area of about 200’000km2 and an elevation range of -4 to 4654m. Void-filled SRTM
version 3 (Jarvis et al., 2006) data was used, projected to Albers Equal Area projection
at resolutions of 100m, 1, 5 and 10km. Both models were tuned to approximately fit
empirical melt rates reported by Strasser et al. (2004). For a list of parameters and their
corresponding values used in the melt models, see Tab. 3.2.
Symbol Parameter Value Units
α Albedo 0.4
aseas Seasonal temperature amplitude 5.0 ◦C
DDF Degree day factor 5.2 mm d−1
Fr Shortwave radiation factor 0.012 m2 mm W−1 h−1
Ft Temperature factor 0.05 m2 h ◦C−1
lrate Atmospheric lapse rate 6.5 ◦C km−1
MAAT Mean annual air temperature at sealevel 15.0 ◦C
r Ground reflectance coefficient 0.2
S0 Solar constant 1367 W m−2
Tt Temperature threshold for melt 0 ◦C
Table 3.2: Parameters used for the calculation of potential melt using the simple tem-
perature index model and the enhanced solar radiation model.
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3.6 Resolution Effects and Subscale Modelling
Because ablation/melt modelling is known to be insufficiently resolved in ISM running
at low resolutions (Marshall and Clarke, 1999), within the scope of this dissertation
alternative approaches for incorporating higher resolution terrain information were
sought (compare research objective 4, section 1.2). One cause of the poor performance
of ablation modelling in ISM is the low resolution, which has two effects, namely a
high degree of smoothing of the topography, and a small relative extent (in number
of cells) of the ablation zone. Thus, the aim was to identify the susceptibility of melt
modelling to scale and parameterisation.
To examine resolution effects, melt was calculated at a high resolution (100m) us-
ing a TIM and eTIM (section 3.5). These melt rates were resampled to resolutions
of 1, 5 and 10km, using the mean melt of all contributing cells. In this way, the mean
melt rate per area calculated at 100m resolution was preserved at each lower resolution,
giving a ‘reference’. These reference melt rates where then compared to a ‘baseline’
approach, where the respective melt model was applied directly to DEMs at 1, 5 and
10km resolution.
In order to test the effect of subgrid modelling, an approach similar to that of Mar-
shall and Clarke (1999) was chosen, where additional information on the topography
within each low resolution cell is added as an additional layer at the same low model
resolution. In the experiments presented here, instead of having one cell containing
the mean elevation of the underlying area at each resolution, three cells containing the
mean, upper and lower quartile elevation were used. This additional information can
than be utilised for the calculation of melt, effectively lowering the degree of abstrac-
tion/parameterisation. For the first experiments, a simple parameterisation was chosen
where melt was calculated separately for every subgrid and then a weighted average
was taken. Using this subgrid approach allowed us to compare scale effects of the
applied melt models (TIM and eTIM, section 3.5) using the unparameterised baseline
approach as well as a subgrid approach.
In total, four different approaches for subgrid parameterisation have been developed
and tested in the course of the experiments, all of which used different amounts of
subgrid layers or varying hypsometric information.
In order to assess the impact of DEM uncertainty on both melt models, a Monte
Carlo Simulation approach was chosen. The GLOBE DEM uncertainty model was
used to add 100 uncertainty surfaces to input topographies at 1km, which were then re-
sampled to 5 and 10km resolutions, giving a set of 100 different input topographies at
each of the three resolutions. Melt was calculated at the 1km resolution using the TIM
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and the results were resampled to 5 and 10km, again forming a ‘reference’ data set as
use in the previously descriped experiments. Potential melt was then calculated on the
5 and 10km topographies, using the normal TIM (‘baseline’) as well as a subgrid pa-
rameterisation approach. This allowed a comparison of DEM uncertainty impact on the
different methods (reference, baseline and subgrid) as well as the different resolutions
(5 and 10km).
3.7 Parametric Uncertainty Analysis
As discussed previously, because of the complexity of the ISM, analytical examination
of error propagation is not feasible. At the same time, combining separate single pa-
rameter sensitivity tests will not allow a sensible estimate of total parameter uncertainty
of the ISM, because of the various interrelations and feedbacks of the model param-
eters, and the resulting non-linear behaviour. Therefore, in order to compare and rate
the impact of uncertainty from DEM accuracy and resampling effects, a parametric
uncertainty analysis (PUA) was conducted as proposed by van der Veen (2002). The
main concept of a PUA is to assess the uncertainty of all model parameters, essentially
assigning to each parameter a value range and a probability function for each param-
eter to take on a certain value within this range. This in turn allows the simultaneous
variation of all model parameters across a number of Monte Carlo Simulation runs.
Because probabilities have been assigned to the variation of each input parameter, the
resulting variation in model results can also be assigned probabilities.
For the PUA, GLIMMER was run on the Fennoscandian topography at 10km res-
olution. To provide a stable baseline model configuration, which could then be varied
for the PUA, a spatially distributed precipitation scheme was derived from present day
CRU and IPCC data. Present mean annual air temperature and dependencies on lati-
tude and elevation were used, and the MAAT was lowered about 12 ◦C to support the
initial growth of an ice sheet. Both MAAT and precipitation could be controlled using
global parameters to scale the initial values. A set of 12 parameters used in the GLIM-
MER ISM was then selected, on the basis of importance, assessed from the literature,
i.e. the number of existing sensitivity test, as well as own experience. For each param-
eter, a range of plausible values (Tab. 3.3) as well as a possibility distribution function
PDF was deducted from the literature, empirical data where it existed (e.g. CRU and
IPCC climate data) as well as sensitivity tests using the GLIMMER ISM. A suite of
510 different GLIMMER configurations were created, with each of the 12 selected pa-
rameter values randomly drawn from their respective PDF. All initial parameter values
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were kept constant over time, and the ISM was run until the modelled ice sheet was in
equilibrium after about 30k years. This setup resulted in a suite of 510 different model
results that were evaluated using Matlab.
Climate Forcing Parameter Range Units
Mean Annual Air Temperature -8 to -18 ◦Ca
Seasonal Temperature Half-Range 3 to 15 ◦C
Atmospheric Lapse Rate -3 to -10 ◦C km−1
Precipitation 50 to 150 %a
Degree Day Factor Ice 5 to 11 mm d−1 ◦C−1
Degree Day Factor Snow 3 to 19 mm d−1 ◦C−1
Geothermal Heat Flux -30 to -70 mW m−2
Snow Threshold Temperature 0.5 to 2.5 ◦C
Model Internal Parameter
Flow Enhancement Factor 0.5 to 3.5
Maximum Basal Traction 0.05 to 5 ×10−3m a−1 Pa−1
Ice Thickness Threshold for Resolving Ice Physics 200 to 600 m
Meltwater refreezing fraction 0.4 to 0.8
arelative to present day climate
Table 3.3: Parameters used in the parametric uncertainty test (Hebeler et al., in press)
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Results
This chapter gives a recapitulation of the results described in the five papers included
in this dissertation. It also links the results obtained throughout the course of my
PhD studies to provide an overview of the work and facilitate the understanding and
integration of it.
4.1 Assessment of Topographic Uncertainty
Assessing the role of DEM resampling in topographic uncertainty revealed that both
the resampling method as well as the grid origin used in the resampling have a major
influence. Using different resampling algorithms and shifting the resampling origin
resulted in substantial variation of resulting elevations within the target cells. This
variation in elevation, and thus the corresponding uncertainty, is strongly dependent
on elevation and terrain roughness. The resulting uncertainty in elevation values is
well in excess of the given DEM accuracy figures. For example where SRTM data
of the Alps at approximately 90m resolution was resampled to 5km using bilinear in-
terpolation, the standard deviation of all original SRTM3 cells within the bounds of
each 5km cell for mean elevations above 1000m was on average 350m (Fig. 3.1). Bi-
linear interpolation is the standard resampling method for many GIS such as ArcGIS.
Commonly, this interpolation selects the center of the low resolution target cells, and
interpolates the elevation values of only the four immediate neighbours of the under-
lying high resolution grid to interpolate the new value, irrespective of the actual total
number of high resolution cells within the boundaries of a target resampled cell. Thus
shifting the origin of the resampling (within the target cell boundaries) can result in
noticeable differences in elevation values and the spatial configuration of landscape
elements, as different values are used within the interpolation. Repeated resampling
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of a DEM from 90m to 10km using fixed grid boundaries, but shifting resampling ori-
gins, resulted in variation of elevation in the resampled DEMs of 50-150m standard
deviation on average for elevations above 1000m.
4.1.1 Assessment of GLOBE DEM Error
In our first experiments (compare Hebeler and Purves, 2004) we modelled DEM error
and uncertainty based on information provided in the metadata, which is limited to a
global RMSE usually derived using a (small) number of reference points.
Assessing GLOBE DEM error for the three selected test areas using SRTM as
ground truth showed small systematic error of around 3.5m, and a standard deviation
of approximately 70m (Tab. 4.1). Analysing the error properties (Hebeler and Purves,
in press, 2008a)) revealed a number of findings:
- DEM error shows a distinct spatial correlation with main landscape features such
as ridges, valleys etc. (Fig. 4.1a)
- Systematic error is abundant and varies for different examined regions; an example
is an apparent systematic shift of GLOBE data relative to SRTM, which varies for
different subsets and regions of GLOBE data
- Correlation and regression analysis revealed both error magnitude as well as sign of
the error to be correlated with topographic attributes: error magnitude showed good
correlation with elevation roughness (variation of elevation within a 3x3 neigh-
bourhood), elevation, gradient slope and minimum extremity (divergence of center
cell from minimum of 3x3 neighbourhood - Carlisle, 2000). Sign of error showed
medium correlation with mean extremity (divergence of center cell from mean of
3x3 neighbourhood - Carlisle, 2000) and slope aspect. However a large amount of
error was uncorrelated to the tested terrain attributes.
- Spatial autocorrelation of the derived error, assessed using semivariograms, showed
directional effects, with mean maximum correlation ranges of three to five cells
(km).
GLOBE error derived using SRTM thus showed systematic, spatially correlated and
random components, in correspondence with the concepts by Fisher and Tate (2006)
and others, as described in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 4.1: GLOBE DEM error of the European Alps (a) derived from the 1km
GLOBE DEM data with SRTM data used as ground truth. Modelled GLOBE DEM
uncertainty using the regression model for the same region captures the spatial distri-
bution of uncertainty well (b).
Testregion Mean Standard Deviation Range Skewness Kurtosis
Alps 3.3 m 82.2 m -1140 – 1169 m 0.05 11.6
Pyrenees 4.2 m 68.8 m -920 – 797 m -0.14 14.2
Turkey 3.0 m 70.7 m -817 – 964 m -0.04 11.3
Table 4.1: GLOBE DEM error statistics, assessed using SRTM as ground truth for
mountainous areas of three test regions of the Alps, the Pyrenees and Turkey.
4.2 Uncertainty Modelling
Modelling uncertainty from DEM accuracy on the basis of RMSE with random white
noise produced very rough surfaces. The resulting topographies tended to lead to
frequent model crashes due to the steep slopes and very rough, unrealistic surfaces
(Hebeler and Purves, 2004).
Applying random cell swapping with calculation of Moran’s I to introduce spatial
autocorrelation of uncertainty produced much smoother, though still noisy surfaces
(Fig. 4.2). This could be seen as in accordance with the regionalised variable theory
introduced in chapter 2, which assumes that uncertainty consists of both correlated and
random components. However, for medium to low rates of autocorrelation as measured
by Moran’s I, extreme outliers in the uncertainty surfaces such as single cell spikes
and pits were still abundant (Fig. 4.2). These outliers again resulted in unrealistic to-
pographies and still led to occasional model crashes. Additionally, using random cell
swapping to create higher rates of spatial autocorrelation, proved to be very demand-
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ing in terms of computational resources, above all time, and therefore was considered
impractical for the use with large datasets.
Figure 4.2: DEM uncertainty modelled
using normally distributed random val-
ues. Spatial correlation introduced by
random cell swapping with repeated mea-
surement of Moran’s I. Values of local
Moran’s I given in colour; mean (global)
Moran’s I for the surface is 0.42.
The alternative approach simulating uncertainty from generalisation used random
points, interpolated using IDW. This method produced smooth surfaces without any
outliers, that were suitable as input to the ISM much faster. Additionally, this approach
allows to include dependencies of modelled uncertainty on DEM characteristics at the
randomly selected locations. For the example of Patagonia, 250 random points were
selected (1/100 fraction of gridcells) with a minimum distance of 2 cells, and inter-
polated using IDW of the nearest 15 neighbours. This resulted in surfaces of high
autocorrelation, giving an average Moran’s I of 0.76. However, for this method the
amount of spatial correlation depended on the density of the selected random points
and the chosen IDW parameters. Because these values could not be reliably based
on empirical findings, the main selection criteria were to minimise the distortion of
the original normal distribution, and a resulting ‘smooth’ topography without extreme
outliers.
Using the properties of GLOBE DEM error (section 4.1) to develop an uncer-
tainty model showed that the magnitude of error can be modelled well using a linear
regression including the parameters ‘elevation roughness’ and ‘minimum extremity’
or ‘elevation’ with r2 values between 0.4 and 0.5 using a global model (Hebeler and
Purves, 2008a). If GLOBE DEM error is modelled for areas where SRTM was avail-
able and thus error can be calculated (i.e. the Alps), the residuals of this first regression
can also be modelled using the magnitude of error, resulting in r2 > 0.8 for a simple
linear regression. Residuals of this second regression can then be modelled using a
random normal distribution (Hebeler and Purves, in press).
If this GLOBE uncertainty is to be used in areas where no SRTM reference is
available, such as Fennoscandia, the residuals of the error magnitude regression can
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not be modelled. Analyses showed that the residuals of the first regression can be well
approximated using a normal distribution around a mean of 0m with 45m standard
deviation (N[0,45]).
It was also found that the sign of error can be modelled using a logistic regression
including mean extremity and gradient aspect. Using these two variables allowed to
model around 60% of the error sign correctly. The remainder was then assigned ran-
domly, which essentially formed a second stochastic component. Finally, a convolution
filter was applied to the so derived surfaces.
Using the described approach, the created uncertainty surfaces exhibited statistical
distribution of uncertainty values very close to that of the derived error surfaces, and
semivariograms indicating ranges of autocorrelation close to that of the original error.
The created uncertainty surfaces reproduced correlation of uncertainty along promi-
nent landscape features well, and since they contained both deterministic as well as
stochastic elements, were fit for use in Monte Carlo Simulations. Modelled uncertainty
surfaces are non-normally, symmetrically distributed, with a mean of approximately
3.8m and a standard deviation of approximately 80m for the Alps study area.
4.3 Impact of Topographic Uncertainty on Form and
Process Models
4.3.1 Impact on Geomorphology Modelling
The impact of uncertainty derived from GLOBE DEM error on the calculation of
topographic attributes was relatively small when focussing on global parameters cal-
culated over the whole study area (Hebeler and Purves, in press). As an example,
elevation and hypsometry for a larger study area are both hardly affected by modelled
DEM uncertainty. When deriving topographic attributes for limited areas or delin-
eating boundaries such as watersheds, some significant differences could be observed
across MCS realisations, for example in the total number of delineated watersheds or
the mean watershed slope. Simulated DEM accuracy uncertainty showed the greatest
impact where the focus was on single, delineated areas (Fig. 4.3). Across 40 MCS
runs, the area of a selected watershed was shown to vary up to 100%, resulting in com-
parably strong impact on derived attributes for these watersheds, such as calculated
hypsometry (Hebeler and Purves, in press).
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Figure 4.3: Variance in delineation of the Adda (1) and Inn (2) watersheds due to
DEM uncertainty across 40 MCS runs (top). Variation in calculated hypsometry of the
respective watershed across 40 MCS runs (bottom).
4.3.2 Impact on Ice Sheet Modelling
A first important result of introducing uncorrelated random error to ISM input topog-
raphy was the relatively low variation of modelled ice sheet extent and volume using
Monte Carlo Simulation. If random error with standard deviation above a certain
threshold was added to topographies, the result were unrealistically noisy topographies
which frequently caused ISM crashes due to instabilities. Introducing spatially corre-
lated instead of uncorrelated random error produced smooth topographies that did not
result in model crashes, even for high standard deviations (Hebeler and Purves, 2004).
An interesting observation was that the introduction of correlated error of lower
mean and standard deviations as uncorrelated error, had a much greater impact on
modelled ISM results, increasing variation of modelled ice extents and volumes by
factors between three and eight (Fig. 4.4).
Applying the GLOBE DEM uncertainty model to Fennoscandia produced un-
certainty surfaces with mean values of 0.64±0.02m with standard deviations of
40.5±0.02m. Statistical distributions were symmetrical around 0 (skewness=0) but
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with a higher kurtosis (k=8.7) than a normal distribution (k=3). The influence of these
uncertainty surfaces on modelled ice extent and volume for Fennoscandia was depen-
dent on the total size as well as the phase (advance or retreat) of the modelled ice sheet.
The relative standard deviation in ice extent varies between 2 and 15% for reconstruc-
tions of the Fennoscandian ice sheet during the LGM (Hebeler and Purves, 2008a).
Strongest variations in modelled ice extent and volume across MCS runs at 10km res-
olution was recorded during inception and phases of ice retreat, and in general standard
deviation is negatively correlated with ice volume and extent (Fig. 4.5). Variation in
extent of fully grown ice sheets for these experiments lay between 2 and 7% (Fig. 4.5).
This negative correlation of standard deviation with ice volume has been observed in
previous experiments (Hebeler et al., 2005): testing the influence of uncertainty from
generalisation on ISM results, comparable amounts of uncertainty have been intro-
duced to topographies at 20km resolution, with resulting variation of MCS results of
an average 10% for modelled ice extent of fully grown ice sheets. Relative standard
deviation of ice extent and volume across 150 MCS runs plotted against normalised
modelled ice sheet size (extent and volume) was strongly negatively correlated and
could be approximated using a logarithmic function (approx. −10ln(x)+ 3) yielding
an r2 of 0.97.
However, for modelled ice caps in Patagonia calculated standard deviation of ice
extent across MCS runs exhibited a positive correlation with overall ice sheet size.
Because of the dominant influence of the Andean ridges in Patagonia, presumably the
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Figure 4.5: Mean and standard deviation of modelled ice extent and volume during the
Fennoscandian LGM for the DEM uncertainty experiments. Mean ice extent (A) and
volume (C) with their respective relative standard deviation (dashed lines) across 100
MCS runs plotted against modelling time. Climate forcing plotted over time (B) with
temperature (solid) and forced ELA (dashed).
impact of topographic uncertainty on ISM results is also dependent on the characteris-
tics of the topography the ISM is running on (Hebeler and Purves, 2005a).
Sensitivity tests of the impact of DEM uncertainty on ISM results to temperature
confirmed the overall ice sheet size to influence results. MCS using modelled DEM
uncertainty on Fennoscandia, applying steady-state climate showed a bifurcation in the
PDF of modelled ice sheet extents where temperature was lowered by 10 ◦C relative to
present day climate (Fig. 4.6(a)). This bifurcation is not detectable in the -12 ◦C and
-14 ◦C scenarios which feature much larger ice sheets (Fig. 4.6(c),(e)).
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Figure 4.6: PDF (a,c,e) and frequency maps (b,d,f) of modelled ice extent for the 10,
12 and 14 ◦C temperature lowering scenarios of the DEM uncertainty analysis.
4.3.3 ISM Parameter Sensitivity and Uncertainty Testing
Sensitivity tests revealed the modelled ISM extent and volumes to be highly sensitive
to variation of input parameters that directly act on mass balance, such as tempera-
ture, precipitation and lapse rate (Hebeler et al., in press). Internal model parameters,
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such as the flow enhancement factor or the threshold for ice dynamic calculation have
relative little influence on modelled ice sheet configurations, but can control model sta-
bility. One example is basal traction, where certain parameter configurations can lead
to model instabilities such as oscillations in ice flow. The tested parameter range of
lapse rate, mean annual air temperature and seasonal variation as well as precipitation
resulted in variation of up to 200% in modelled extent in the sensitivity tests. Up to
100% variation was recorded for DDF of ice and snow. While variation of both basal
traction and flow enhancement factor showed negligible differences in modelled ice
extent, changes in ice volume of up to 50% were observed.
Out of the total of 510 parametric uncertainty test runs, 4 model configurations pre-
vented inception due to high temperatures and/or low precipitation and no ice formed
at all; 6 out of 510 runs resulted in unreasonably large ice sheets with extents in excess
of 2x106km2 that grew out of the modelling domain. These total of 10 extreme outliers
mark less then 2% of all runs, suggesting a reasonable setup of the PUA configuration.
The 10 outlier runs were removed prior to analysis. Across the remaining 500
runs, the calculated relative standard deviation was high, between 65-70% for grown
ice sheets after 5000 model years. Relative standard deviation of extent over all
runs decreased rapidly with growing ice masses, but slowly increased after 10’000
years. Modelled ice extent around a mean of 6x105km2 ± 1σ varies between 2 and
8x105km2. A bifurcation in modelled ice extents across the 500 runs is observable
in the PDF (Fig. 4.7(a)). Additionally, a large peak of model runs with less than
0.35x105km2 of modelled ice extents. The corresponding frequency maps shows two
separate ice sheets in the southwest and northeast, that coalesce in around 50% of all
runs (Fig. 4.7(b)).
4.4 The Influence of Scale and Subgrid Modelling
The resolution experiments comparing reference to baseline approaches for the two
melt models revealed pronounced underestimation of melt with decreasing resolution
for both melt models (Fig. 4.8(a), Hebeler and Purves (2008b)). This underestimation
is observable for elevations which experience temperatures below zero at least once
per year. Additionally, for the eTIM, melt rates around this 0 ◦C threshold are over-
estimated at lower resolutions, while they are underestimated for higher elevations
(Fig. 4.8). Plotting mean melt rates against elevation in the resolution experiments
also revealed an increased variation of melt for the different elevation classes with de-
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Figure 4.7: PDF and frequency maps of modelled ice extent for the parametric uncer-
tainty analysis.
creasing resolutions, which are not captured in the baseline approach of both models
(Hebeler and Purves, 2008b).
Using subgrid approaches can retain some of this variation and results in melt rates
closer to that of the reference approach when compared with the baseline (Fig. 4.8(b)).
However, the smoothing inherent in the averaging of melt applied in the reference ap-
proach, results in a loss of inception points at lower resolutions. Effectively, peaks
above the ELA that have positive mass balance and can thus serve as nucleation points
for ice, are reduced in elevation below the ELA during resampling. This effect, also
less pronounced, is also observable in the subgrid approaches, while the baseline ap-
proach retains most potential inception points at the cost of an overall increased melt
free area. For the eTIM, parameterisation of subgrids using mean slope for the four
cardinal directions in addition to subgrid elevation improved model performance for
low model resolutions of 5 and 10km.
Examining the susceptibility of the subgrid parameterisation approach to simu-
lated DEM uncertainty compared to the reference and baseline approach using MCS,
revealed a higher impact of uncertainty on subgrid approaches for lower elevations,
while for higher elevations, susceptibility was comparable to that of the reference ap-
proach. The baseline approach proved to be more robust at high elevations with overall
low melt rates.
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Figure 4.8: Mean melt against elevation for the eTIM across 4 different resolutions
(100, 1,5 and 10km) (a). Melt function becomes nonlinear above a threshold at ap-
proximately 1500m at the reference resolution of 100m. For areas above this threshold,
temperatures are below 0 ◦C and melt becomes zero for increasing time spans during
the year, and mean melt per elevation increases with decreasing resolution. While the
baseline approach overestimates melt for elevations around 1500m and underestimates
melt for elevations above 1700m at 10km resolution, the subgrid parameterisation ap-
proaches 1 and 4 show modelled melt rates close to the reference (b).
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Chapter 5
Discussion
This chapter is intended to summarise and link the discussions of the research articles
included in the appendix. The aim is to comprehensively discuss the research questions
raised in the introduction, which are
1. To identify sources of uncertainty in topographic representation
2. To quantify and model these uncertainties
3. To assess the impact of these uncertainties on topography based models, in this
case a geomorphological model (form) and a melt model as well as a full scale ice
sheet model (process)
4. To understand the mechanisms through which topographic uncertainty influences
these models
5. To assess ways of quantifying and communicating the impact of uncertainty on
models and
6. To analyse ways of minimising this impact of uncertainty on the tested models
5.1 Assessing and Quantifying Uncertainty
5.1.1 Assessing DEM Uncertainty from Metadata
Where the uncertainty associated with the accuracy of a DEM needs to be assessed,
one would assume that information given in the metadata would allow modelling of
this uncertainty in a way suitable for studying the impact on related models using the
DEM. In reality, researchers are faced with the problem that for common DEMs almost
always the only information given is an RMSE, and arbitrary assumptions must be
made about the statistical and spatial distribution (Raaflaub and Collins, 2006). During
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a first set of experiments, uncertainty from DEM accuracy was simulated using nor-
mally distributed random white noise with a standard deviation deduced from GLOBE
metadata RMSE (Hastings and Dunbar, 1998). DEMs resulting from the convolution
of these uncertainty surfaces with the original DEMs showed frequent extreme outliers
and had a very rough and noisy appearance for higher amounts of uncertainty (RMSE
above 18m), and did not produce realistic topographic surfaces - even though the term
‘realistic’ for low resolution DEMs is likely to be biased by the expectation of what
a DEM should look like from experience, which does not necessarily mean it is more
correct or suitable for use.
However the noisiness of the resulting surfaces can be seen as a clear indication
that DEM uncertainty of this amount is usually spatially correlated and needs to be
modelled accordingly. Nevertheless the problem remains that no information on the
distribution is given with the metadata, and this deficiency could only be compensated
by using higher accuracy reference data or empirical data. Indeed, if a sufficiently large
amount of studies on the properties of DEM error surfaces existed and were accessible,
the uncertainty distribution properties might be derived using key information such as
RMSE, terrain type or source data. However, such data is not readily available, and
any survey of this kind would have been clearly beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Alternatively, assessing the properties of the spatial correlation of a DEM and ap-
plying it to the associated uncertainty is another option (e.g. Wechsler and Kroll, 2006).
These approaches build on the assumption that the autocorrelation of topographic pa-
rameters such as elevation and slope is closely related to that of the DEM error (e.g.
Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005b; Holmes et al., 2000; Hunter and Goodchild, 1997).
Applying measures such as the range of spatial autocorrelation extracted from a DEM
to uncorrelated random error is assuming this to be a more sensible approach than
using arbitrarily chosen ranges (Raaflaub and Collins, 2006).
While a number of studies as well as own findings have confirmed DEM uncer-
tainty to be closely related to topographic parameters such as elevation or terrain rough-
ness, the amount of random, correlated and systematic error an uncertainty surface
consists of depends on a number of potential factors such as data source, measuring
sensors, preprocessing etc. Hence, if no information on the sources of data uncertainty
are available, relating for example the variogram of a DEM to that of the associated
error or uncertainty might be seen to be just as arbitrary, even if empirical data on the
dependencies of DEM properties and associated uncertainty existed. Clearly, assessing
uncertainty solely from metadata accuracy information given as RMSE is unsatisfac-
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tory and barely allows for a rough estimation of the influence of DEM uncertainty on
topographic models due to the unknown distribution properties.
5.1.2 Assessing Uncertainty from Resampling
Another important aspect of uncertainty from topographic representation in low reso-
lution modelling is the effect the involved DEM resampling has. Trying to assess the
different aspects of resampling, factors such as the resampling origin, the target reso-
lution and the used algorithms were varied for resampling SRTM data to resolutions
of 5 and 10km. The variation in the resulting DEMs allowed a correlation with ele-
vation, which was implemented in an uncertainty model, and thus implicitly included
information on the spatial distribution of uncertainty by linking it with elevation.
Users of standard tools like ArcGIS are often not aware of the potential variation in
resampling of DEMs. and thus the implicitly introduced uncertainty, which is associ-
ated with arbitrary selection of resampling parameters, such as the resampling method,
support, and the origins and cellsizes of source and target grids. Recording the vari-
ation of the original high resolution elevation values within each low resolution cell
(Fig. 3.1) well depicts the amount of abstraction inherent in any (resampled) DEM,
and conveys the uncertainty associated with the use of this kind of data. This method
to assess uncertainty associated with DEM resampling was well suited for estimation
of the amount of uncertainty, its dependency with elevation and its implicit spatial dis-
tribution, and allowed efficient modelling of DEM uncertainty surfaces. However, an
explicit exploration of the spatial properties of this effect might allow an integration
into spatial modelling of uncertainty such as Kriging.
5.1.3 Assessing DEM Uncertainty using Reference Data
In order to examine the influence of DEM data uncertainty on both geomorphological
as well as ice sheet modelling, the limitations of modelling uncertainty on the basis
of a global RMSE value had to be overcome. A direct assessment of error allows
the capturing and reproduction of spatial dependencies and autocorrelation, which in
turn supports the simulation of ‘realistic’ uncertainty surfaces. Analysing the impact
of these realistic surfaces is required for a profound understanding of the influence
topography and associated uncertainty have on terrain-based form and process mod-
elling. Existing data of higher accuracy had to be used in order to assess DEM error
properties, as taking reference field measurements was beyond the scope of this disser-
tation.
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Deriving an uncertainty model for GLOBE DEM error was motivated by the fact
that GLOBE data has a number of known flaws and inaccuracies, but despite this is
still widely used for example in the cryosciences, as SRTM is only available up to
60◦ N. For modelling of the Fennoscandian or Laurentide ice sheet during the LGM,
and for large scale modelling of Arctic permafrost for example, SRTM data cannot be
used. Additionally, because SRTM data is relatively new, a substantial amount of ex-
isting experiments has been carried out using GLOBE data, and therefore is subject to
the uncertainties associated with it. The derived GLOBE uncertainty model thus also
allows assessment of other model results in retrospect.
Therefore, our aim was to assess uncertainty information in order to produce a
robust uncertainty model for GLOBE based on readily available information. This un-
certainty model was to be used to model the impact of DEM uncertainty on ISM of
the Fennoscandian ice sheet through the Last Glacial Maximum. Because SRTM data
is available for a large proportion of the GLOBE data coverage, and is compiled from
homogenous sources and of significantly higher accuracy, we chose to use SRTM as
a ground truth for assessing GLOBE DEM error. However care has to be taken as
GLOBE source data differs for different regions (see Fig. 2.2 and U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, 1996), and the GLOBE uncertainty model developed here has been derived for
DTED-based GLOBE DEM data. Preliminary tests using mixed DTED/DCW GLOBE
DEM data showed different correlation coefficients and regression parameters. While
this approach is probably valid for other source data, correlation of error with terrain
characteristics for different source data is likely to require reanalysis.
Another option to test the developed uncertainty model would be to assess SRTM
error properties using LIDAR or other data such as National Mapping Agency DEMs
(e.g. Guth, 2006; Hofton et al., 2006; Carabajal and Harding, 2005), but higher resolu-
tion reference data spanning national borders is likely to be from different sources and
thus heterogeneous, require substantial preprocessing and large amounts of storage and
processing capacities. However, GLOBE DEM data at 1km resolution still supports
sensible geomorphological modelling at regional or global scale for some processes,
while SRTM at 100m resolution is of considerably higher accuracy, and thus suitable
to be used as ground truth. Both datasets can be handled with moderately high de-
mands on computation and storage capacities. The downside of using GLOBE data is
that it is outdated by SRTM for large areas, and is known to be of very heterogeneous
character, as it has been compiled from a wide range of source data, which is likely to
have a negative effect on the quality of the derived regression model.
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In principle, SRTM has already been used as ground truth for lower resolution
DEMs in previous studies, for example by Hastings and Dunbar (1999) to assess
GTOPO30 accuracy and by Jarvis et al. (2004) for comparison with GLOBE DEMs
and local cartographic data. SRTM is however not deemed error-free, and the differ-
ences in data capture for SRTM and GLOBE are likely to results in potential systematic
error of varying magnitude for the different types of GLOBE source data. This is a
likely explanation of the systematic error of 3-4 m (Tab. 4.1) encountered in the error
surfaces for the three test areas of the Alps, the Pyrenees and Turkey. Because re-
ported/documented accuracy of SRTM is one order of magnitude higher than that of
GLOBE, for our purpose we assumed SRTM to be suitable to use as ground truth and
derive GLOBE error.
Deriving GLOBE error in this way for different regions resulted in a number of
findings. First of all, besides the systematic error encoutered, the standard deviation
of error was in the range of 70 to 80m, four to five times higher than the respective
reported RMSE of 16m for GLOBE DEM based on DTED data (Hastings and Dun-
bar, 1998). However, care has to be taken as the analysis showed a systematic shift
of GLOBE and SRTM data for different subregions, which, had it been eliminated
before the analysis, might have reduced overall error. Additionally, all three selected
test areas covered large proportions of mountainous terrain, and error was found to be
much higher for rougher topographies. Error properties of less mountainous terrain in
Southern Germany exhibited smaller standard deviations of 20-30m on average, which
however is still up to twice that reported in the GLOBE documentation. Additionally,
analysis of the derived error surface showed a clear spatial correlation of derived er-
ror with major topographic features of the DEM, which become obvious upon visual
inspection. Correlation coefficients of different topographic attributes such as eleva-
tion, slope and aspect ranged from approximately 0.5 to 0.7, resulting in only medium
r2 values of the regression equations around 0.45. Despite this, especially the strong
patterns of over- and underestimation of GLOBE elevations in respect to resampled
SRTM on opposing sides of major ridges and valleys, visible in the derived error sur-
faces, suggested a stronger correlation of error and sign of error with aspect. A number
of possible explanations for this phenomenon exist. First of all, our assumption of
error-free SRTM might not hold, as semivariogram analysis of the error surfaces re-
vealed directional effects for all three training areas (Alps, Turkey, Pyrenees), which
might be caused by the SRTM shuttle flight path (Eineder et al., 2001). In contrast
Guth (2006) reports diamond shaped patterns in SRTM data when comparing with the
US National Elevation Dataset (NED) as a result of the flight path.
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A more likely reason lies in the different methods of compiling GLOBE data applied
within our test area. Since data from different sources and different algorithms have
been used to compile GLOBE, some grid cells of GLOBE resemble median values
of GTOPO data, while others have been compiled using spot sampling in the South-
Western corner. In tests, systematically shifting data for different subregions lowered
the overall deviation of GLOBE from SRTM, and increased correlation of error with
topographic attributes. However, this shift is not constant for the different subregions,
and an elimination of this systematic component in GLOBE DEM data was not within
the scope of this dissertation. This systematic shift for different regions of the tested
DEMs however resulted in directional effects and correlation of error with aspect, al-
beit that this correlation appears to be inhomogeneous and thus results in only medium
correlation rates for global analysis.
Regression analysis for the three test areas however showed very similar results,
supporting the hypothesis that a global dependency of GLOBE error on topographic
characteristics can be deduced.
5.2 Modelling Uncertainty
5.2.1 Uncorrelated Noise
When trying to model DEM uncertainty, using a random normal distribution suggests
itself where RMSE is the sole information about the amount and distribution of the
values to be modelled, and this approach has been used by a number of authors (e.g.
Wechsler, 2006; Fisher, 1998). Applying uncertainty simulated as spatially uncorre-
lated white noise to a DEM is viable when the assumption is that no trends, correlated
components or systematic error are abundant. For DEMs, this component would be
likely to stem from variations and flaws in the measurement process and is probably
small compared to the contribution of other sources to the overall error. This approach
of using uncorrelated noise works well for small amounts of uncertainty (small stan-
dard deviations of the normal distribution). However if the modelled uncertainty is
large in relation to the cell to cell elevation differences of the underlying DEM, it re-
sults in very noisy, unrealistically and hydrologically incorrect topographies (compare
Wechsler and Kroll, 2006), which in our case resulted in instabilities of the applied ice
sheet model and crashes for uncertainties with standard deviations larger than 100m
(compare section 5.1).
This confirms the fact that large DEM uncertainty, as given by RMSE of the size of
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300m (e.g. GLOBE data for Antarctica and South America Hastings and Dunbar,
1998), consists of significant amounts of correlated and systematic error.
5.2.2 Random Cell Swapping
In our approach introducing spatial correlation to random noise surfaces (section 5.1.1)
using random cell swapping (Fisher, 1998) we found that surfaces with global Moran’s
I values of 0.5 and above still showed a number of distinct outliers in the form of spikes
and pits. While the overall appearance of the created error surfaces showed medium to
longwave correlation, the surfaces still featured a noticeable amount of noise that prop-
agated to the resulting DEM. While this is in general accordance with the assumption
that uncertainty of DEMs consists of both correlated and uncorrelated components of
potentially different wavelengths (Fisher and Tate, 2006), the derived topographies still
resulted in occasional ice sheet model crashes, and the uncertainty was visually notice-
able in the final DEMs. Using the random cell swapping approach, it was not possible
to create smoother surfaces of higher spatial autocorrelation in sufficient numbers, be-
cause of the large data sets and the resulting high computational demands (compare
Ehlschlaeger, 2002). The approach of random cell swapping might be made more ef-
fective by applying more advanced algorithms such as simulated annealing (Deutsch
and Cockerham, 1994), or by combining it with filtering using spatial moving averages
(Journel, 1996). The central problem of trying to model uncertainty based on simple
RMSE figures remains given that no information on terrain dependencies or spatial
autocorrelation is available.
5.2.3 Random Point Interpolation using IDW
In a next step we examined the uncertainty introduced to topography through resam-
pling. The standard deviation of elevation values resampled using different origins
showed a distinct dependency with elevation. In our approach to model this uncer-
tainty we therefore used this formalised dependency to calculate standard deviations
of normal distributions for random points on a DEM. An uncertainty value was then
randomly drawn from this normal distribution at each location, and a surface was in-
terpolated using IDW. This approach included two stochastic components – random
selection of points on a DEM and the randomised sampling of the uncertainty value
at each point from a normal distribution – which makes this method fit for use in
MCS. The approach also included spatially correlated components, namely the depen-
dency of the amount of uncertainty on elevation, and the spatial correlation introduced
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through IDW interpolation. However, the amount and range of spatial autocorrelation
in the created surfaces is based on the amount and density of the random points on the
DEM, as well as the IDW weighting parameters, both of which could not be (were not)
deduced from the analysis of the moving origin resampling results, and were there-
fore chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Additionally, the distribution of uncertainty at each
location is again assumed to be normal, which might not be correct.
The surfaces created using IDW were smooth with no shortwave noise, as the wave-
length of variation is determined via the minimum distance used in creating the random
points. Adding these uncertainty surfaces to the DEM resulted in ‘undisturbed’ to-
pographies – although this might not be a realistic assumption, it enabled us to run
the GLIMMER ISM on these topographies without instabilities, and produce a suf-
ficient large number of realisations for MCS because of the efficient computation.
The approach could possibly be refined by adding an uncorrelated noise component to
the surfaces, and by controlling the amount of spatial autocorrelation using empirical
boundaries. In general, approaches based on geostatistics such as Kriging or stochas-
tic imaging are much more common for the creation of continuous, correlated surfaces
from point data for uncertainty or error modelling. However, since in our case no
detailed information about the spatial distribution of uncertainty was available, these
approaches would also be based on simple assumptions, at the cost of much higher
computational demands, more complex usage and higher efforts for implementation.
The methods described in the three previous sections allow to create uncorrelated as
well as correlated uncertainty surfaces of normal and near normal distribution (Hebeler
and Purves, 2004). Correlation of DEM uncertainty with topographic characteristics of
the DEM were implicitly introduced in the approach to model uncertainty from resam-
pling, by using the relation of resampling variability and elevation to derive probability
distributions for the magnitude of uncertainty. Nevertheless, spatial characteristics of
the uncertainty distribution such as range and noise are still based on assumptions and
depend on the parameters used in IDW, as well as the number and density of random
points used in the method.
5.2.4 GLOBE DEM Uncertainty Model using Regression
In the approach to model GLOBE DEM uncertainty (Hebeler and Purves, in press,
2008a), regression analysis of DEM error derived using SRTM with topographic vari-
ables was conducted. During these analyses, the separation of magnitude and sign of
uncertainty using simple linear and binary logistic regression, respectively, improved
results over combined modelling of the two components. The regression part of the
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model could possibly be further improved: using non-linear regression resulted in only
marginal improvements with significantly higher computation times, but accounting
for the observed systematic shift of GLOBE data relative to SRTM data is likely to
improve regression results. Preliminary tests using an artificial neural network (ANN)
approach showed r2 of up to 0.7 in cross validation of simulated uncertainty surfaces
and derived GLOBE error, while giving comparable semivariogram results.
At this point, the convolution filtering applied in our uncertainty model serves two
purposes. Firstly, it ascertains a autocorrelation range in the uncertainty surfaces com-
parable to those of the error surfaces. Secondly, the filter eliminates excess amount
of noise and outliers that could otherwise cause instabilities in the models applying
the resulting DEMs. The applied filter is omnidirectional despite the directional trends
that are observable in the error surfaces. However, the observed semivariogram ranges
are small, likely due to the inhomogeneity of the error. Large areas of the DEM exhibit
small scale error that gradually changes and contrasts with abrupt changes in error
sign associated with the high error values in the high mountain areas. Thus directional
filtering, or filtering using variable ranges that use information on a possible depen-
dency of correlation range with terrain could further improve the uncertainty model.
Alternatively, geostatistical methods with localised variograms might be another op-
tion (Kyriakidis, 2001). However, these more complex approaches require a distinct
amount of knowledge and expertise, and are only likely to improve results when ade-
quately adapted to the respective data. For large datasets of continental extent and for
repeated application they might not be applicable, at least not by the general user.
It is important to note that the described GLOBE DEM uncertainty model does not
calculate mean uncertainty values of zero for every grid cell when averaging over a
large number of runs. This is due to the terrain dependency of uncertainty, where some
cells feature topographic attributes that are more likely to result in an overall positive
or negative amount of uncertainty. This can be explained by the systematic error com-
ponent that is captured by the model. While normally any systematic error should be
eliminated from the data where possible, for GLOBE DEM data this is not the case.
Using the uncertainty model presented here, it is not possible to entirely eliminate sys-
tematic error, as the correlation rates are determined globally and are thus too low –
furthermore it is not the intention of this model to correct or improve GLOBE DEM
data. However, the total amount of simulated uncertainty for a larger DEM, averaged
over a sufficiently large number of runs sums to zero, demonstrating that no system-
atic general bias is introduced. Moreover, the developed uncertainty model allows for
the simulation of GLOBE DEM uncertainty suitable for MCS which can be produced
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purely from a single (GLOBE) DEM, without the need for higher accuracy reference
data. The model can therefore be used to analyse the impact of DEM quality on ISM
results on Fennoscandia.
5.3 The Impact of Uncertainty
The most striking result of the first set of experiments is the influence of spatial cor-
relation in modelled uncertainty on ISM results (Hebeler and Purves, 2004). While
uncertainty introduced to the DEM as uncorrelated white noise with a mean of 0 and
standard deviation of 30m resulted in a mean standard deviation of modelled ice ex-
tent between 1-2% (after 20-50k model years), correlated uncertainty of slightly lower
standard deviation (25m on average, produced using IDW) resulted in standard devi-
ations of ice extent around 5% (Fig. 4.4). Because of the use of IDW, the statistical
distributions of the uncorrelated and correlated uncertainty surfaces are not identical,
but the absolute amount of introduced uncertainty, as well as mean and standard de-
viations of the two distributions are comparable. However, interpolation using IDW
resulted in higher kurtosis of the correlated uncertainty surfaces, while at the same
time lowering the average standard deviation. Nevertheless the results suggest that the
form of uncertainty, respectively its ability to influence/change existing landforms and
their configuration is more important than the mere amount of uncertainty. This em-
phasises the fact that a sole accuracy figure such as RMSE is not suitable for estimating
impact of uncertainty on a model.
Apart from the amount and spatial correlation of uncertainty, its impact in mod-
elling clearly depends on the terrain characteristics as well as the influence of topogra-
phy within the target model. This is also evident from the results of the geomorpholog-
ical modelling experiment. Introducing GLOBE DEM uncertainty at 1km resolution
had little effect on the derivation of global topographic attributes used to characterise a
landscape. While the uncertainty locally influenced the calculation of slope and other
attributes, key descriptive attributes for the global topography such as average stream
length or mean watershed slope were not affected, because uncertainty effects appar-
ently canceled themselves out over large areas. However, when delineating watershed
boundaries, the effect of uncertainty on terrain became apparent. Because locally, cor-
related uncertainty can influence flow directions and elevate or lower small ridges and
channels, small elevation changes can result in the rerouting of waterflow and thus an
increase or decrease of derived watershed boundaries, as well as variation in the total
number of delineated watersheds (Hebeler and Purves, in press).
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Analysis of the different experiments investigating the influence of topographic
uncertainty on ice sheet models (ISM) have found a number of factors besides the
absolute amount of uncertainty and its spatial correlation to control the impact on ISM
results:
- Size of ice sheet – as ice sheets grow, they superimpose the underlying bedrock
topography and the ice surface becomes the relevant topography. Thus the impact
of DEM uncertainty decreases with increasing relative ice sheet size. This effect
was repeatedly shown in all experiments conducted for Fennoscandia. However,
experiments carried out for Patagonia revealed different effects: while for small
amounts of introduced uncertainties the overall size of the ice sheet hardly affected
the standard deviation of modelled ice extent and volume in MCS, for larger mod-
elled uncertainties the variation in ice extent and volume across MCS runs actually
increased with increasing ice sheet sizes (Hebeler and Purves, 2005a). This effect
is closely linked to the characteristics of the topography.
- Characteristics of the topography – the Fennoscandian topography is essentially
dominated by the higher elevation of the southwest-northeast facing mountain
ridge across Norway and Sweden, which provides a number of potential inception
points for the ice sheet. The expansion of ice is limited by calving into the Atlantic
in the west, and thus ice predominantly flows down the relatively gentle slopes to
the east. DEM uncertainty primarily affects ice sheet configurations via inception
and during the initial phase. Once a coalescent ice sheet has formed covering the
Scandinavian ridge, topographic uncertainties that modify the form of ridges and
valleys only have minor impact on the speed of the eastward ice extension. Patag-
onian topography, however, is dominated by the parallel running Andean ridges,
and feature a large number of mountain tops that can act as potential inception
points. Even at later stages of the ice sheet modelling, changes in the configura-
tion of these Andean ridges and valleys through modelled uncertainty apparently
have significant influence on the flow direction and thus the configuration of the
ice sheet. Introducing increasing amounts of uncertainty therefore (to a threshold)
has increased impact on modelled ice sheet configurations.
- Configuration and phase of the ice sheet – this point again is closely related to the
topography; if the general form of underlying topography dominates the principal
flow direction of the ice sheet such as in Fennoscandia, the impact of topographic
uncertainty is less pronounced than for configurations where small changes in to-
pography can alter the general flow direction or speed of a region in the ice sheet.
In addition to that general configuration, the phase of the modelled ice sheet is also
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important. Topographic uncertainty was found to have the largest impact during
inception, where small changes in absolute elevation might or might not raise a
mountain above the ELA, and thus support or prevent the formation of an ice cap.
While with expanding ice sheets the influence of uncertainty wanes, during phases
of ice retreat, even for larger ice sheets, the impact of topographic uncertainty
increases.
- Climate – the climate, and above all temperature and thus the location of the ELA
has a central impact on the effects of DEM uncertainty (Hebeler et al., in press).
In a climate where all areas constantly experience temperatures below zero ◦C,
elevation uncertainty has no impact on inception or ablation, and only influences
the ice sheet configuration through changes in local slope and thus flow velocities.
Equally, very warm climates acting on a single peak topography, where uncertainty
is unlikely to create new inception points or prevent existing ones will show little
response to DEM uncertainty.
In DEM uncertainty experiments using realistic climate scenarios on ISMs, the in-
troduction of uncertainty results in a relatively low variation in the range of 2-5% of
modelled ice extent of fully grown ice sheets on average. However, the absolute varia-
tion range covered by the minimum and maximum ice extent runs shows divergence of
up to 25% (Hebeler et al., in press; Hebeler and Purves, 2008a, 2004), with significant
differences in modelled ice sheet configurations.
Comparing these results with the impact from parametric uncertainty analysis al-
lows one to relate the impact of DEM uncertainty to that of other internal and external
ISM parameters. While the parametric uncertainty analysis (PUA) confirms the dom-
inant impact of climate on modelled ice sheet configurations, it also shows DEM
uncertainty to have equally distinct impact on model results as the tested ISM param-
eters. For the standard setup using a 12 ◦C temperature lowering compared to recent
climate, the modelled DEM uncertainty resulted in variation of modelled ice sheet
extent equal to that of a global 1 ◦C variation in temperature. Additionally, DEM un-
certainty had similar or larger impacts on model results as a number of tested model
parameters such as geothermal heat flux, flow enhancement factor or the refreezing
fraction. For the setup using a warmer climate with only 10 ◦C temperature lowering
and thus smaller overall ice sheets, DEM uncertainty was revealed to have a major
influence, through triggering a bifurcation of modelled ice extent and volume: about
20% of the modelled ice sheets show a mean extent more than 15% larger than the
rest of the runs, with a clear separation between the two maxima (Fig. 4.6A). This bi-
furcation effect is not observable for colder climates, underlining the dependency of
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DEM uncertainty impact on climate, topography and ice sheet size. A closer exami-
nation of the model runs suggests this bifurcation is caused by the conflation of two
smaller icecaps in the southwest. This conflation occurs where modelled uncertainty
alters the local topography so it supports ice mass coalescence - either by lowering the
elevation of obstructing ridges or by increasing the elevation of associated peaks - both
of which can drive an increase in mass balance. The coalesced southern ice sheet can
then expand further towards the east and west due to the further increase in accumu-
lation enabled by the presence of a high elevation ice mass. The described effect is
essentially due to the positive elevation-mass balance feedback (Paterson, 1994).
As ablation is known to be poorly represented in ISM, and resampling is an im-
portant source of topographic uncertainty in low resolution modelling, we investigated
scale effects in melt modelling in order to better understand the dependencies of melt
calculation, topography and scale, and consequently be able to develop improved ap-
proaches for modelling melt in an ISM. Since resampling in general lowers the average
elevation of a DEM through averaging, one would expect an increase in calculated
potential melt due to the lower elevations and the resulting higher temperatures. In
contrast, the opposite is the case, and melt calculated at lower resolutions is found to
significantly underestimate reference melt derived using higher resolutions - as much
as 20% for high elevations above 2500m at 10km resolutions (Hebeler and Purves,
2008b). This effect is caused by the fact that the spatial variation of topography at
high resolution is lost during resampling, and because melt is a nonlinear function of
elevation in the tested cases of the temperature index model (TIM) and the enhanced
temperature index model (eTIM), the mean melt for the topography within each low
resolution cell is poorly estimated using just one resampled elevation value. For the
simple TIM, where melt is a function of elevation, this could be easily compensated by
adapting the melt function to calculate higher melt rates overall. However, this would
potentially result in loss of melt-free areas, which are important for inception (Sugden
et al., 2002). Applying a simple subgrid modelling approach (Marshall and Clarke,
1999) using three instead of one elevation values was found to considerably improve
performance of the TIM, while offering the possibility of using the highest elevation
subgrid cells for modelling of inception.
Because the eTIM models potential melt not as a simple function of elevation, but
also takes into account gradient slope and aspect, scaling effects are more differenti-
ated. While the simple elevation subgrid approach performs surprisingly well, it lacks
a physically sound base, and tends to overestimate melt for lower areas. A subgrid
parameterisation using elevation and average slope per cardinal direction on average
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showed good performance, but was not scalable across all resolutions. Results varied
for different resolutions and performance was poor for the 1km resolution, while the
approach compared best for 5 and 10km resolutions. This is most likely caused by the
fact that at 1km, the average slope length of the topography, which is crucial for melt
calculation using the eTIM, is still captured well (Martin and Church, 2004). Hence
little deviation in calculated potential melt compared to 100m resolution occur, while
the averaging effect for 5km resolutions and above reflect on the calculated melt results
at these resolutions. In general, the use of subgrids in modelling significantly improves
calculated potential melt rates, and allows improved modelling of inception processes
even at low elevations.
5.3.1 Minimising Uncertainty
In our experiments using subgrid melt modelling, we managed to reduce the impact
of resampling DEMs to low resolutions on melt model results by applying subgrid
parameterisation. By doing so, we reduced the impact of one of the main sources
of topographic uncertainty on low resolution modelling. It is however important to
note that the impact of DEM uncertainty on the subgrid modelling approach is slightly
larger than that of the reference and baseline approaches, when comparing the rela-
tive standard deviation of calculated potential melt across 100 MCS runs. Because the
subgrid parameterisation uses three elevation subgrids, each of the subgrids is subject
to the introduced uncertainty and subsequently all three calculated melt values are bi-
ased. While for the reference approach, the uncertainty over a larger area is mostly
cancelling itself out and thus only the net disturbance affects melt calculation, which
results in melt deviations similar to that of the baseline approach. However considering
the underestimation of the baseline approach, its lower absolute standard deviation re-
sults in the highest relative deviation. Additionally, the overall deviation across MCS
runs for the baseline approach is lower, because potential melt is underestimated or
even zero for elevations where both reference and subgrid approaches still calculate
melt above zero. So, while overall the increase of absolute variation for the subgrid
approach is small and is outweighed by the gain in performance, it is important to be
aware of this effect, and consider it when developing parameterisations.
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5.4 Quantifying and Communicating Uncertainty Im-
pact
Where neither uncertainty nor its impact can be minimised, it is essential that it is
communicated well. While especially topographic uncertainty should receive broader
attention as a source of uncertainty, DEM uncertainty in general needs to be better
communicated. Many authors have already stressed the importance of better commu-
nication of error and uncertainty in DEMs (e.g. Fisher and Tate, 2006; Kyriakidis and
Goodchild, 2006; Wechsler, 2003; Carlisle, 2000; Shortridge and Goodchild, 1999;
Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994). Compiling the needs and approaches to improv-
ing the generation and communication of uncertainty formalised by these authors can
be concentrated into a scheme depicting the processes and data products involved
(Fig. 5.1). The experiments carried out within the course of this dissertation confirmed
that simple accuracy figures such as RMSE are inadequate for modelling uncertainty
and analysing its impact on topographic process or form models. The distribution of
explicit uncertainty models with DEMs would allow for sensitivity testing, but assess-
ing the susceptibility of a model to topographic uncertainty appears to be inescapable,
as our experiments confirmed that the impact of DEM uncertainty is not only depend-
ing on the amount and spatial correlation of uncertainty, but also on the form and
configuration of the topography, as well as on the methods and algorithms applied on
this topography within each model.
If the amount, form and dependencies of uncertainty, as well as its impact on model
results are known and properly communicated, it ceases to be a problem. Uncertainty
modelling can be a powerful tool in modelling and decision making, when assess-
ing probabilities and reliability of a prognosis for example. Intentions, potentials and
limitations of complex modelling and the consequent results could be communicated
better; for example frequent discussions about how well model results fit empirical
bounds (e.g. Hulton et al., 2002; Wenzens, 2003; Hulton et al., 2003) could probably
be avoided.
At this point however, many users and researchers apparently associate the term
‘uncertainty’ with negative notions of fault, errors and inferior research results. While
new and more effective ways of communicating and visualising uncertainty might be
necessary (Oehler, 2005), these developments need to go hand in hand with a recogni-
tion that uncertainty in modelling is intrinsic and inevitable, and needs to be properly
addressed in order to take advantage of it.
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Figure 5.1: Processes, data and interdependencies in uncertainty assessment, mod-
elling and application. Devillers et al. (2005) suggest a dynamic or proactive linkage
of metadata and data. Once an uncertainty model has been developed for a certain
dataset, it should be distributed as metadata, which will allow subsequent communica-
tion of the uncertainty (model) of the data without the need for assessment and model
development.
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Conclusions and Outlook
6.1 Conclusions
Applications that employ digital elevation models encompass tasks that range from
visualisation of continuous surfaces derived from elevation values, to modelling of
physical processes which act upon or even alter these values. All of these applications
are subject to a range of uncertainties, which can originate from the capture of elevation
values, through processing of the data, to the representation of values within models.
Uncertainty resulting from data accuracy is a concept that most users of spatial data
are familiar with and aware of: the (unknown) accuracy and precision of a sensor and
possible flaws or external influences can lead to deviations of the measurement from
its actual value, termed error. Uncertainty is a result of data known to contain error,
but the amount and/or spatial distribution of this error is unknown. Pre-processing of
a DEM, for example the projection or interpolation of the data, can add additional un-
certainty to the use of this DEM data. However, this uncertainty can be estimated, e.g.
using reference point measurements. Additionally, DEMs are commonly distributed
with accuracy figures such as RMSE.
Elevation values used in topographic models are usually supplied as single point
values, distributed on a regular grid, (with the exception of TINs or contour lines).
Therefore, any application that employs these single point values to represent topogra-
phy, must implicitly or explicitly model surfaces.
Essentially, elevation values at locations where no measurements exist are approx-
imated through interpolation, and the resulting topographic surfaces are dependent on
the applied interpolation method, algorithm and parameters. These approximations are
thus subject to uncertainty. Similarly, further processing, such as resampling to lower
resolutions, again depends on parameters such as the source and target resolution, the
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resampling algorithm, terrain characteristics, etc. Compared to uncertainty from DEM
accuracy, this ‘uncertainty of topographic representation’ is a more abstract concept.
It is often not understood by users of spatial data and rarely accounted for. Hardly any
study using a DEM gives details such as the exact extent, coordinates of DEM origin,
whether the map origin is given at the center of a cell or the boundary, which interpola-
tion method has been applied including all parameters, the used software and version,
etc. to an extent where no ambiguity remains.
Within this dissertation, the amount of uncertainty introduced to digital elevation
models (DEM) through resampling to lower resolutions using different resampling ori-
gins and algorithms has been assessed. With mean standard deviations of 150m and
more, these uncertainties were shown to be of comparable to or above those from
accuracy figures of common DEMs such as SRTM, GLOBE or GTOPO30.
Assessing the error of GLOBE DEM data for three test areas using SRTM as a ref-
erence has shown the standard deviation of error to range between 70 and 80m. This is
well in excess of the RMSE of 16m given for these areas (Hastings and Dunbar, 1999).
Analyses also revealed these error surfaces to have non-normal distributions and strong
dependencies with terrain characteristics such as elevation and roughness. Addition-
ally, systematic shifts for different areas of GLOBE DEM data relative to SRTM were
abundant. These findings confirm the limited use of simple global accuracy figures
such as RMSE for DEM data. This fact is corroborated by the much larger impact of
uncertainty modelled using correlated random error compared to that of uncorrelated
white noise on ice sheet models. These results show the strong impact of the choice of
a spatial correlation model for modelled DEM uncertainty.
Uncertainties from these various sources have been modelled in order to analyse
their impact on ISM results. They were shown to result in noticeable variation in ice
sheet sizes and configuration. Analysing the impact mechanisms of topographic uncer-
tainty on ISM results, it was found that the amount of variation in model results is not
only dependent on the amount and spatial distribution of uncertainty, but also by the
importance of topography in the model under observation. For process models such as
ISM, the impact of uncertainty was shown to vary over time: during phases of incep-
tion and ice retreat, uncertainty in topography had considerable influences on modelled
ice sheet configurations, while the impact decreased with growing ice masses.
Analysing the impact of topographic uncertainty on ISM results, terrain type and
configuration was shown to have a substantial influence. While for Fennoscandia, the
relative impact of modelled uncertainty decreased with increasing ice sheet sizes, it
remained constant and even increased with increasing ice sheets for Patagonia. This
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effect is likely to be associated with the rugged terrain, and the stronger impact of
modelled uncertainty on terrain configuration, e.g. rerouting of valleys, enlarging or
decreasing of ridges and other features that control ice flow. For the relatively sim-
ple topography of Fennoscandia, major changes of topographic characteristics through
modelled uncertainty are less likely. However, where climate results in smaller ice
sheets, and thus the importance of topography is higher, modelled DEM uncertainty
can result in a bifurcation of modelled ISM configurations, by controlling the coales-
cence of separate (smaller) ice sheets.
Sensitivity tests and parametric uncertainty analysis for the GLIMMER ISM using
a steady-state climate comparable to that of the Last Glacial Maximum were conducted
in order to compare the impact of DEM uncertainty. Findings showed that the influ-
ence of DEM uncertainty on modelled ice extent and volume ranges between 1 and 9%
for different climate scenarios, and is comparable to that of model parameters such as
the flow enhancement factor or basal traction. The variation of modelled ice extents
are equivalent of a 1 ◦C climate change. Topographic uncertainty can thus have a sig-
nificant influence on modelled ice sheets, and needs to be considered when ISM results
are interpreted.
The impact of modelled uncertainty on topography-based models was also shown
to depend on the type of information deduced from the perturbed topography. Global
measures such as mean stream length, slope or the number of watersheds of an area
varied little when subject to modelled DEM uncertainty. Local measures, such as the
area or hypsometry of a specific delineated watershed on the contrary showed great
variation.
Potential melt modelled across a range of scales using different models has been
analysed. The loss of spatial information with decreasing resolutions was shown to
cause systematic over- or underestimation of melt in different areas. For simple models
such as the temperature index model (TIM), this effect has a near-linear scale depen-
dency which could be accounted for once assessed. For more sophisticated approaches
such as the TIM enhanced by a solar radiation component, the impact of this uncer-
tainty is also complex and difficult to account for or compensate. Although the findings
of this dissertation showed that resampling introduces uncertainty that can strongly in-
fluence results of low resolution modelling, it is rarely noticed or even accounted for
in studies. The use of subgrids proved to minimise the effect of resampling on mod-
elled potential melt, at little additional computational cost, and only slightly increases
susceptibility to DEM uncertainty, at the gain of significantly improved modelled melt
rates.
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SRTM data has a higher resolution and accuracy than GLOBE, is compiled from
a homogeneous data source and is freely available for large areas of the globe. Nev-
ertheless, GLOBE is still the only global DEM for areas North of 60◦ N and South
of 56◦ S. GLOBE therefore is the primary DEM basis for all medium to large scale
cryospheric and related modelling, e.g. modelling of permafrost. In our experiments it
was shown that differences in the GLOBE DEM production reflect on the DEM qual-
ity. As this systematic error appears to be traceable, it should be eliminated from the
data if GLOBE is to be updated.
6.1.1 Key Findings
For each of the research questions forming this thesis, the key findings are summarised
below:
1. What are the sources of uncertainty in/from topographic representation?
- Sources of uncertainty in handling digital topographic data include data ac-
curacy (DEM error), processing (such as resampling and projection) and the
conceptual data model (e.g. resolution).
- Topographic uncertainty originating from data processing and the conceptual
model is potentially larger for large scale models than that from DEM accuracy.
2. How can topographic uncertainty be quantified and modelled?
- Experiments have confirmed that topographic uncertainty (above a certain
threshold) is likely to be spatially autocorrelated and dependent on topographic
attributes such as elevation, slope and roughness.
- GLOBE DEM error has been shown to be terrain dependent, and that these de-
pendencies can be used to model uncertainty for GLOBE DEMs in areas where
no reference data is available.
- The statistical and spatial distribution of modelled uncertainty was shown to
impact results of associated topography based models. Simple global accuracy
measures given for DEM data such as RMSE lack information on spatial distri-
bution of error and uncertainty – modelling uncertainty based on assumptions
is therefore disputable and has to be applied with great care.
- The developed uncertainty model for GLOBE DEM data, using SRTM as
ground truth, works well in reproducing DEM uncertainty, and produces un-
certainty surfaces suitable to be used within MCS simulations for areas where
higher accuracy reference data is not available.
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3. What impact does uncertainty from topographic representation have on topography-
based modelling?
- Uncertainty from DEM accuracy at 1 km propagates into model results at 10
and 20 km resolution (for the example of ice sheet modelling).
- Topographic uncertainty has a larger impact on local/regional scale than on
global scale terrain parameters in form models (e.g. topographic derivatives and
indices)
- The impact of modelled topographic uncertainty on a target model depends on
the characteristics of the topography, the amount and spatial configuration of
uncertainty and the relative importance of topography in the target model.
4. Where, when and how does uncertainty from topographic representation impact
ice sheet modelling?
- The impact of uncertainty in processes models such as ISM is context depen-
dent (topography, boundary conditions) and can vary over time, e.g. the same
amount of topographic uncertainty can have varying impact on results depend-
ing on the phase of the ISM:
- in ISM the phases of inception and ice retreat are most susceptible to topo-
graphic uncertainty.
- Topographic uncertainty has an impact on modelled ice extent and volumes
comparable to that of internal model parameter. Additionally, a significant in-
fluence on spatial configurations of modelled ice sheets was observed.
5. How can the impact of uncertainty from topographic representation be quantified
and communicated?
- Parametric uncertainty analysis can be used for comparative impact analysis,
and for testing uncertainty from multiple sources. PUA has been a suitable
approach for assessing the uncertainty from model abstractions in ISM.
- Frequency maps and probability function plots are suitable to convey uncer-
tainty information.
6. How can the impact of uncertainty from topographic representation on ice sheet
modelling be minimised?
- The use of subgrid approaches can reduce the effects of scaling and the loss of
spatial variation (uncertainty from processing and the data model), encountered
in the downscaling of topography based models such as melt models. While the
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uncertainty from resampling for these models is reduced, the use of subgrids
showed an increased susceptibility to DEM uncertainty.
6.2 Outlook
Uncertainties associated with the use of digital elevation models (DEM) data can have
significant impact on results of associated models. Both end-users and modellers have
to be made aware of these uncertainties and their potential influence. It has also been
shown that the spatial and statistical properties of modelled uncertainty influences re-
sults of associated topography based models. Thus uncertainty modelling based on
simple global accuracy measures such as distributed with common DEMs, which is
based on assumptions about the distribution of uncertainty, is inappropriate. This em-
phasises the demand for detailed information on DEM error to be distributed with the
data formulated by a number of authors (e.g. Kyriakidis et al., 1999; Shortridge and
Goodchild, 1999; Fisher, 1998; Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994). To achieve this,
information on the amount and spatial distribution of uncertainty associated with a
DEM have to be distributed together with the data. The distribution of an appropriate
uncertainty model or of equiprobable surfaces with a dataset as proposed by Shortridge
and Goodchild (1999) is one approach to foster the acceptance and application of un-
certainty modelling. Even though uncertainty aware GIS are still not available, users
and modellers are becoming more and more aware of the importance of uncertainty
in spatial modelling, as shown by the increase of publications covering this topic over
recent years.
The development of robust, easy to use uncertainty models that require less exper-
tise than existing approaches of Kriging and stochastic simulations might be another
option to propagate uncertainty awareness. The GLOBE uncertainty model developed
within the course of this dissertation will continuously develop and improve as new
applications emerge. One aim is to optimise regression of uncertainty and DEM at-
tributes, for example by detrending the error surfaces prior to analysis, through the
use of different terrain attributes with higher correlation coefficients, or by testing
different approaches altogether. Preliminary experiments using an artificial neural net-
work (ANN) approach to create uncertainty surfaces from GLOBE error for example
showed significant improvement for the modelling of deterministic components. An
improved way of selecting training areas to derive GLOBE error is also currently being
researched.
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Additionally, improved approaches to convey uncertainties in a simulation or
model results need to be developed. Promising existing methods such as stochastic
imaging need to be implemented in widespread GIS and made available to a wider
public. These approaches need to include ways of documenting and communicat-
ing uncertainty in both DEMs and derived model results, e.g. by using visualisation
techniques that are both simple to use and comprehend.
In the glaciological modelling domain, the importance of topographic uncertainty
on modelled ice sheet configurations needs be realised and accounted for. Topographic
uncertainty impacts both the fitting of ice sheet reconstructions to empirical bound-
aries, as well as the simulation of the behaviour of existing ice sheet to changing
climates. Furthermore, parametric uncertainty analysis in ice sheet modelling was
shown to be well suited to assess potential variation in modelling results, originating
from uncertainty in the input data or from parameterisation. Using probability distri-
bution functions for the analysed parameters allows to assign probabilities to model
outcomes, and thus facilitates the communication of uncertainty in these results.
Where uncertainty and its impact on a model is understood, ways of minimising
either the uncertainty itself or its impact can be sought. The possible application and in-
tegration of subscale modelling approaches for the calculation of mass balance within
GLIMMER, for example using subgrid or quadtree approaches will intensely be re-
searched, and funds for a follow-up project have been provided by the University of
Zurich (Forschungskredit Nr 57060802, Project SuMo).
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As elevation and its derivatives are essential inputs for a wide range of
process models, topography and its representation in environmental modelling
is undoubtedly of key importance and as such has long been recognised in
GIScience (e.g. Hutchinson & Gallant, 1999; 2000). Research areas in-
clude the variation in derived parameters with resolution, scale, and algorithms
(Zhang et al., 1999; Hutchinson & Gallant, 2000), appropriate models
of terrain representation (Wood, 1998; Schneider, 2001), generalisation of
topographic data (Weibel & Heller, 1991), and others. However, in the
main this work has concentrated on so-called primary and composed topogra-
phy indices (Beven & Moore, 1992), e.g. catchment areas (Hurtrez et al.,
1999) or feature extraction at variable scales (Fisher et al., 2004). Sensitivity
tests examining the influence of resolution are relatively common in process
modelling, but generally do not explore issues of representation, with some
notable exception (Tucker et al., 2001).
In this paper the sensitivity of a large scale dynamic process model to
topography and its representation is explored. Model intercomparisons are
performed as a first step towards developing a set of experiments to explore
the uncertainty introduced into a dynamic process model as a result of vari-
ations in representation of terrain. The topographies used as model inputs,
the experiments chosen to identify the importance of terrain representation,
and the model used are described as well as some initial results from these
experiments.
A primary step in this work is to test model sensitivity to different as-
pects of terrain representation: resolution, DEM quality, generalisation and
smoothing effects, and slope algorithms. As a case study, an ice sheet model
(Boulton & Payne, 1992; Purves & Hulton, 2000) is run using a range of
natural and artificial DEMs. Ice sheet modelling, in common with most numer-
ical modelling, aims to improve our understanding of the real world through
abstractions of reality. In this work we seek to investigate the importance of
different abstractions of terrain properties on such models. In ice sheet mod-
elling two key processes – nucleation (the initiation of an ice sheet through the
forming of perennial ice) and ablation (the removal of mass from the ice sheet
system, usually as melting or calving) – are highly susceptible to aspects of
terrain representation. Ice sheet models (ISMs) therefore present an excellent
example for sensitivity testing. Also, current ISMs run on resolutions of 5 to
20km, allowing the use of a range of possible higher resolution DEM data sets
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for the testing of the influence of different methods of terrain generalisation
effects.
Suitable elevation data is selected and DEMs from a total of three data
sources are tested:
• DEM of Scandinavia created from GTOPO30 (USGS) and ETOPO2
(NGDC) data. This DEM has already been used together with a climate
model (based on proxy records) for the simulation of the Fennoscandian
ice sheet through the last glacial maximum by Hagdorn (2003)
• DEM generalized from high resolution data (SRTM90 data of Switzer-
land and southern South America)
• artificial topography of various resolution and amplitude
To test sensitivity of ISM to DEM quality, from each of the original DEM data
sources, 150 topographies varying by error values derived from metadata are
created to perform Monte Carlo Simulations. The ISM is run on every one of
these topographies and ice volume and ice extent are compared between model
runs at different timesteps.
To test the effect generalization of topography has on the model, different algo-
rithms and methods are used to downscale the DEM sources to the resolution
needed by the model (10 and 20km). As an example, the performance of sim-
ple linear interpolation is tested against more complex and demanding feature
preserving methods, such as splining in conjunction with hydrological networks
or generalising with surface networks (Hutchinson, 1993). Similarly, the im-
pact of smoothing algorithms on DEMs is tested: numerical problems are often
faced by models where slope is too steep in DEMs. These are countered by
smoothing topography to prevent model crashes (Takeda et al., 2002).
Finally, slope calculation plays a central role not only in ice sheet inception,
but also in flow calculations. A number of papers have been written addressing
the effects different algorithms have on the calculation of terrain derivatives
(e.g. Jones, 1998; Schmidt et al. 2004). Furthermore, the effect of scaling on
slope estimates is well known (Zhang et al., 1999). In this paper, the effect of
different slope calculation algorithms on the ISM will be tested by running the
model using different algorithms (e.g. simple ’four nearest neighbours’ method,
Horn’s method, Constrained Quadratic Surface Method, etc.). Alternatively,
the residual errors determined for these methods in existing works like Jones
(1998), can be calculated and applied to topographies the model is then run
on.
Preliminary results show the nucleation process to be significantly affected
by random errors of 30, 100, and 300 m standard deviation superimposed on
Scandinavian topographies. For subsequent model timesteps, the standard de-
viations of modelled ice extent and volume over the set of model runs decrease,
due to the smoothing effect the growing ice sheets have on the underlying to-
pography. Because superimposing uncorrelated error fields on DEMs produces
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noisy topographies, effects of sudden changes in altitude and slope on the ISM
tend to lead to model instabilities. Thus, above a certain threshold (approx.
200 m STDV of error), these datasets are not well suited to simulate effects of
generalisation or measuring errors. However, analysis of SRTM90 data, gen-
eralised to resolutions of 5 and 10km using bilinear interpolation, suggests the
usage of error fields with standard deviations of more than 200m for the ISM
simulations: the standard deviations of the high resolution (90m) grid cells
contributing to one generalised, low resolution (5km) cell range from 100 to
more than 500m for altitudes above 800m. Therefore, spatially correlated error
fields, that prevent the introduction of extreme noise to the original topogra-
phy, will be introduced for Monte Carlo Simulations using standard deviations
of 100m and above.
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Abstract
Digital elevation models at a variety of resolutions are increasingly being used in geomorphology,
for example in comparing the hypsometric properties of multiple catchments. A considerable body
of research has investigated the sensitivity of topographic indices to resolution and algorithms,
but little work has been done to address the impact of DEM uncertainty and elevation value
error on derived products. By using higher resolution data from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission - of supposed higher accuracy - for comparison with the widely used GLOBE 1km data
set, error surfaces for three mountainous regions were calculated. Correlation analysis showed that
error surfaces related to a range of topographic variables for all three regions, namely roughness,
minimum and mean extremity and aspect. This correlation of error with local topography was
used to develop a model of uncertainty including a stochastic component, permitting Monte Carlo
Simulations. These suggest that global statistics for a range of topographic indices are robust to
the introduction of uncertainty. However, the derivation of watersheds and related statistics per
watershed (e.g. hypsometry) is shown to vary significantly as a result of the introduced uncertainty.
1 Introduction
1.1 Digital elevation models
Representing the face of the earth as a continuous surface is a key task in research characterising
the form of the earth’s surface, modelling processes occurring on this surface or developing a better
understanding of links explaining the relationship between process and form. Digital models of
terrain can generally be categorised as either regular or irregular tessellations of point data, some-
times with additional ancillary information representing structural features such as breaks in slope
or drainage divides (Weibel and Heller, 1991; Burrough and McDonnel, 1998). Since these models
are usually taken to represent a continuous differentiable surface on which values of elevation and
its derivatives (for example, slope and curvature) can be calculated at any point, some implicit
or explicit scheme for interpolating or approximating values is required. Examples include linear
1
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interpolation, quadratic patches, thin-plate splines, Bezier splines and Coons patches. Within the
GIScience community much attention has focussed on the veracity of the representation gained
through different approaches (e.g. Schneider, 1998; Wood, 1998; Wise, 1998, 2000; Hutchinson and
Gallant, 2000; Hugentobler et al., 2004; Chaplot et al., 2006); however, the wide availability of data
which are regularly tesselated and the resulting ease of computation means that most research in
the field of geomorphology using terrain data has been carried out on regular tessellations com-
monly known as Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), with some significant exceptions, (e.g. Tucker
et al., 2001). In recent years the availability, resolution and coverage of digital data representing
the surface of the earth has rapidly increased (Jarvis et al., 2004). So-called seamless datasets
representing large parts of the earth’s surface are available at resolutions ranging from approxi-
mately 1 km (GLOBE/GTOPO30) (USGS, 1996; GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999) down to 90
m and (for the contiguous USA) 30 m (SRTM, Rodriguez et al., 2005). Higher resolution data are
collected by national mapping agencies in many countries as a component of national topographic
databases, generally with resolutions of 10 - 50 m. Finally, in recent years very high resolution
datasets consisting of LIDAR data with nominal resolutions of the order of meters have become
available for specific locations (e.g. Staley et al., 2006). This increase in data availability and
relative ease with which a wide range of topographic parameters may be derived has resulted in
a steady increase in research within geomorphology which directly applies DEMs (Fig. 1). DEMs
are, for instance, commonly used for extraction of a variety of forms (Herrington and Pellegrini,
2000; Fisher et al., 2004), fluvial geomorphic analysis at scales ranging from small catchments,
through regional analysis to continental scales (Finlayson and Montgomery, 2003; Oksanen and
Sarjakoski, 2005a), the modelling and validation of surface process models of long-term landscape
evolution (Codilean et al., 2006) and as input data for ice sheet modelling at a range of scales
(Bamber and Bindschadler, 1997; Lythe et al., 2001).
A relatively small number of topographic indices form the core of most descriptive use of DEMs
within geomorphology. These include basic descriptive statistics of elevation (e.g. maximum, mean,
minimum, standard deviation and hypsometry), local relief, gradient and aspect, curvature and
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hydrological products such as flow direction, flow accumulation and watershed boundaries. As an
input to numerical models, DEMs form a set of initial and boundary conditions for which numerical
solutions to a set of driving equations are derived. For example, in ice sheet modelling elevation
firstly determines locations at which positive mass balance will allow accumulation (Pollard, 1983;
Marshall, 2002) and secondly surface slope and ice sheet thickness combine to allow derivation of
the driving stress of the ice sheet through, for example, the Shallow Ice Approximation (Nye, 1957).
It is therefore clear that DEMs, and topographic indices derived from them, are an increasingly
important tool for both analysing forms and modelling processes in geomorphology.
1.2 Error and uncertainty in DEM
DEMs can be derived from a variety of sources requiring different processing methods, including
the digitisation of contour maps, interpolation from spot height measurements collected in the field
and processing of radar or laser measurement data. As such, any resultant DEM is subject to both
the precision and accuracy of the measurement sensor together with the quality of digitising or
interpolation methods (Heuvelink, 1998), and thus is subject to error, from these multiple sources.
In this paper the term error implies the deviation of a measurement from its true value, implying
that the elevation error of a DEM can only be determined if a set of more accurate reference data
is available (Fisher and Tate, 2006).
Error is therefore implicitly associated with any DEM, but usually both the magnitude and spatial
distribution of the error at any particular location are unknown. Error thus creates uncertainty,
which can be approximated through the use of geostatistics or uncertainty models (Holmes et al.,
2000). Here, the term uncertainty is used where a (modelled) value is expected to deviate from
its true value, but it is uncertain to what extent, and is often associated with confidence intervals
(Kyriakidis et al., 1999; Endreny and Wood, 2001; Shortridge, 2001).
Error and accuracy of DEM products and production methods have been the subject of much
research and methods to both describe and reduce error have been developed (Wechsler, 2006).
Different types of error are often listed, with Wise (2000) describing blunders, systematic and
random errors as being typical in DEMs. Blunders are gross errors which occur less frequently in
DEM products and can be the results of failing measuring equipment or digitising errors. System-
atic errors show a common trend or dependency, and can be the results of processing or recording
procedures, such as radar shadow effects (Shortridge, 2006) and terracing in poorly interpolated
contour-derived DEMs (Wood, 1996). When known, systematic error can often be computationally
reduced or eliminated by, for example, detrending data. Random error originates from a variety of
sources, and no trend can be observed. Fisher and Tate (2006) summarise the three main sources
of such DEM error as:
1. measurement and generation of source data;
2. data processing and DEM generation from source data; and
3. the properties of the terrain surface being modelled with respect to its representation in a
DEM.
The third of these sources of error is particularly important since it emphasises a fundamental and
often neglected consideration when working with DEMs: the resolution and representation of a
terrain surface and the derivation of products from that terrain surface in themselves introduce
ambiguities and can thus best be categorised as uncertainty (Schneider, 2001; Fisher and Tate,
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2006).
Error surfaces can be generated for DEMs by using data which are assumed to have a higher
accuracy. Subtracting this higher accuracy data from the DEM under study creates a surface that
can be analysed to better understand the nature and sources of error. In such an analysis three
components of error can be identified that are important for geostatistical modelling. The first is a
random component, where no spatial dependency can be resolved (at the DEM’s resolution). This
component is also known as noise or nugget in semivariograms. The second component is related to
the fact that terrain attributes (e.g. elevation, slope and roughness) typically change gradually over
space, and this gradual change may also be reflected in the associated error surface. Error surfaces
often exhibit characteristic ranges of spatial correlation, resulting in error patterns that stem from
correlations with the underlying terrain (Hunter and Goodchild, 1997). A third component may
be global trends superimposed on local patterns. These can often be detected using directional
variograms, or profile plots (Liu et al., 1999; Holmes et al., 2000). Despite a recognition of the
necessity for detailed error models and the suggestion that these be distributed with digital eleva-
tion data (Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994; Fisher, 1998), DEMs are still commonly distributed
with at best global error or accuracy figures (Fisher, 1998), usually stating root mean squared er-
ror (RMSE) or standard deviation for vertical and horizontal accuracy (e.g. GLOBE, SRTM and
most data from higher resolution DEMs provided by national mapping agencies). These global
accuracy figures are of limited use since they contain no information on the spatial distribution
of error, which, as discussed above, is often spatially correlated with topographic attributes such
as altitude, slope or roughness (Holmes et al., 2000; Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005b). In order
to geostatistically model the uncertainty inherent in DEMs, all three of the components of error
observed in error surfaces should be taken into account.
Where no spatial dependency of error can be identified, e.g. because of the lack of higher accuracy
reference data, assumptions about the spatial correlation of error must be made, or all of the
error must be modelled as random noise. When modelling error using the RMSE supplied by the
producers, it is often assumed to be normally distributed (Fisher, 1998; Oksanen and Sarjakoski,
2006; Wechsler, 2006). However, it has been suggested that this assumption is not generally valid
(Holmes et al., 2000) and that more complex distributions of random errors should be modelled.
When information on the spatial autocorrelation of the error is known, it can be incorporated
into an uncertainty model (Wechsler, 1999). Common methods include the use of global and local
spatial correlation measures such as Moran’s I that have been used, for example, in measuring the
effect of random swapping of values (Fisher, 1998), or spatial moving averages that include corre-
lation measures from variograms (Kyriakidis et al., 1999; Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2006). While
these methods introduce spatial correlation to the modelled uncertainty surfaces, correlation with
the properties of the underlying surface is not explicitly accounted for.
1.3 Aims
The problem of uncertainty in results derived from digital elevation models has long been recog-
nised and addressed in a variety of work. A number of experiments examine the robustness of
descriptive indices of geomorphometric measures, such as slope and aspect (Evans, 1980; Burrough
and McDonnel, 1998; Hodgson, 1998; Jones, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999), hypsometry (Strahler, 1952;
Hurtrez et al., 1999), and hydrological catchment areas (Walker and Willgoose, 1999; Gallant and
Wilson, 2000). While these studies generally focus on the effects of data models, resolutions and
algorithms, the uncertainty stemming from elevation data itself, and the propagation and impact
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on model results of this uncertainty compared to that introduced through data processing and
model calculations has been largely ignored (Fisher and Tate, 2006).
Despite their widespread use, there are few studies examining the accuracy of either GTOPO30
or GLOBE DEMs (Harding et al., 1999) beyond the global figures provided by the data producers
(GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999), but with the availability of data from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM), a number of studies have looked at the uncertainties inherent in dif-
ferent versions of SRTM data products. Accuracy studies have focused on technical issues of data
acquisition (Heipke et al., 2002) or on comparison of SRTM data with higher resolution data such
as spot height measurements, ICESat or LIDAR data (Sun et al., 2003; Carabajal and Harding,
2005). SRTM data appear to be sensitive to overestimating terrain height in densely vegetated
areas due to scattered first returns from canopies (Shortridge, 2006). Incomplete data for a variety
of reasons can lead to uncertainties resulting from the interpolation of “data holes” (Jarvis et al.,
2004). However, in general SRTM data have a much higher accuracy than GLOBE DEM, and it
has been implied that SRTM data may be used as ground truth for accuracy studies of GLOBE
DEMs (Jarvis et al., 2004), when the focus is on generating a valid large-scale error model that
can be generalised, rather than detailed analysis of regional uncertainties.
While SRTM data are available for large regions of the Earth’s surface, for a number of reasons
lower resolution DEM data (of supposed lower accuracy) is still being used in many applications.
Large scale environmental models, such as global climate models and ice sheet models, run on
resolutions of 1 to 20 km, and the use of higher resolution data is not sensible or even unpractical
because of the demands on computational and memory capacity. Furthermore SRTM data are
not available at latitudes above 60◦N: models focussing on higher latitudes, such as permafrost,
snowcover and ice sheet models are therefore still dependent on lower resolution data.
This paper therefore has two key aims: firstly, to develop a robust model of the error and/or uncer-
tainty in GLOBE data and its relationship (if any) to the underlying terrain surface, and secondly,
to illustrate the potential uses of this uncertainty model in geomorphometry through a simple
case study. We first set out methods for deriving error surfaces of GLOBE DEM using SRTM as
ground truth in regions where both data sets are available. These error surfaces are then used in
the analysis of possible dependencies of GLOBE uncertainty on terrain properties. Where robust
and generalisable dependencies are derived, this information can be incorporated using regression
modelling to approximate error or uncertainty of GLOBE data for regions where no SRTM data
is available, and to assess the impacts of uncertainty on previously completed studies. Finally, a
case study assesses the impact of the modelled uncertainty on a standard set of geomorphometric
analyses through Monte Carlo simulation.
2 Developing an uncertainty model
The development of a generalisable model of uncertainty in GLOBE elevation values was carried
out through the following steps:
• Resampling and registration of higher accuracy data to allow a comparison with GLOBE
data.
• Qualitative exploration of the variation in error values.
• Exploration of correlations of terrain parameters with error.
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DEM Altitude Mean StDev Skew Kurt Source Size(cells)
Alps 1 - 4570 m 692.8 m 624.8 m 1.65 5.46 DTED/SGN 1083108
Pyrenees 1 - 3276 m 651.9 m 481.2 m 0.86 3.86 DTED 720000
Turkey 1 - 4938 m 1066.5 m 738.4 m 0.55 2.29 DTED 816837
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the GLOBE data used for the three study areas. (StDev =
standard deviation; Skew = skewness, Kurt = kurtosis.
• Development of a model of terrain uncertainty.
• Generation of multiple uncertainty surfaces including a stochastic component.
2.1 Study areas and data sets
This work emerged from the need for a uncertainty model for GLOBE DEM data for Fennoscandia,
to be used as input in Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) for sensitivity testing of ice sheet model
results (Hebeler and Purves, 2004). GLOBE data are produced using a variety of data sources and
techniques, with the major contributors being USGS DEM data for the US, and digital terrain
elevation (DTED) data and digital chart of the world (DCW) data for much of the rest of the
northern hemisphere. While these sources are essentially the same as used for GTOPO30, the
GLOBE data set has been refined over GTOPO30 by using higher accuracy data, where available
(Hastings and Dunbar, 1998). For example, GLOBE has been refined using the local DEM of Italy
provided by the Servizio Geologico Nazionale, which showed a slight improvement over DTED data
for high altitudes, but much better agreement with actual terrain for lower elevations (GLOBE
Task Team & others, 1999). The accuracy for GLOBE data sourced from DTED data is reported
in meta-data as being around 18 m RMSE (USGS, 1996), decreasing to around 97 m RMSE for
DCW data. For other areas, especially in South America much larger RMSE values have been
reported. Fig. 2 shows the variation in source data for GTOPO30 data in different regions and
an error surface calculated for South America showing the strong correlation of error magnitudes
with different data sources. As the aim of this study was to develop and test a robust uncertainty
model that is of general use for lower resolution data over large areas, GLOBE DEM data were
selected over GTOPO30 because of their supposed higher accuracy and more recent production.
Given this dependency of error on source data, study areas were chosen for their comparability
with Fennoscandia - that is to say regions where GLOBE data were mostly derived from DTED
data, with mountainous topography and spanning a similar range of altitudes to those found in
Fennoscandia (between sea level and around 2500 m). The study areas selected are shown in Fig. 2
and include the European Alps, the Pyrenees and Turkey. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics
for these regions.
2.2 Data preparation
For our analysis, SRTM3 data provided by CGIAR-CIAT (Jarvis et al., 2006) were used. This
data resembles the post-processed NASA SRTM data with voids filled using generated contours
and auxiliary data, where available (Jarvis et al., 2004). In order to compare these SRTM data at
a resolution of ∼100 m with GLOBE at ∼1 km, SRTM data were downsampled to fit the extent
and resolution of the corresponding GLOBE data. While for some operations such as gradient
calculation, it is necessary to work with projected data, any interpolation applied in projecting
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GTOPO30 Data Sources
1 DTED
2 DCW
3 USGS 1deg
4 Army Map Service 1:1Mio
5 Int Map of the World 1:1Mio
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Figure 2: Sources used to compile GTOPO30 DEM data. The same source data, though with
differing interpolation schemes were used in the production of GLOBE data. Study areas used in
this paper marked solid black. Inset of Patagonia with data sources (left) and GLOBE deviation
from SRTM (right). Note the variation in magnitude and spatial correlation of error for Patagonia
(right inset), depending on the data sources used (left inset). Source: USGS 1996.
or resampling data alters the original data and introduces additional uncertainty (Montgomery,
2001). Our experiments indicated that error dependencies on terrain attributes varied relatively
little between projected and unprojected data. Therefore bearing in mind that the values of some
attributes calculated in the unprojected data were misleading, we carried out error analysis using
the unprojected WGS84 spatial reference in which both SRTM and GLOBE data are distributed.
To allow the derivation of error surfaces SRTM data were downsampled following the approach of
Jarvis et al. (2004) by calculating the mean of all SRTM cells within the bounds of each GLOBE
data cell. This approach is based on the assumption that GLOBE data represents the average
altitude within each corresponding DEM cell, while SRTM data represents the maximum height at
each posting, thus averaging of SRTM data should be used for downsampling when comparing with
GLOBE. Both SRTM and GLOBE DEMs were then clipped to eliminate waterbodies before the
calculation of error surfaces. Finally an error surface representing the deviation of GLOBE from
the averaged SRTM data set was calculated by subtraction. For the purposes of our analysis, the
higher accuracy SRTM data are assumed to be error free and thus a difference surface is assumed
to completely describe the error in GLOBE data.
2.3 Error surfaces
Fig. 3 shows an error surface calculated for the Alps. Through visual examination a number
of features become apparent. Most strikingly, it is clear that error values are strongly spatially
correlated, following the boundaries of prominent features within the data set. In areas of low
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Error [m]
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Figure 3: GLOBE error surface for the European Alps derived from SRTM data. Country borders
and hillshade added for better visibility. Note that the overall amount of error is less for the Italian
part of the Alps due to the use of higher accuracy local DEMs provided by the Servizio Geologico
Nazionale in the compilation of GLOBE.
relief, relatively small errors of ±20 m with a short wavelength of variation are apparent. Finally,
an observation can be made regarding the dependency of error with DEM source, as the magnitude
of error appears to be less in the Italian part of the Alps - where different source data are used in
the production of the DEM - than for the French or Swiss regions. This first examination of the
error surface suggests a correlation of error with terrain features and attributes, but also indicates
inhomogeneity in the error values and spatial correlation depending on both terrain type (high
versus low relief) and data sources. Fig. 4 shows the semivariogram map for the error surface
derived for the Alps. A general SW-NE trend is visible with high spatial autocorrelation indicated
by low variance within a range of around three cells.
2.4 Correlating error with terrain parameters
Having carried out a visual analysis of error surfaces and considered previous work which has
examined errors in terrain values at a range of scales, we could commence development of a model
of error. The first step in developing this model was to examine the correlation of error with a range
of terrain parameters. Table 2 shows the complete set of terrain parameters tested for correlation
with GLOBE error. In practice, given the very large number of data points, all terrain parameters
were statistically significantly correlated with the magnitude of error. In order to develop a useful
error model, factor analysis was carried out to reduce the number of potential variables in the error
model. Results from the factor analysis and the breakdown of intercorrelation of the variables
suggested the variation in derived error to be best reproduced by two or three terrain parameters.
Table 3 shows the correlation of a range of terrain parameters with the magnitude of error for the
different study regions. Although parameters exhibited highest correlation coefficients with the
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N
Variance
Figure 4: Semivariogram map of
GLOBE error for the Alps. Variance
in x and y direction is plotted for a
10 by 10 cell neighbourhood. Notice
the SW-NE trend of lower variation,
which is present in variogram maps
of all three test areas.
magnitude of error, a relationship between aspect and the sign of the error is also visible in the
error surfaces (Fig. 3) and was also used in the development of the uncertainty model described in
the following section.
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Constant Description
a roughness of altitude (magnitude of error)
b minimum extremity (magnitude of error)
c constant (magnitude of error)
d magnitude of error (residual regression)
e constant(residual regression)
f mean extremity (sign of error)
g aspect (sign of error)
h constant (sign of error)
Table 4: Constants used in the re-
gression of error (a,b,c), the regres-
sion of the residuals (d,e) and the
binary logistic regression of the er-
ror sign (f,g,h).
Variables r2 Coefficients Constant c
4 0.453 0.753×a 0.034×b 0.0025×altitude 0.00002×slope 4.636
3 0.444 0.444×a 0.024×b 0.007×altitude 5.184
2 0.441 0.468×a 0.033×b 7.246
1 0.437 0.515×a 7.388
Table 5: Example of fitting the regression model for the Alps study area. The dependent variable
is error magnitude; r2 values and coefficients for different combinations of independent variables
shown. Coefficients according to Table 4 where not explicitly given.
2.5 Building an uncertainty model
A simple linear regression model of error with terrain parameters was developed through the
stepwise substitution of different combinations of parameters. Table 4 lists the parameters selected
for the three regressions used in the uncertainty model. Table 5 shows an exemplary model fitting
process with different combinations of parameters, and illustrates that most of the variation in the
surface is explained by two terrain parameters, roughness and minimum extremity, with only a
slight improvement with the use of three or four parameters. It was decided to include the second
parameter into the regression, which improved r2 by around 5-10 %, despite some intercorrelation
of roughness and minimum extremity. By including a logistic regression the sign of the error was
also simulated, using aspect and mean extremity. Both variables are uncorrelated, and it was
found that correlation of sign of error with aspect could be slightly improved when transformed
using a sine function. However, across the three test areas, no global transfer function could
be found that resulted in an improvement for all three data sets. If the regression analysis had
shown that the error surface was completely correlated with terrain parameters derived from the
GLOBE data, it would have been possible to eliminate this error from the GLOBE data, and thus
potentially reduce the uncertainty of terrain parameters derived from the GLOBE data. However,
as shown in Table 6, whilst regression analysis showed strong correlations with the error surface, a
significant quantity of the error is not explained. Thus, in order to model the uncertainty surface,
stochastic elements were included, providing a suitable input for Monte Carlo simulation as every
uncertainty surface produced will be different. In developing the model we used three qualitative
and quantitative observations from the development of the error surfaces described above:
• Error surfaces are spatially autocorrelated with a range of approximately three grid cells.
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Dataset
magnitude sign residual
r2 a b c r2 d e f g h
Alps 0.441 0.468 0.033 7.25 0.559 0.559 -26.29 -0.005 0.002 -0.382
Pyrenees 0.405 0.617 0.032 7.09 0.595 0.595 -24.08 -0.015 0.003 -0.183
Turkey 0.423 0.502 0.028 9.33 0.577 0.577 -23.85 -0.017 0.001 -0.439
Global 0.52 0.032 7.6 0.58 -25.0 -0.012 0.002 -0.2
Table 6: Results of regression of the magnitude of error, the sign of error and the residuals of the
error, with their corresponding constants (Table 4) for all study areas.
• Error magnitude can be described through terrain parameters, with all terrain parameters
significantly correlated, and factor analysis suggesting that two to three parameters should
adequately describe most of the variation.
• The sign of the error can be approximated from terrain parameters using a logistic regression.
The final error model consists of three parts, and took the following form. Regression of the
modelled magnitude of error:
abs(ε′) = a× roughness+ b× extremitymin + c (1)
where abs(ε′) is the magnitude of the derived error and a,b, and c are constants given in Table 4.
Fig. 5 shows the residuals of this regression for the Alps. These residuals are correlated with the
magnitude of the calculated error and can be described by the following linear equation:
res1 = d× abs(ε) + e (2)
where res1 is the residual of Eq. 1, and d and e are constants (Table 4). The residuals (res2)
of Eq. 2 are essentially random and can best be simulated by a transformed normal distribution
res2 = N(0, 1) ⇒ D(µ = 0, σ = 30, γ1 = 2, γ2 = 6.8) which are then randomly added to res1,
introducing a first stochastic component to the model.
Finally, the sign s of the error is calculated as follows:
s = f× extremitymean + g× aspect+ h (3)
where −1 ≤ s ≤ 1 and f,g and h are constants (Table 4). A random number r is then selected,
where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, and applied to the following equation
s′ = −1 if r ≤ |s| and s < 0 or
s′ = 1 if r ≤ |s| and s ≥ 0 or
s′ = −1 if r > |s| and s ≥ 0 or
s′ = 1 if r > |s| and s < 0
(4)
to introduce a second, constrained random component to the model. The value of uncertainty in
elevation at each cell Utot is thus derived through the following equation:
Utot = (abs(ε) + res1 + res2)× s′ (5)
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Figure 5: Plot of the residuals res1 from the
regression of error magnitude with roughness
and extremitymin against the magnitude of er-
ror, showing a good fit with a single factor lin-
ear regression.
Deviation [m]
950
 
-950
0 500250 Kilometers
Figure 6: Error surface derived from GLOBE data for an approximately 200x300 km subset of the
Alps study area (top left) together with five example uncertainty surfaces for the same area. While
the main landscape features are detectable in both the error surface and all five uncertainty surfaces,
the stochastic elements in the uncertainty surface, and the globally applied (low) omnidirectional
spatial correlation result in a noisier structure of the uncertainty surfaces, when compared to the
GLOBE error.
In order to take account of the spatial autocorrelation of the error surface shown in Fig. 3, the
values of the error surface derived are transformed to a normal distribution and a convolution filter
(Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005a) using a range derived from Fig. 4 is applied, in order to adjust
spatial correlation of the modelled uncertainty to that of the original measured error, before the
uncertainty surface is finally transformed back to its original distribution.
By adding the uncertainty surface to the original GLOBE data it is possible to examine the
influence of this uncertainty on derived terrain parameters. Fig. 6 shows a set of five example
uncertainty surfaces for a subset of the Alps together with the derived error surface. Distributions
of modelled error against derived error for all three study regions are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Distribution of
GLOBE error surfaces de-
rived using SRTM for all
three datasets (solid gray
bars), compared with dis-
tribution of modelled er-
ror (open black bordered
bars). For better compar-
ison, the tails of the dis-
tributions are not depicted,
focusing on the distribu-
tion means.
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3 Example Application
Having developed an uncertainty model, the next obvious step is to apply the model and determine
whether it has any significant influence when deriving common topographic indices using GLOBE
DEM data. In this case study we choose two approaches to examining the impact of uncertainty
through the use of Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). In the first experiment we derive a set of
global parameters for the GLOBE DEM with 40 realisations of the uncertainty model added.
In a second set of experiments the boundaries of individual watersheds were first derived before
geomorphological indices per watershed were calculated for comparison. Finally, we examine in
detail the differences within and between two large catchments defined through the MCS methods.
For this example, all analysis was carried out on the Alps region shown in Fig. 3.
3.1 Methodology
A set of 40 uncertainty surfaces was created using the regressions described in section 2.5 and
added to the original GLOBE DEM. As discussed earlier, to calculate meaningful topographic
parameters these DEMs were projected, using bilinear interpolation, into an Albers Equal Area
projection with the central meridian running through the centre of the DEM and two standard
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Areal unit Parameters calculated
per DEM elevation, slope, number of watersheds, watershed delin-
eation, Strahler order, stream length, hypsometric integral
per Strahler order elevation, slope, stream length, relative area
per watershed elevation, slope, stream length, area, hypsometric integral
per cell watershed membership likelihood
Table 7: Geomorphological parameters calculated for the Alps using Monte Carlo Simulation.
parallels dividing the area into even thirds, thus minimising distortion. WGS84 was used as
the reference ellipsoid and all further calculations were carried out using the projected DEM. To
calculate meaningful hydrological indices, all sinks in the resulting DEMs were filled using ArcGIS.
TARDEM (Tarboton, 1999) was used to calculate a set of parameters for every realisation (see
Table 7). To delineate watersheds a pour point must be defined indicating a point on a stream
network which accumulates all upstream flow. This process was automated by defining pour points
to be the first cell encountered, of a given stream order, when travelling down the stream network
of a given realisation, where first order streams are defined as those with no other cells draining into
them and stream order is increased when two streams of equal order meet (Tarboton, 1999). Cells
were then assigned a Strahler order based on the lowest order basin in which they were contained.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Summary global statistics
Global statistics for the 40 different realisations of the Alps, as generated by Monte Carlo Simula-
tion are shown in Fig. 8. The box and whisker plots divide the data into four quartiles with the
median data value being displayed in the middle of the box plot (if the data are not skewed), the
first and third quartiles the ends of the box and the minimum and maximum values displayed as
the ends of the whiskers.
Fig. 8A,E show that global statistics of altitude and the distribution of altitude (shown through
hypsometry) change very little for any of the MCS surfaces generated. However, some variation,
particularly in the upper quantile, is visible in the global statistics of slope (Fig. 8B). Fig. 8C,D,F
also show global statistics calculated per Strahler order as calculated for the network derived from
the MCS realisations. Once again little variation is visible in elevation, but it is now revealed that
most variation in slope occurs in cells which are assigned to the 1st order of the Strahler network
or the headwaters of streams. Fig. 8F suggests that the number of cells assigned to each order of
the Strahler network is relatively robust for the MCS.
3.2.2 Watershed derivation and derived statistics
The second set of experiments examined the robustness of watershed boundaries as a function of
the uncertainty in elevation values in GLOBE. For these experiments, 6th order watersheds were
delineated, where a watershed’s pour point was defined as the first downstream point belonging to a
7th order stream. Thus each watershed contains cells with Strahler orders of 1 to 6. Fig. 9A shows
the total number of watersheds derived, with all other results in Fig. 9B-F sorted according to this
total number of watersheds. The notches in the center of the box plots indicate an estimate of the
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Figure 8: Global statistics for 40 MCS realisations using the uncertainty model. Variation of
altitude (A) and slope (B) across all 40 DEMs are plotted depicting mean (solid black), quantiles
at 0.33 and 0.66 (broken dark gray) and standard deviation (solid light gray). Boxplots of mean
altitude (C), slope (D) and relative area (F) are plotted against the calculated Strahler order.
Hypsometry curves using 100 elevation classes (E) are plotted for the 40 MCS DEMs (broken
blue) as well as the original GLOBE DEM (solid black).
uncertainty around the medians. Boxes whose notches do not overlap indicate that the medians
differ with a confidence of p = 0.05 (MATLAB, 2006). By examining these notched box plots it
is clear, firstly, that most of the derived statistics are robust for all realisations. However, the box
plots for slope show that on some occasions the median slope values are statistically significantly
different (for example the 4th and 19th realisations of slope in Fig. 9B).
3.2.3 Comparison of two watersheds
Fig. 10 shows the membership likelihood of DEM cells belonging to one of two large, neighbour-
ing watersheds (defined upstream of 7th order streams) when different uncertainty surfaces are
applied. The variation in area is large with a variation of over 320% and 290% for W1 and W2,
respectively. For both W1 and W2, most variation in watershed area is the result of the stream
network capturing large areas of “flatlands”, though in the case of W1 some instability is also vis-
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Figure 9: Watershed statistics for 40 MCS realisations using the uncertainty model. Number of
6th order watersheds (A), sorted by size. Absolute number (solid black) of delineated 6th order
watersheds are plotted together with the number of watersheds with an area smaller than 2000
cells (solid red) and number of watersheds with areas larger than 5000 cells (solid blue). Mean
across all 40 DEMs plotted in dotted light gray. Mean watershed slope (B), mean area (C), mean
elevation (D) and mean maximum stream length (E, as given by plen using TARDEM) plotted
across all 40 DEMs using box plots. For better visibility outliers are not drawn.
ible in the mountainous part of the catchment. Both catchments agree well with national borders,
which in this region lie along the main ridge of the Alps, demonstrating the stability of catchment
boundary definition in areas of high relief. Derivation of the elevation and slope statistics for
the different watershed realisations (Fig. 11) show considerably more variability than that for the
global statistics, since the region over which these statistics is calculated has itself considerable
variation. Although more variation in catchment area was shown for W1, both elevation and slope
vary more for W2.
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Figure 10: Frequency of cells belonging to two selected watersheds W1 (left) and W2 (right)
across all 40 MCS runs (top). Most variation in watershed size is detectable in the lower regions
of the catchment area, but some variation is also evident in the high mountain regions of both
watersheds. Hypsometric curve (bottom) across 40 MCS runs for the two selected watersheds,
showing a considerable amount of variation in form, depending on the size of lowland area ‘captured’
by a MCS simulation run.
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Figure 11: Variation of mean elevation (A,B) and mean slope (C,D) per Strahler order across 100
MCS realisations for the two selected watersheds W1 (A,C) and W2 (B,D).
4 Discussion
4.1 Uncertainty model
4.1.1 Data quality
On deriving the initial error surface for the Alps, a number of patterns presented themselves on
a first visual inspection. Error appeared to be correlated with the underlying terrain, with large
error values following the main ridge of the Alps. Error also appeared to be correlated with
aspect, as different error signs appeared to be distributed on the either side of the major valleys.
Comparable patterns were found for the other two test areas. This hints at luff side overestimation
and lee side underestimation of elevation values by radar sensors, suggesting that our assumption
of error free SRTM data may have been wrong. An equally likely cause would be a systematic
misregistration between GLOBE and SRTM data. Tests confirmed that correlation of GLOBE
and SRTM improves when their locations are systematically shifted, and consequently standard
deviation of derived error decreases. However, the necessary shift is inconsistent across the three
test areas and even across different subsets of the same test area, and the improvement is only
minimal. In the Alps, the differences in GLOBE DEM production from DTED - median values
from USGS/GTOPO in France versus spot sampling in the southwestern corner of the GLOBE
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cell for the rest of the Alps excluding the Italian part (GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999) -
become apparent as they result in different shifts of the data subsets in relation to SRTM. This
heterogeneity, amongst other data quality issues, is likely to be the reason why error distributions
showed only weak correlation with aspect when analysed, due to a significant scattering of the
values, despite obvious visual dependency of error with aspect (Fig. 3). Furthermore, although
correlation can be improved when using sinus transfer functions for aspect, the necessary functions
vary considerably for the three areas, and global values that improve aspect-error correlation for all
data sets could not be found. This again suggests a possible misregistration of GLOBE DEM data
during the combination of different local sources. However, by using aspect only to predict the
sign of error values, it proved to be a valuable parameter in locally autocorrelating error surfaces
across areas of similar aspect.
Taking the above into consideration, it is unclear what causes the observable SW - NE trend in the
spatial configuration of autocorrelation depicted in Fig. 4. While it corresponds with the general
flight path of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Eineder et al., 2001), Guth (2006) reported
diamond shaped patters for error encountered in 1” SRTM data for the United States. At this
point it is difficult to determine whether SRTM error is large enough to influence the regression
analysis, as the overall vertical accuracy of SRTM for the selected study areas is reported to be less
then 5 m (Rodriguez et al., 2005) which is much less than the reported RMSE values for GLOBE.
By using CGIAR STRM data, voids in the original SRTM data have been filled, and interpolated
values have thus been integrated in the regression analysis. Especially for the Alps data set, voids
are common at very high altitudes. However, as these voids have been carefully filled and the
respective altitude values are less important for the Fennoscandian study area, void-filled DEM
data have been used for ease of processing and analysis. The use of SRTM30 for comparison
with GLOBE would have been an alternative to the use of SRTM3, which would have avoided
the problem of void-filling and resampling. Tests have shown that SRTM30-derived error surface
show similar, yet slightly smaller correlations. Furthermore, a key aim in our experiments was to
start with a dataset which had undergone as little preprocessing as possible and thus could be
considered to be “ground truth” and SRTM3 was judged to be optimal for this task.
A further effect visible in the error surface for the Alps, is the pronounced change in error magnitude
visible along the Italian border (Fig. 3), which confirms the suggested better agreement of the data
source used for the compilation of the Italian part of the GLOBE data (Hastings and Dunbar,
1998) with SRTM data. This fact is not explicitly accounted for in the uncertainty model but was
discussed as a possible error source in section 1.2.
4.1.2 Quality of the uncertainty model
While analysis suggests an overestimation of uncertainty by our model for the Italian part of the
Alps, it suggests that our method of deriving error from averaged SRTM data is valid: the better
accordance with terrain characteristics of the Italian data at 1km resolution is well captured by
the derived error surfaces. At the same time, the global uncertainty model fits all three test areas
equally well (Table. 6), suggesting the impact of this data heterogeneity to be tolerable. The
correlation coefficients were broadly similar for the three datasets (Alps, Pyrenees and Turkey)
over which they were derived and, based on this result, an uncertainty model was used in which
it was assumed that the mean regression parameters for these three areas could be used for any
areas with similar descriptive statistics and terrain types, given that the nominal data sources are
the same. The distribution of the derived and modelled error align relatively well (Fig. 7), with
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proportions of positive and negative error, mean and standard deviation and skewness of both
distributions agreeing. However, the modelled errors have greater magnitudes (positive and nega-
tive) than the original error surface as suggested by its lower kurtosis. This is mainly due to the
random proportion of error that can not be correlated with terrain attributes and constitutes the
uncertainty of this unknown error proportion. Although it may be possible to tune the model to
better replicate this feature of the distribution, a method to perform this tuning whilst preserving
the dependence of error on terrain features in space proved difficult. This combination of deter-
ministic and stochastic model components makes it difficult to definitively assess the quality of the
uncertainty model compared to the derived error, particularly because of both the heterogeneity
of the error and the need to consider both aspatial and spatial error distribution characteristics.
4.1.3 Improving the error model
Semivariogram maps of the derived error surfaces all show a characteristic directional trend, but
with a very short range. This is due to the heterogeneity of the observed error, with large ar-
eas of small scale, gradually changing error, contrasting with the large error values that abruptly
change sign, following the main valleys and ridges. Although directional effects were detected and
directional variograms of the error surfaces shown to feature varying range values, the range of the
convolution filter in the error model was derived from an omnidirectional variogram map. Using
a directional variogram map to derive a convolution filter could improve simulation of correlation
in spatial error. Alternatively, analysis of subregions and the application of local semivariograms
to the modelled uncertainty data could also improve the simulation of the local amount of spatial
autocorrelation. A correlation analysis of the range of autocorrelation of the error with respect
to attributes of the underlying terrain would be the next step towards an advanced uncertainty
model, e.g. following the approach of Kyriakidis et al. (1999) who used stochastic simulation with
varying local uncertainty models. The model presented here does not calculate mean errors of zero
for every grid cell when error surfaces are averaged over a large number of runs, as information
on the likely sign and magnitude of error is included in the model. This suggests that such errors
could be treated as systematic or trends as defined in section 1.2 and should be eliminated prior
to analysing and modelling uncertainty. However, this result only holds for certain terrain types
within the study data, and correlations were not good enough to clearly identify systematic errors
and trends. The model presented aims to provide a means of estimating uncertainty for larger
scales, and for the whole of the study area, the simulated uncertainty, averaged over a larger num-
ber of realisations, sums to zero for all tested DEMs.
If the model is to be transferred to areas without available SRTM reference data, such as Fennoscan-
dia, the modelling of residuals from error magnitude regression (Eq. 2) can not be done using
correlation with derived error. As the residual distribution is symmetric, a simulation using trans-
ferred random normal distribution might be possible.
Alternative concepts for modelling GLOBE error using artificial neural networks (ANN) (Behrens
et al., 2005) have been explored for the Alps test area using the same set of derived terrain pa-
rameters. While the general, systematic error patterns were reproduced well after filtering of the
training data, sensible integration of the filtered random error proved to be difficult. However, the
use of ANNs might be a viable approach when trying to reproduce systematic, correlated DEM
error.
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4.2 Example application
The purpose of providing an example application to illustrate the use of an uncertainty model
focussed on improving our understanding of the influence of uncertainty in elevation values of widely
used digital elevation products on a range of popular topographic indices commonly calculated in
the literature. We illustrate these examples on a DEM in the Alps, but we deliberately do not draw
any conclusions on the geomorphological implications of these results - rather we restrict ourselves
to commenting on differences between parameters for different realisations.
4.2.1 Summary global statistics
When calculating global statistics, it is clear that most of the illustrated terrain parameters are very
robust to the uncertainty in elevation modelled. The single exception is the slope of the first order
streams. This result makes sense, since first order streams are likely to be found in the roughest
areas (where there is the least terrain convergence) and thus are also most susceptible to uncertainty
in elevation values. These results do not however suggest that uncertainty is unimportant in
considering terrain derivatives, but rather that when globally averaged the effects of uncertainty
tend to cancel themselves out.
4.2.2 Watershed derivation and derived statistics
The results for the derivation of watersheds have some important differences from the global
statistics calculated. Firstly, they show that the number of watersheds is sensitive to terrain
uncertainty, with a considerable variation in the total number of watersheds derived (Fig. 9).
Since not every pixel in the DEM is assigned to a watershed, the number of watersheds can
grow whilst the number of larger watersheds remains roughly constant and the number of smaller
watersheds increases. This result suggests that terrain uncertainties lead to a migration of pour
points upstream and that edge effects are of potential importance in limiting the possible number
of watersheds derived. Calculation of descriptive statistics per watershed show that, once again,
these results are relatively robust with the exception of slope. In this case, statistically significant
differences exist between median values of slope at the p = 0.05 level. Importantly, slope is no
longer averaged according to Strahler order, but rather according to watersheds. However, since
the majority of cells are assigned to first order streams, it is likely that the variability in these
values strongly influences this statistic.
4.2.3 Comparison of two watersheds
The final set of comparisons between the two catchments show the greatest variability, and thus is
perhaps of the most immediate importance to geomorphology. The spatial extents of W1 and W2
vary by over 320% and 290% respectively between their smallest and largest extents. This sensitiv-
ity in watershed area to elevation uncertainty is much larger than that reported by Jamieson et al.
(2004) for changes in watershed delineation as a function of resolution. Changes in watershed area
also have a significant impact on all other terrain variables summarised per basin. For example,
hypsometric curves show considerable difference in form varying from convex to S-shaped (Fig.
10). These results are important, since comparison and interpretation of hypsometric curves are
typical geomorphological tasks, and our result suggests that uncertainties in elevation may have a
significant influence on the hypsometric curves. Where hypsometric curves and integrals are auto-
matically derived, care is required to ensure that the results are robust to potential uncertainties
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in elevation.
Furthermore, larger variations in topographic parameters occur not for W1, which varies the more
in area, but W2 where the overall elevation is higher and thus the terrain surface is rougher and
uncertainty is correspondingly greater. Furthermore, since most of the uncertainty in catchment
area in W2 is found in relative “flatlands”, the capture of small areas of relatively constant eleva-
tion can significantly change the distribution of both elevation and slope, especially those assigned
to lower order streams. These values also vary for W1, but less markedly, presumably because
uncertainty in elevation here results in the capture of areas of both high and low relief.
A proviso is required here - GLOBE data appear to have been fitted to a river network algorithmi-
cally. Thus, derivation of watershed areas with GLOBE tends to yield few surprises and authors
have reported good agreement between GLOBE and other, higher resolution datasets (Jamieson
et al., 2004). The modelled uncertainty surfaces result in considerable deviations from the wa-
tersheds derived by the hydrologically corrected GLOBE data. However, they provide a realistic
estimate of the uncertainties present in a lower accuracy DEM product and, we believe, suggest
a transferrable methodology for estimating the impacts of errors in elevation on the derivation of
geomorphological indices.
5 Conclusions
This paper has introduced a methodology for, firstly, calculating an error surface and, secondly,
based on regression with topographic indices, applying such error surfaces in developing uncer-
tainty models which may be used in assessing the impact of uncertainty in elevation on specific
geomorphological studies. The derivation of error surfaces is an important first step in assessing
the likely sources of error, and where these errors are predominantly systematic, in suggesting
ways to detrend data and thus reduce the influence of error. Where errors contain a significant
stochastic component, as is the case here, the use of Monte Carlo Simulation provides a tractable
tool for investigating the implications of uncertainty in elevation on both the derivation of geo-
morphological indices and, as is our intention in future work, the effects of uncertainty on more
complex process models.
Application of the model to a case study showed that global statistics describing elevation, hyp-
sometry and mean relative catchment area were relatively robust to uncertainty, though slope,
particularly for low order streams showed large values of uncertainty. When comparative statistics
for 6th order watersheds were calculated, some statistically significant differences in mean water-
shed slope were found, though most parameters were once again robust to uncertainty. The most
striking results concerned the impact of uncertainty on two large watersheds, where hypsometric
curves, catchment area, elevation and slope were all shown to have considerable uncertainty as a
function of uncertainty in elevation values.
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ABSTRACT:
For realistic modelling of digital elevation model (DEM) uncertainty, information on the amount and spatial configuration is needed.
However, common DEM products are often distributed with global error figures at best. Where no higher accuracy reference data is
available, assumptions have to be made about the spatial distribution of uncertainty, that are often unrealistic. In order to assess the
impact of DEM uncertainty on the results of an ice sheet model (ISM) for an area where no higher accuracy reference data was available,
we quantified DEM error of comparable regions with available reference data. Deriving good correlation of error magnitude and spatial
configuration with DEM characteristics, these dependencies were incorporated into an uncertainty model containing both deterministic
and stochastic components. The developed uncertainty model proved to reproduce amount and spatial correlation of DEM error well
while producing uncertainty surfaces suitable for Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS). Applying the model to a DEM of Fennoscandia,
a MCS was conducted using an ISM during the first 40ka of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Results showed DEM uncertainty to
have significant impact on model results during nucleation and retreat of the ice sheet.
1 INTRODUCTION
All modelling is susceptible to the introduction of uncertainties
to model results throughout the modelling chain. During data
acquisition systematic error, measurement imprecision or limited
accuracy of sensors can introduce ambiguities to measured val-
ues. Preprocessing and preparation of data to meet model needs,
such as reprojecting, scaling or resampling the data introduces
uncertainty. Finally, the methods and algorithms used as well as
effects such as computational precision during modelling can in-
troduce further uncertainties to results.
As all modelling is a mere abstraction of much more complex
processes, that in many cases might not be fully understood, un-
certainties are also an intrinsic part of the approach. Uncertain-
ties are thus not necessarily a problem in modelling, but rather
an inherent component of the process, as long as the sources and
bounds of the uncertainties associated with individual models are
known and understood. Where this is the case, sensitivity tests
can be conducted to assess the susceptibility of model results to
uncertainties in certain data, parameters or algorithms and com-
pare these uncertainties with the sensitivity of model runs to vari-
ations in individual parameters. Decision makers have become
increasingly familiar with such methodologies, through for ex-
ample the scenarios presented in IPCC reports (IPCC, 2001).
While uncertainties inherent in spatial data have been the focus
of a number of research projects in the GIScience community,
many users of spatial data either completely neglect this source
of uncertainty or consider it less important than for example, pa-
rameter uncertainties. However, even if a modeller is aware of the
uncertainties introduced through, for instance a Digital Elevation
Model (DEM), it is not always straightforward or even possible
to assess them, e.g. when metadata from the data producers is
incomplete, incorrect or missing. If this information cannot be
reconstructed, assumptions have to be made that might or might
not be realistic and sensible for testing the impact of uncertainties
in spatial data on a model.
In this paper, we use the term ‘error’ when referring to the de-
viation of a measurement from it’s true value. This implies that
elevation error of a DEM can only be assessed where higher ac-
curacy reference data is available (Fisher and Tate, 2006). Er-
ror is inherent in any DEM, but is usually not known in terms of
both magnitude and spatial distribution, thus creating uncertainty.
’Uncertainty’ is used in this context, where a value is expected to
deviate from its true measure, but the extent to which it devi-
ates is unknown, and can only be approximated using uncertainty
models (Holmes et al., 2000).
1.1 Motivation
Ice sheet models, which are commonly used to explore the link-
age between climate and ice extent either during past glacial peri-
ods, or to explore the response of the Earth’s remaining large ice
masses (the Greenland Ice Cap and the Antarctic Ice Sheet) to fu-
ture climate change, run at relatively low resolutions of the order
of 1-20km, for a number of reasons. Since the models run at con-
tinental or even global scales, computational capacities as well
as assumptions in model physics limit possible modelling reso-
lutions. Furthermore, climate models used to drive such models
commonly run at even lower resolutions, and until recently the
highest resolution global topographic datesets had nominal reso-
lutions of the order of 1km. Ice sheet modellers commonly re-
sample the highest available resolution data to model resolutions
- for example in modelling ice extents in Patagonia a 1km reso-
lution DEM was resampled to 10 and 20km respectively (Purves
and Hulton, 2000). While it is often assumed that data accuracy
of 1km source data is essentially irrelevant when resampled to
10 or 20km, previous work has suggested that these uncertainties
can have a significant impact on modelled ice sheet extents and
volumes (Hebeler and Purves, 2005).
Despite the recognised need (Kyriakidis et al., 1999), most DEM
data is still distributed with little metadata - usually at best global
values such as RMSE or standard deviation of error are given
(Fisher and Tate, 2006). Information on spatial distribution of un-
certainties is almost always not available, and assumptions made
about the distribution of uncertainties are often debatable (Fisher
and Tate, 2006, Wechsler, 2006, Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005,
Weng, 2002, Holmes et al., 2000).
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Following the approach of Hagdorn (2003) in reconstructing the
Fennoscandian ice sheet during the last glacial maximum (LGM),
we wanted to test the sensitivity of the model results to DEM
data uncertainty. Hagdorn used GLOBE DEM data as input to-
pography, for which accuracy figures are given as global values
depending on the data source e.g. vertical accuracy of 30m at the
90% confidence interval for data derived from DTED (Hastings
and Dunbar, 1998), with no information on spatial configuration
or dependencies of uncertainties or error. Thus in order to as-
sess the impact of uncertainty in the DEM on the ISM, a realis-
tic model of GLOBE DEM uncertainty must also be developed
which both describes dependencies of error values on the DEM
and sensibly reconstructs the spatial configuration of uncertainty.
1.2 Aims
In this paper we set out to address three broad aims, which can be
described as follows:
• To quantify the error in DEMs for a range of appropriate
regions, using higher resolution data, and to assess the extent
to which this error correlates with DEM characteristics.
• To develop a general model of DEM error for use in areas
where higher resolution data are not available and simulate
the spatial and numerical distribution of the remaining un-
certainty stochastically.
• To apply the DEM uncertainty model in Monte Carlo Sim-
ulations of ISM runs for Hagdorn’s experiments (Hagdorn,
2003) and assess the impact of modelled topographic uncer-
tainty on ISM results.
The third aim can thus be considered as a case study of the ap-
plication of a set of general techniques aimed at modelling DEM
uncertainties and allowing their impact on model results to be
compared with other potential sources of uncertainty.
2 MATERIALS & METHODS
The availability of SRTM data makes the evaluation of GLOBE
and GTOPO30 data accuracy possible for large areas of the globe
(Jarvis et al., 2004, Harding et al., 1999), and thus it is possible to
retrospectively evaluate previous experiments that used GLOBE
DEM as input data. However, since our study area of Fennoscan-
dinavia lies outside the region covered by SRTM data (CIAT,
2006), no direct assessment of error using higher accuracy ref-
erence data is possible.
Our approach was thus as follows. Firstly, regions with similar
topography and data sources to Fennoscandia, but lying within re-
gions covered by SRTM data were identified. Secondly, error sur-
faces were generated by assuming the SRTM data to be a higher
quality data source for these regions. A model of error, incor-
porating a stochastic component, which represents a generalised
uncertainty model for all regions was then developed. Using this
model it is possible to perform MCS simulations with the ISM,
since the stochastic component of the uncertainty model means
that multiple uncertainty surfaces can be generated.
2.1 DEM data
For the analysis of typical GLOBE DEM uncertainty, three datasets
were selected based on previous tests which showed that uncer-
tainty in the GLOBE DEM data was highest in high altitude and
high relief areas. Such areas are also central to ice sheet incep-
tion (Marshall, 2002, Sugden et al., 2002) and thus likely to be
particularly susceptible to uncertainty. To derive the uncertainty
DEM Alps Pyrenees Turkey Scand
Altitude 1 - 4570m 1 - 3276m 1 - 4938m 0 - 2191m
Mean 692.8m 651.9m 1066.5m 189.5m
STD 624.8m 481.2m 738.4m 207.4m
Skewness 1.65 0.86 0.55 3.09
Kurtosis 5.46 3.86 2.29 15.0
Source DTED∗ DTED DTED DTED
Size (cells) 1083108 720000 816837 6094816
Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the three test areas and the
Fennoscandian study site used. ∗ Italian data provided by
Servizio Geologico Nazionale (SGN) of Italy.
model for Fennoscandia, GLOBE data for the European Alps,
the Pyrenees and the eastern part of Turkey were selected. These
regions have relatively similar properties in terms of hypsome-
try (Fig. 1) and statistics describing elevation values (Table 1)
and were all compiled from DTED data, with the exception of
the Italian part of Alps where data were sourced from the Ital-
ian national mapping agency (Hastings and Dunbar, 1998). For
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Figure 1: Hypsometry of the three selected test areas (solid
lines) and the Fennoscandian study area (dashed), calculated
from GLOBE DEM data at 1km resolution. Test areas show rel-
ative large proportions of the high areas that are of interest in
the study site DEM of Fennoscandia. Altitudes above 4000m
cropped for better visibility.
the three selected test areas, hole-filled SRTM data at 100m res-
olution (CIAT, 2006) were resampled to align with the GLOBE
DEM at 1km resolution (GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999),
using the mean of all SRTM cells within the bounds of the cor-
responding GLOBE data cell (Jarvis et al., 2004). Waterbodies
were eliminated from all datasets, and error surfaces for the re-
spective test areas were calculated by subtracting the GLOBE
data from the averaged SRTM data. SRTM data in this approach
is thus used as ground truth and considered error free. Like any
data source, SRTM does of course contain errors (Sun et al.,
2003, Heipke et al., 2002) - however their magnitude and spa-
tial distribution was considered negligible for this experiment.
Calculations on the data sets were conducted using the origi-
nal, unprojected WGS84 spatial reference which both SRTM and
GLOBE DEM data are distributed in. For calculation of slope
and related parameters, all DEMs were projected to Albers Equal
Area projections (using WGS84 geoid), with the projection pa-
rameters chosen to minimise distortion for every region and min-
imise any further uncertainty introduced by the process (Mont-
gomery, 2001).
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Figure 2: GLOBE DEM of the three test areas and the study site
at 1km resolution. From top to bottom: (A) Alps, (B) Pyrenees,
(C) Turkey (WGS84), (D) Fennoscandia (AEA).
2.2 Uncertainty model
Having derived error surfaces, they were first visually inspected.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for each of the three areas
and hypsometric curves and histograms compared. To assess spa-
tial autocorrelation of both the DEM and the calculated error sur-
faces, semivariogram maps were derived for both the complete
data sets as well as characteristic regions (e.g. for areas with
high relief). Additionally, local Moran’s I was calculated for all
surfaces (Wood, 1996). Error, error magnitude and error sign
were then tested for correlation with a set of terrain attributes
and parameters (Table 2), where all neighbourhood analysis was
conducted with a 3x3 window, which was found in to give the
highest correlation values in pre-tests. Stepwise regression anal-
Altitude Value of GLOBE cell
Error Deviation of GLOBE from mean SRTM value
Error Magnitude Magnitude of error
Sign Sign of error (+1/-1)
Aspect Direction of first derivative of elevation
Slope Magnitude of first derivative of elevation
Plan Curvature 2nd derivative orthogonal to direction of
steepest slope
Profile Curvature 2nd derivative in direction of steepest slope
Total Curvature Compound curvature index
Maximum- Deviation of center cell from
max/mean/min of 3x3 neighbourhoodMean- extremityMinimum-
Roughness
(Altitude)
Standard deviation of altitude in a 3x3 neigh-
bourhood
Roughness
(Slope)
Standard deviation of slope in a 3x3 neigh-
bourhood
Table 2: Attributes, derivatives and indices used during correla-
tion analysis. Extremity index calculated after Carlisle (2000).
ysis was used to find the best descriptive variables for modelling
error in each of the three testing areas. The derived regression
factors were averaged to formulate a general regression model
for all three areas. Using this general regression, the residuals
for each of the areas were also analysed to assess their depen-
dency on the properties of the original DEM (Table 2). Again,
a method to reproduce the characteristics common to the residu-
als of all three test area was sought, and combined with the first
regression equation. In order to reproduce the spatial autocorre-
lation encountered in the original error surfaces, the uncertainty
surfaces modelled using the above method were then transformed
to a normal distribution and filtered using a Gaussian convolution
filter (Ehlschlaeger et al., 1997, Hunter and Goodchild, 1997) us-
ing kernel sizes derived from autocorrelation analysis of the orig-
inal error surfaces. The modelled uncertainty surfaces were next
compared with the derived true error surfaces in terms of both
their spatial and statistical distribution.
The developed uncertainty model was used to calculate a suite
of 100 uncertainty surfaces for Fennoscandia that were superim-
posed on the original GLOBE DEM and used as input topogra-
phies for a MCS using the ISM.
2.3 Ice Sheet Model runs
The ISM used in these experiments is the GLIMMER model
(Hagdorn et al., 2006), which was developed as part of GENIE
(Grid Enabled Integrated Earth system model) and is freely avail-
able. For our experiments, we followed the approach of (Hag-
dorn, 2003) and ran simulations at 10km resolution for the 40
thousand years from approximately 120ka to 80ka BP. Climate
forcing (essentially describing temperature and input mass) is
based on an equilibrium line altitude (ELA) parameterisation (The
ELA is the altitude at which net accumulation is zero - above the
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Range Mean STD Skew. Kurt.
Alps -1140-1169m 3.3m 82.2m 0.05 11.61
Pyrenees -920-797m 4.2m 68.8m -0.14 14.23
Turkey -817-964m 3.0m 70.7m -0.04 11.29
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of derived GLOBE DEM error
from three test areas.
Error Magnitude Alps Pyrenees Turkey
Local Model 0.441 0.406 0.423
Global Model 0.430 0.393 0.422
Table 4: r2 values of the regression modelling the amount of
error for the three test areas. The good fit using the regression
coefficients of the local model (top row) is retained when using
the averaged global coefficients on each of the three areas (bottom
row).
ELA mass accumulates, and below it ablates) derived from the
Greenland ice core project (GRIP) data. Model runs have a time
step of one year, and simulated ice thickness (and thus extents)
are output to file every 500 years. Input topographies for the
GLIMMER simulations consist of the GLOBE DEM data with
added uncertainty surfaces derived from 1km uncertainty sur-
faces created by the uncertainty model, projected to Albers Equal
Area projection and resampled to 10km resolution using bilinear
interpolation. This method was chosen as it is a standard resam-
pling technique applied by ice sheet modellers, and therefore is
more representative for the study then the method of averaging of
all contribution cells used in resampling SRTM to 1km (compare
section 2.1).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Uncertainty model
Error properties Initial visual inspection of the derived error
surfaces shows the high spatial correlation of error along promi-
nent terrain features within the data set (compare Figures 2a and
3a), with reduced autocorrelation in areas of low relief. The dis-
tribution of error magnitude and sign also suggests some error de-
pendencies on data sources, most visible through the lower over-
all error in the Italian part of the Alps seen in Figure 3a. Global
autocorrelation analysis using semivariogram maps showed the
range of autocorrelation to lie between 2 and 4km for each dataset,
with directional trends following the orientation of prominent ter-
rain features in the original DEMs. These semivariogram maps
are strongly influenced by the semivariogram properties of high
relief areas, since areas of low relief show little to no spatial
autocorrelation at these resolutions. Calculated values of local
Moran’s I reinforce these findings. The statistic distribution of
error (Table 3) shows comparable distributions for all three areas.
Error correlation Correlation analysis of error with the param-
eters presented in Table 2 showed relatively weak correlations
with coefficients of between 0.2 and 0.5 for mean extremity, cur-
vature and aspect for all datasets. Testing the magnitude of error
for correlation resulted in higher correlation coefficients for min-
imum extremity, roughness of altitude, slope and altitude with
values of up to 0.66. In a third analysis using binary logistic re-
gression, the sign of error showed some correlation with aspect
and minimum extremity, with 55-65% of the original error sign
modelled correctly, depending on the test area. All parameters
that exhibited a significant correlation with either error or error
magnitude were included in a stepwise regression analysis. The
best fit for modelling error was achieved with three parameters
(mean extremity, curvature and aspect) yielding an r2 of around
0.23. Regression of the magnitude of error gave an average r2 of
0.42 (Table 4) using only two variables roughness (altitude) and
minimum extremity. Taking the mean of the corresponding fac-
tors from all three test areas gave the following regression equa-
tion for modelling the amount of error:
abs(ε) = 0.53×roughness+0.031×extremitymin+7.6 (1)
This regression was found to capture 50-70% of the measured
error magnitude for the three test areas. As results of regres-
sion on error were considerably weaker, only the regression on
error magnitude was used in the uncertainty model. Slope and its
derivatives are therefore not used in the model and the analysis
was continued on the unprojected WGS84 datasets.
Using 1, residuals were calculated for the three test areas and
analysed. Residuals showed to be centered around a mean of 0
with a standard deviation of 43-50m, minimum values of around
-300m and their maxima at 600-900m. This resulted in mildly
skewed (skewness 1.7-2.4) distributions with high kurtosis of 10-
18. The residuals were found to be well approximated using a
modified random normal distribution (N [0, 45]). Squaring the
residuals and randomly reassigning the signs to center the distri-
bution around 0 again, then downscaling through a division by
100 proved to be a simple and satisfactory way to simulate re-
gression residuals, while introducing a stochastic component to
the uncertainty model.
Since only the magnitude of error showed a useful correlation, the
sign of the modelled uncertainty was modelled separately for the
uncertainty model. Although equation (2), derived from binary
logistic regression showed agreement of only 55-65% of mod-
elled against true error sign, the regression proved to capture the
spatial correlation of the error sign well, at the cost of an overes-
timation of positive error of the order of 10-20%:
S = −0.0012× extremitymean + 0.002× aspect− 0.2 (2)
where −1 ≤ S ≤ 1. Further analysis confirmed that the closer
the modelled values were to either +1 or -1, the higher the prob-
ability that the error’s sign was modelled correctly. For the three
test areas, almost all values higher than 0.6 or lower than -0.6,
respectively, modelled the error sign correctly. Thus, a stochastic
element was introduced for modelling error sign, where a random
number r was drawn from a standard normal distribution for ev-
ery value of S. Where r ≤ abs(S)+f , with the correction factor
f = 0.35, the modelled sign was kept, otherwise the sign was as-
signed randomly. This resulted in a ratio of positive to negative
modelled error close to the measured error, while retaining most
of the spatial characteristics of the sign distribution.
Combining the three steps, that is modelling the dependence of
the error, residuals (resid) and error sign resulted in the follow-
ing uncertainty model:
Utot = (abs(ε) + resid)× S (3)
Finally, the modelled surfaces, though correctly representing the
statistical distribution of error, did not yet take full account of
the spatial autocorrelation of error. A Gaussian convolution filter
(Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005) was thus applied to the modelled
uncertainty raster by transforming the distribution of modelled
uncertainty to a normal distribution and applying a convolution
filter with a kernel range of 3km (3cells). After the filtering, the
uncertainty raster was transferred back to its original distribution.
QQ-plots show the distribution to be altered only minimally, with
the added advantage that unrealistically noisy parts of the surface
were effectively smoothed.
Modelled uncertainty surfaces Modelled uncertainty surfaces
show a good correspondence in spatial configuration with the de-
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Mean Max Min STD Skew. Kurt. Sum
Mean 0.64 560 -561 40.5 0.0 8.7 3.8E6
STD 0.02 54.8 53.7 0.02 0.0 0.03 8.9E4
Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of the distribution statistics
of 100 modelled uncertainty surfaces for Fennoscandia. Uncer-
tainty modelled in meters.
rived error surfaces (Figure 3). The general dependencies visi-
ble in the derived error surfaces (Figure 3A) are generally pre-
served in the modelled uncertainty (Figure 3B), due to the re-
gression component of the model. The small scale distribution
of modelled uncertainty is generally noisier than that of the error,
with the autocorrelation introduced through convolution filtering
clearly visible (Figure 3B, inset). Comparing the histograms of
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Figure 3: GLOBE error surfaces for the Alps derived using
SRTM reference data (A), and modelled uncertainty surface (B)
both with detail inset.
the derived error with the modelled uncertainty (Figure 4) shows
good accordance, with an underestimation of values close to zero
and an overestimation of values around the standard deviation
of the distribution. Extreme error values are not reproduced by
the uncertainty model, and the overall sum of the modelled un-
certainty for any of the test areas is within 10% of the range of
derived error. Modelling a suite of 100 uncertainty surfaces for
Fennoscandia (2366x2576 cells), the descriptive statistics proved
to vary little (Table 5). Calculating the mean, range and stan-
dard deviation of the modelled uncertainty for every raster cell
across all 100 runs (Figure 5) illustrates the influence of the de-
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Histogram of derived error and modelled uncertainty for the Alps
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Sum measure error:
3’142’632 m
Sum modelled uncertainty:
3’464’855 m
Absolute measured error:
44’924’730 m
Absolute modelled uncertainty:
53’700’709 m
Figure 4: Histogram of the derived error for the Alps test area,
compared to that of an example of a stochastically generated un-
certainty surface for the same area.
terministic and the stochastic parts of the uncertainty model. For
areas with mean positive or negative error, the strong influence
of the sign regression results in predominately positive or nega-
tive errors. Likewise, areas of high uncertainty are likely to be
the result of the regression modelling the magnitude of error fol-
lowing dominant landscape features. However, the two stochas-
tic elements in the determination of error sign and modelling of
the residuals introduce a stochastic component that results in im-
position of noise across the raster, shown through the standard
deviation and range of modelled uncertainty (Figure 5c,d).
3.2 Sensitivity study
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show a suite of representations of the in-
fluence of the modelled uncertainty in ISM results as a result of
the driving temperature (Figure 6b) imposed together with the pa-
rameterisation of mass balance. Figure 6 shows the development
through time of ice sheet extent and volume and the uncertainty
induced in these values as a function of the DEM uncertainty,
while Figure 7 illustrates the variation in ice sheet extent for a
variety of snapshots in time.
These results clearly show that, firstly, uncertainty is greatest
during ice sheet inception (standard deviation (STD) in extent
∼12%) , where uncertainties in elevation can raise or lower in-
dividual ice nucleation centres above or below the ELA. As ice
centres grow and coalesce, the effects of uncertainty in topogra-
phy decrease (STD in extent∼3%), as the ice mass itself becomes
the predominant topography. However, during periods of retreat
(e.g around 20ka model years), uncertainty again increases.
Figure 7 clearly shows how with a mature ice sheet (e.g. after
around 37ka model years), most uncertainty in ice sheet extent is
found at the edges of the ice sheet. Once the ice sheet has reached
a certain size, e.g. after approx 10ka model years, the range of
uncertainty in the position of the ice front for these simulations
varies between 40-100km for all later model stages. The variation
is less at the NW ice front, as the bathometry rapidly lowers off
the Norwegian coast and the ISM ablates ice all ice at altitudes
lower than -500m. Variation of ice extent across the MCS runs is
thus much higher towards Finnland and the Baltic Sea.
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Figure 5: Part of the Fennoscandian DEM (A, inset in Figure 2D),
with mean (B) and range (C) of modelled uncertainty for the area
averaged over 100 surfaces.
4 DISCUSSION
In Section 1.2 we set out three broad aims for this work, namely to
quantify DEM error for a variety of regions where higher quality
data were available, to develop a general model of uncertainty
based on these findings and, to apply this model to assess the
uncertainty introduced into the results of ISM runs as a result of
uncertainty in DEMs.
4.1 Quantifying DEM error
In assessing DEM error, we sought to identify areas which had
broadly similar characteristics, based on the assumption that de-
pendencies and characteristics of DEM error based on a DEM
might be expected to be broadly similar for similar regions. Ta-
ble 5 gives the descriptive statistics for error surfaces calculated
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Figure 6: Mean ice extent (A) and volume (C) with their respec-
tive relative standard deviation (dashed lines) across 100 MCS
runs plotted against modelling time. Climate forcing (tempera-
ture and ELA) shown in B, with vertical gray lines marking snap-
shot times shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Frequency of DEM cells glaciated across 100 MCS
runs after 7, 10, 15, 21.5, 31 and 37ka modeltime. Present time
Fennoscandian coastline plotted for comparison.
for the three regions, which are broadly similar suggesting that
this assumption is reasonable.
However, a further inherent assumption is that the variation in er-
ror is mainly described by terrain parameters within each region.
In fact, this was found not to be the case in the Alpine region,
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where error values notably decreased at the Swiss/Italian border
in the Italian region of the Alps, where the original GLOBE data
has a different source.
The error surfaces themselves (e.g. Figure 3a) show strong corre-
lations of error with terrain features and, most strikingly, that er-
ror increases and is more spatially autocorrelated in areas of high
relief. Initial attempts to correlate error with a range of parame-
ters were relatively unsuccessful with low correlations, however
the absolute error was found to be relatively strongly correlated
with roughness and minimum extremity. Roughness in particu-
lar increases with relief, thus suggesting that the use of such a
parameter is sensible. Local models with different coefficients
were averaged for the 3 regions to create a global model (Equa-
tion 1) and the differences between the r2 values generated by
the local and global models found to be small, thus justifying the
application of this global model in areas with similar terrain char-
acteristics.
Examination of the residuals for the error model showed that no
correlations with terrain parameters and no spatial autocorrela-
tion. Thus this component of the error model was treated as un-
certainty, along with the sign of the magnitude of error and is
discussed further below.
The sign of the magnitude of the error was also examined for cor-
relation with terrain parameters, and weak dependencies found
(around 55-65% of the signs were correctly modelled by a bi-
nary logistic regression) based on aspect and mean extremity.
These parameters, in particular aspect, introduce spatial autocor-
relations to the error model similar to those seen running along
terrain features. However, as discussed in Section 3.1 a purely
deterministic approach to modelling error sign significantly over-
estimates positive errors, and thus a further stochastic term was
introduced.
4.2 Developing an uncertainty model
The uncertainty model given in Equation 3 has three terms - ab-
solute error, a residual and error sign. Of these 3 terms the first
is purely deterministic, whilst the latter both contain stochastic
elements, resulting in the generation of an uncertainty model.
Importantly for our application, the uncertainty model can be
generated purely from a single DEM, thus allowing us to model
uncertainty in regions where high quality data are not available.
Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison between one uncertainty sur-
face for the Alps and calculated error for the same region. The
influence of the stochastic elements is immediately clear, with
considerably more noise in areas of lower relief and overall, and
overall greater total error (i.e the area under the curve in Figure 4).
However, the range of error for the uncertainty surface is lower
than that for the calculated error and the sum of positive and neg-
ative values (see Figure 4) similar.
Figure 5 shows how the uncertainty surfaces for Fennoscandi-
navia are themselves related to terrain features. For example, the
mean modelled uncertainty is greatest in regions of high relief.
The range of uncertainty illustrates clearly that areas where ice
sheet inception is likely have the highest uncertainty in elevation
(of the order of 800m).
The application of the convolution filter effectively smoothes ex-
treme outliers and reduces the range of uncertainty within a given
distance. This is important in many modelling applications, since
outliers in particular, can lead to model instabilities (e.g. through
unphysically steep slopes for a given resolution).
One important limitation of the model as it stands, lies in the
similarity between the three test regions and Fennoscandinavia.
Overall, Fennoscandinavia has less and lower areas of high re-
lief by comparison to our three test regions, and therefore uncer-
tainty may be overestimated. However, as long as this assumption
is clearly stated, we believe that the application of the model is
valid.
Since for Fennoscandinavia no higher accuracy reference data is
available, other approaches of modelling DEM uncertainty in-
cluding autocorrelation, such as stochastic conditional simulation
(Kyriakidis et al., 1999) would be difficult to implement. How-
ever, if a measure of spatial autocorrelation of the error could be
correlated to DEM attributes or compound indices, local infor-
mation on spatial correlation could be used for improving the un-
certainty surfaces produced, e.g. by using automated variogram
analysis with stochastic conditional simulation (Liu and Jezek,
1999).
4.3 Case study - ISM in Fennoscandinavia
The developed uncertainty model proved to deliver surfaces that
are both suitable for Monte Carlo Simulations through the inher-
ent stochastic elements, as well as fit to run an ISM at a con-
siderably low resolution of 10km. Earlier experiments (Hebeler
and Purves, 2004) have shown that uncertainty modelled using
random error in excess of 100m STD can destabilise the ISM
at resolutions as low as 20km. This effect is mainly due to un-
reasonably high slope gradients introduced by the added uncer-
tainty. By contrast the uncertainty model presented in this paper
produces topographically sound surfaces by both incorporating
information on the underlying topography as well as convolution
filtering, thus avoiding unrealistic terrain configurations.
With a mean of zero and standard deviation of 40m, the intro-
duced uncertainties for Fennoscandinavia are effectively smaller
than those with standard deviations of up to 150m of previous
experiments (Hebeler and Purves, 2005), but nevertheless prove
to result in significantly different model results, especially dur-
ing inception and retreat phases of the ISM. This implies that
care has to be taken when interpreting results during these phases
(Sugden et al., 2002). DEM uncertainties can influence model
results in both ice sheet size and configuration during susceptible
stages that may otherwise be attributed to climate or mass bal-
ance changes.
On the other hand, even though the relative variation of large ice
sheets, e.g. the reconstructed Fennoscandian ice sheet after 15k
and 31k model years, are relatively small in the order of 2-5%
(Figure 6), the absolute difference in modelled extent is the order
of 50-100km. Differences of modelled and empirically derived
ice extent of ice sheets during the LGM of this order of magni-
tude have fueled debate over years (Hulton et al., 2002, Wenzens,
2003). In order to relate the impact of these DEM uncertain-
ties to the effect other parameters have on ISM results, further
sensitivity studies are necessary. For example stepwise variation
of climate forcing, e.g. temperature and mass balance, could be
applied and compared to the range of modelled ice sheet config-
urations this paper delivered.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have successfully captured the dependency of
GLOBE DEM error for mountainous terrain with the underlying
topography and to integrate this relationship into an uncertainty
model. By applying this uncertainty model we produced spa-
tially correlated, realistic uncertainty surfaces that are suitable for
the use in Monte Carlo Simulations. Even though the amount of
DEM uncertainty derived from GLOBE data was shown to have
significant impact on ISM results for the Fennoscandian ice sheet
during the LGM, sensitivity studies of ISM parameters and cli-
mate forcing are needed to relate the impact of DEM uncertainty
e.g. to that of temperature change.
Future experiments will explore whether the developed uncer-
tainty model could be improved by refining the selection of test
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areas or through a better reproduction of local spatial autocorre-
lation. Porting the uncertainty model to other topographies and
source data, and testing it on different resolutions, for example
using SRTM and LIDAR data, will allow us to explore the sensi-
tivity of other process models to DEM uncertainty.
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The influence of resolution and topographic uncertainty on
melt modelling using hypsometric sub-grid parameterization
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Abstract:
Modelling of physical processes such as ablation or runoff at continental or global scales provides a key challenge: a high
degree of abstraction is required in order to minimize computational demands, while spatial and temporal variability of key
processes, often at the sub-scale level, need to be adequately captured and reproduced within a lower resolution model. For
some approaches, such as temperature index models, downscaling to lower resolutions is straightforward. However a key
issue when using these downscaled models is to assess the impact of scaling on model behaviour and results, including the
associated uncertainties. We assess the impact of scaling on both a simple and an enhanced temperature index melt model from
100 m to 1, 5 and 10 km resolutions. Different sub-grid parameterization approaches are applied to both models across all
resolutions and tested for their suitability against high-resolution reference data, with the aim of developing a robust, scalable
and computationally undemanding parameterization. Results show patterns of over- and underestimation of potential melt
rates for both models, with clear dependencies on scale, terrain roughness and variations of temperature thresholds, among
other quantities. The sub-grid parameterizations tested in this article are found to effectively compensate these effects at little
additional computational cost. Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Models are a key tool in understanding and exploring of
a wide variety of systems. Since all models, by defini-
tion, are an abstraction of reality, choosing an appropriate
degree of abstraction is a key task. While complex pro-
cesses need to be abstracted sufficiently so they can
be understood and modelled, their key properties and
dependencies must be retained. The scale and complex-
ity of the processes to be modelled as well as the target
range of scales over which a model should be applica-
ble determines a target model resolution—however, in
practice both the resolution and complexity of a model
are often trade-offs between our ability to understand
the system, the complexity of numerical solutions at
a given resolution and computational capacities (e.g.
Martin and Church, 2004; Armstrong and Martz, 2003;
Malanson, 1999).
One example of this challenge lies in the modelling of
ablation at global scales, which is increasingly important
in estimating future water resources and, for example, in
deriving boundary conditions for models of the behaviour
of large ice sheets. Many present day ice sheets have
very narrow ablation zones in terms of typical ice sheet
model resolutions and overall ice sheet extents—for
instance in Greenland the ablation zone has a width of
around 20–60 km in comparison to a total ice sheet
* Correspondence to: Felix Hebeler, Department of Geography, Univer-
sity of Zurich, Winterthurer Str. 190, 8057 Zurich, Switzerland.
E-mail: felix.hebeler@geo.uzh.ch
width of approximately 800–1200 km and typical model
resolutions of the order of 5–10 km (Alley et al., 2005;
Ritz et al., 1997; Huybrechts et al., 1996, 1991).
A promising approach to meeting the challenge of
matching models and processes of differing scales lies in
the application of so-called sub-grid approaches. Sub-grid
approaches involve the parameterization of properties or
processes that are not resolved at the grid scale. Other
methods of coping with this problem include coupled and
nested modelling (e.g. Salzmann et al., 2007). Sub-grid
modelling is characterized by storing additional layers
of information on one variable while retaining the origi-
nal model resolution. In geomorphological modelling,the
use of hypsometric information (Strasser and Etchevers,
2003; Marshall, 2002; Marshall and Clarke, 1999) is a
common approach. Rather than using one value of ele-
vation for each model grid cell, attributes describing the
hypsometry within each cell are also stored. This requires
additional attributes per model cell, and attributes are
most often stored in parallel grids. Sub-grid approaches
can approximate information from much higher resolu-
tions with relatively low additional computational costs
for processing and storage.
If a new method of representing processes is devel-
oped, it must not only provide a means of resolving the
process appropriately, its results should also be robust
to uncertainty in its input parameters. This means that
the inherent variation due to uncertainty in the input data
should not trigger threshold effects, such as bifurcation
of the model results, systematic over- or underestimation,
or large deviation of model results for small variance in
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input data. Therefore in this article we investigate three
central questions:
ž How does scaling impact potential melt rates cal-
culated using temperature index models of different
complexity?
ž How can sub-grid approaches be used to effectively
capture the variability of melt at low resolutions in
mountainous regions?
ž How sensitive are such approaches to typical uncertain-
ties in input parameters?
Low resolution melt modelling
Simple temperature index models (TIM) (see for a
review Hock, 2003) are often used for melt calculation
in low resolution models running at continental or global
scales, such as the GLIMMER ice sheet model (Hagdorn
et al., 2006). TIMs parameterize the complex physical
processes and feedbacks in melt modelling based on the
observation that potential melt is related to the time
a snow or ice mass is exposed to temperatures above
0 °C and the energy available for melting during this
time. The potential melt energy is usually expressed as
positive degree days (PDD). Melt is then calculated using
a degree-day factor (DDF) which relates the temperature
above 0 °C to a melt rate.
TIMs have been shown to estimate melt rates well
where reference melt data to calculate DDFs and temper-
ature data are available (Braithwaite, 1995), and can be
run using a minimum of computational resources. TIMs
have been applied across a variety of temporal and spa-
tial resolutions ranging from hours and 10s of metres to
decades and 10s of kilometres. However, if reference melt
or temperature data is inaccurate or of insufficient spatial
density, TIMs can significantly over- or underestimate
melt and fail to reproduce observed spatial variation.
To overcome these limitations, TIMs have been
extended by a variety of authors to incorporate a radiation
component (Pellicciotti et al., 2005; Schneeberger et al.,
2003; Hock, 1999; Williams and Tarboton, 1999; Cazorzi
and Fontana, 1996). Via calculation of solar radiation,
these extended models explicitly incorporate topographic
parameters such as slope and aspect, horizon- and self-
shading, as well as time of year and latitude. While de
facto no additional input parameters are needed, poten-
tial melt distribution can be modelled at a greater level
of detail, both temporally and spatially, at the cost of
additional computational demands. However, calculation
times as well as data requirements are low compared to
those of full scale energy balance models, which is why
enhanced TIMs are often favoured, especially when mod-
elling over extended spatial and/or temporal domains.
Resolution effects and uncertainty
Where TIMs are used in low resolution models, the
input topography usually has to be re-sampled, from res-
olutions typically in the range of 100 m to 1 km (e.g.
SRTM or Global Land One-kilometre Base Elevation
digital elevation models (GLOBE DEMs), Jarvis et al.,
2006; Hastings and Dunbar, 1998) to resolutions as low
as 5, 10 or even 20 km. The smoothing effect this re-
sampling has on topography and consequently on any
associated parameter has been widely noted and the sub-
ject of a number of experiments, ranging from calcula-
tion of derivatives (Florinsky, 1998; Zhang et al., 1999)
to effects on spatial variability of parameters (Hu and
Islam, 1997) and automatic analysis for environmental
modelling (Albani et al., 2004). In hydrology, effects of
scale and consequently methods to minimize these effects
have been explored, for example by Armstrong and Martz
(2003). The use of elevation bands and sub-grids are com-
mon approaches to preserving crucial DEM information
across resolutions in hydrological and related modelling
(Luce et al., 1999; Leung et al., 1996). However, scal-
ing and parameterization can have significant impacts
on model behaviour and results. In order to improve the
parameterization or assess the uncertainty associated with
the model results, it is important to qualify and quan-
tify these impacts (Wechsler, 2007; Hebeler and Purves,
2008a; Endreny and Wood, 2001).
Aims
The aims of this study are thus as follows:
ž To investigate the effect of varying resolutions on
absolute values as well as uncertainties of calculated
potential melt rates using different melt models.
ž To derive a method for melt calculation at low resolu-
tions that:
–delivers improved melt rates (when compared to
reference data)
–is scalable
–is robust with low overall uncertainty
–has low computational demands
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the experiments described in this article, potential
melt for a study area is calculated using two models,
namely a simple TIM and an enhanced temperature index
model (eTIM), where an additional component models
potential solar radiation. Potential melt is calculated at
resolutions of 0Ð1, 1, 5 and 10 km and four sub-grid
approaches using different parameterizations are com-
pared. Figure 1 shows the schematic approach for cal-
culating melt for each model, using different resolutions
and parameterizations.
Additionally, to assess the robustness of the parame-
terization, the susceptibility of the different approaches
to propagation of uncertainty in the input data is com-
pared. Topographic uncertainty is simulated using a DEM
uncertainty model, and its impact on calculated potential
melt is explored using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
(Hebeler and Purves, 2008a).
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Figure 1. Experimental design: melt is calculated for resolutions of 100 m, 1, 5 and 10 km for both melt models following this scheme. At each
resolution, a reference as well as an unparameterized baseline melt is calculated, and compared with alternative sub-grid parameterization approaches
Figure 2. DEM of the European alps with the study area highlighted (solid black)
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Data
All model runs are conducted on a DEM of the
European Alps (Figure 2). The study area lies between
approximately 44 and 48°N latitude and 5 and 12 °E
longitude, with a total area of 201 000 km2 and DEM
altitudes ranging from sea level to 4654 m. All topogra-
phy related calculations were conducted using hole-filled
SRTM version 3 data at 3-arc-sec resolution (Jarvis et al.,
2006), projected to an Albers equal area projection at
100 m resolution using bilinear re-sampling.
For the sub-grid experiments, the original DEM was
re-sampled to resolutions of 1, 5 and 10 km, where the
re-sampled elevation value was derived from the mean of
all the 100 m grid cells within the target resolution grid
cell.
Melt models
In our experiments, potential melt is calculated using a
TIM and an enhanced version eTIM which includes the
representation of potential solar radiation. Since a key
aim of this work is to compare different sub-grid param-
eterization approaches for the TIM and eTIM, all model
input parameters are assumed to be constant in time and
space, with the exception of temperature and potential
solar radiation. To avoid local effects and foster com-
parability, as well as limit the computational demands, a
spatially constant mean annual air temperature at sea level
was prescribed as input, and as a sinusoid with a period
of 1 year and an amplitude of 5 °C. For each DEM grid
cell, temperature is adjusted for elevation using a constant
lapse rate of 6Ð5 °C km1 (Stone and Carlson, 1979).
Furthermore, since we do not wish to reproduce
particular mass balance or run-off scenarios, but are
investigating potential melt, only a single DDF instead
of separate DDFs for ice and snow is used. If we wished
to reproduce real melt rates within a glacier or ice sheet
model, then such assumptions are unrealistic, as many
authors have shown that DDFs for ice and snow vary
between and within catchments (e.g. Braithwaite, 1995).
Temperature Index Model—TIM. A number of authors
have applied simple TIMs, which all follow the basic
form given by Braithwaite (1995)
Mpot D
{
DDFT T > Tt
0 T  Tt 1
where DDF is the degree day factor in mm °C1 d1
and T is the temperature in °C. Potential melt Mpot is
set to zero for temperatures below a certain threshold
temperature Tt, in our case 0 °C. Melt is calculated daily
for each grid cell and integrated over 1 year.
Enhanced Temperature Index Model–eTIM. In order to
enhance the TIM with a component representing potential
solar radiation, the approach of Pellicciotti et al. (2005)
is adopted, and the same temperature forcing as for the
simple TIM is applied. In addition to the parameterizing
melt using PDD and a degree-day melt factor, this
introduces a component that is directly dependent on
potential direct shortwave radiation. Self- and horizon
shading (Essery and Marks, 2007) are not considered in
our model approach to minimize computation. Potential
melt Mpot thus consists of a temperature term MTpot and
a radiation term MRpot
Mpot D MTpot C MRpot 2
and is derived as:
Mpot D
{
Ft Ð T C Fr Ð 1  ˛R T > Tt
0 T  Tt 3
where Ft is a temperature factor, T is the temperature,
Fr is a radiation factor, ˛ is albedo, R is the shortwave
radiation at the surface and Tt D 0 °C is the threshold
temperature for melt to occur (Table I). Note that the
temperature factor (Ft) used in this equation is smaller
than the commonly used DDFs (Pellicciotti et al., 2005).
In our experiments, the potential clear-sky direct solar
radiation at the surface corrected for the incidence angle
Is in Wm2 is calculated following Kumar et al. (1997):
Is D S0 Ð
(
1 C 0Ð0344 cos
(360°d
365
))
b cos i 4
where d[1..365] is the day of the year, b is the
atmospheric transmittance for beam radiation and i is the
incident angle of the sun, which in turn is a function of
the solar declination, slope and aspect. The total potential
incoming solar radiation at the surface for each grid cell
is then derived as follows:
R D Is C Id C Ir 5
where Is is the potential direct radiation at the surface cor-
rected for the incidence angle and atmospheric transmit-
tance and Id is the diffuse solar radiation, both calculated
for clear-sky conditions. Ir is the radiation reflected from
surrounding locations transmitted to the surface, calcu-
lated using a constant mean ground reflectance coefficient
of 0Ð2, following Kumar et al. (1997).
Solar radiation R is calculated hourly for every grid cell
and integrated over the calculated day length dt. Potential
melt from solar radiation is then calculated according to
Equation 3, using a relatively low, constant albedo of 0Ð4.
While the albedos of snow, ice, debris and water range
from 0Ð1 to 0Ð9 (Lefebre et al., 2003), a value of 0Ð4
attempts to represent the mean albedo over the area. At
the same time, this low albedo ensures that potential melt
from radiation is an important term in the eTIM model,
providing a contrast with the TIM. Potential daily solar
radiation is then converted to potential melt using Fr and
added to potential daily melt derived using the daily mean
temperature multiplied by the temperature factor Ft. As
for the TIM, mean annual air temperature is varied over
1 year using a simple sinusoid function with an amplitude
of 5 °C.
In this study, several simplifying assumptions have
been made to facilitate computation and comparison of
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results, a number of which have been disputed in the
literature:
ž Spatially invariant input parameters are used such as
sea-level temperatures, DDFs, reflectance coefficient
and albedo (compare e.g. Essery and Etchevers, 2004,
Hock, 2003; Lefebre et al., 2003).
ž Potential melt is calculated using a single DDF, instead
of ‘real’ ablation which would require a mass-balance
(e.g. glacier) model and the use of separate DDFs
for ice and snow (compare e.g. Hock, 2003; Braith-
waite, 1995).
ž A single mean albedo is used instead of different
albedos for snow, ice, vegetated areas and barren
ground (e.g. Pellicciotti et al., 2005; Lefebre et al.,
2003), which again would necessitate a glacier model,
the same holds for the reflectance coefficient.
ž The threshold temperature for melt to occur is fixed
at 0 °C, irrespective of the actual energy available for
melt, which could cause this threshold to vary in time
and space (e.g. Hock, 2005).
ž Self- and horizon-shading is not considered in the
radiation model, and conditions are assumed to be clear
sky (e.g. Essery and Marks, 2007).
The cost of these simplifications inevitably is that any
comparison with ‘real’ melt scenarios or observational
data is not possible. However, in order to derive potential
melt rates that lie within a realistic range, both melt
models are tuned to approximately fit melt rates at
selected locations reported by Strasser et al. (2004), by
slightly adjusting the values for DDF and Fr used by
Pellicciotti et al. (2005) for our case study. All adjusted
parameters used in both models are given in Table I.
Method comparison
For each melt model at 1, 5 and 10 km resolution a
baseline model run is performed without any sub-grid
parameterization, that serves as a point of comparison.
The aim of our sub-grid parameterizations is to give
results close to the reference that mark an improvement
over this baseline approach. All parameterized model
runs are quantitatively compared with the baseline by
calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) from
the reference and qualitatively explored to describe and
discuss differences between the methods.
Sub-grid parameterization
The aim of sub-grid parameterization is to capture the
spatial variability of the modelled process at its original
resolution, while reducing the demands for data and
computation by approximating the process at a lower
resolution. In the simple TIM, melt is a function of
temperature, which in turn is determined by elevation
via the prescribed sea-level temperature and the lapse
rate. Potential melt is thus a linear function of altitude for
temperatures above 0 °C. Because temperature is varied
over time, a ‘lower-threshold (LT altitude’, equivalent
to the absolute frost line) exists, which separates areas
with temperatures above 0 °throughout the year, and areas
where temperatures fall below zero for increasing time
intervals during the year. As melt ceases during these
intervals, the melt function becomes nonlinear for areas
above LT. (Figure 3).
Potential melt calculated using the eTIM is influenced
by temperature in a twofold manner: Firstly, the tem-
perature dependent term of Equation 3 is equivalent to
Figure 3. Potential melt as a function of altitude, calculated using the
simple TIM over 1 year. Melt becomes nonlinear above a lower threshold
(LT), the altitude above which temperature becomes 0 °C at least one day
per year. Temperature is always below 0 for elevations above the upper
threshold (UT)
Table I. Parameters used for the calculation of potential melt using the simple temperature index model
and the enhanced solar radiation model
Symbol Parameter Value Units
˛ Albedo 0Ð4
aseas Seasonal temperature amplitude 5Ð0 °C
DDF Degree day factor 5Ð2 mm d1 °C1
Fr Shortwave radiation factor 0Ð012 m2 mm W1 h1
Ft Temperature factor 0Ð05 mm h1 °C1
lrate Atmospheric lapse rate 6Ð5 °C km1
MAAT Mean annual air temperature at sea level 15Ð0 °C
r Ground reflectance coefficient 0Ð2
S0 Solar constant 1367 W m2
Tt Temperature threshold for melt 0 °C
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that of the TIM (Equation 1), and exhibits the same
dependencies. Secondly, the radiation term is also influ-
enced through temperature (Figure 4), because radiation
incurred melt is also set to zero for days with tempera-
tures below Tt (Pellicciotti et al., 2005). Radiation melt
can take on a range of values, for elevations below LT,
as it is dependent on local slope and aspect. Because
the atmospheric transmittance b (Equation 4) increases
with elevation, radiation melt slowly increases towards
LT. Analogous to temperature inferred melt, the radiation
melt decreases with elevation above LT, because temper-
atures fall below zero for increasing intervals during the
year, and melt ceases (Figure 4).
Since in our case, the radiation melt term contributes
approximately 60% of the total melt, besides elevation
(through its influence on temperature), any parameteri-
zation approach must also consider the factors of slope
gradient and aspect that influence the spatial variability
of radiation (Figure 5).
All sub-grid approaches presented within this arti-
cle are based on hypsometric parameterization, which
attempts to capture the variability of elevation within a
given area. Because the aim of this work is to develop and
test a method that is scalable, melt is calculated for reso-
lutions of 1, 5 and 10 km. Sub-grid values are calculated
for each of these resolutions by calculating the hypso-
metric curve based on the topography resolved at 100 m
Figure 4. Potential melt plotted against elevation, calculated using the
eTIM over 1 year. Below the 0 °C threshold (LT) melt values can take a
range of values depending on slope and aspect. Radiation melt gradually
increases with elevation (grey dots), while temperature melt (solid black
line) decreases. For elevations above LT, potential radiation melt and thus
total melt (dark grey C) decreases, because melt ceases for temperatures
below 0 °C for increasing durations of the year
Figure 5. Potential melt from solar radiation versus slope per aspect
quadrants (centred on the four cardinal directions). Melt calculated using
the eTIM for elevations below the 0 °C threshold. Slope in radians. Melt
increases with slope for south-facing slopes (grey x) and decreases for
north-facing slopes (black C). The observable variation in calculated melt
for a single slope value is caused by the variation of aspect within the
respective 90° quadrant
within the respective low resolution cell. Three sub-grid
layers are then created for each resolution, by storing the
elevation values of the 0Ð15, 0Ð5 and 0Ð85 quantiles of
the derived hypsometry for each cell. Thereby these sub-
grids represent the mean altitude of the upper and lower
30% of elevation values and the median of all values.
The thus derived elevation sub-grids are then used in all
of the following parameterizations.
ž Sub-grid 1 Melt is calculated separately for each of
the three elevation sub-grids, weighted according to the
relative hypsometric area of each sub-grid (0Ð3, 0Ð4,
0Ð3) and summed. For the eTIM, slope and aspect are
calculated directly on each sub-grid. Because for the
eTIM slope is calculated within each elevation sub-grid,
the full elevation range of topography is not honoured,
and the slope might be biased. While for the TIM only
three sub-grids are needed, technically nine sub-grids
are used for the eTIM, as slope and aspect have to be
calculated for each sub-grid (Table II).
Since the eTIM is dependent not only on elevation,
but also on slope and aspect, sub-grid approaches that
attempt to capture the variability of these parameters are
introduced. These parameterizations are only applied to
the eTIM, while sub-grid 1 is applied to both models:
Table II. Parameterization approaches used for the TIM and eTIM. All parameters/derivates not explicitly stated are calculated
separately for every sub-grid
Name Sub-grids Description Model
Sub-grid 1 3 (C3 C 3) Elevation sub-grids (C slope and aspect calculated on sub-grids for eTIM) TIM and eTIM
Sub-grid 2 3 C 3 C 1 Elevation sub-grids C mean slope per elevation sub-grid C aspect eTIM
Sub-grid 3 3 C 3 C 3 Elevation sub-grids C mean slope C mode of aspect per elevation sub-grid eTIM
Sub-grid 4 5 C 4 Elevation sub-grids C mean slope per cardinal direction eTIM
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ž Sub-grid 2 To avoid the biased calculation of slope
within each sub-grid from the previous sub-grid 1
parameterization, for this approach slope is calculated
at the reference resolution (100 m). Each cell is then
classified into the elevation sub-grid class (either lower,
median or upper third) to which they contribute at
the low resolution (1, 5 or 10 km). The corresponding
slopes are averaged for each of the sub-grids (Figure 6).
While this requires one-time slope calculation at the
highest resolution, slope is correctly calculated for each
of the elevation sub-grids. Finally, one aspect value is
calculated at the lower resolution for each cell. Thus,
it is implicitly assumed that aspect values are more
spatially auto-correlated and co-occur over larger areas,
while the variation in slope is parameterized in the sub-
grids. This gives a total of seven sub-grids for this
approach (Table II).
ž Sub-grid 3 For the third approach, slope is calculated
for each elevation sub-grid class identical to sub-grid
2. Additionally, we attempt to capture the variation of
aspect in sub-grids. Since aspect is a ‘circular’ vari-
able, no average value can be derived. In our approach,
aspect is calculated at the 100 m resolution and classi-
fied into 12 nominal classes [1..12], each covering 30°.
Cells are again masked at the high resolution, similar to
slope (Figure 6). The mode of the aspect classes within
each sub-grid elevation class (upper/median/lower) is
then assigned to the corresponding sub-grid. Thus, for
each elevation sub-grid cell at the lower resolution,
aspect is determined by the aspect class of the majority
of 100 m cells within each sub-grid elevation range.
ž Sub-grid 4 In this approach, solar radiation is calcu-
lated using four sub-grids containing the average slope
in the four quadrants centred on the cardinal direc-
tions (north, south, east and west) calculated at the
100 m resolution. For each sub-grid, maximum poten-
tial melt from radiation MRmax is calculated irrespective
of the temperature condition in Equation 3 (assuming
T always >Tt), which delivers the maximum potential
radiation melt, unreduced by temperature, over 1 year
for the study area.
Additionally, five elevation sub-grids are used, adding
the maximum and minimum elevation to the three
previously used sub-grid elevations, giving a total of
nine sub-grids for this approach (Table II). These values
are then used to reduce maximum radiation melt for the
amount influenced by temperature, by approximating the
proportion of the area within each cell, which lies above
the lower threshold (around 1500 m in Figure 4).
Potential radiation melt MRpot (Equation 2) is thus
calculated by reducing maximum radiation melt MRmax
as follows:
MRpot D MRmax  MRmaxQ 6
The reduction factor Q is deduced using reference
data calculated over 1 year at the 100 m resolution and
re-sampled to the respective lower resolution of the sub-
grids (compare Section 2.3). This (correctly reduced)
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Figure 6. Scheme for calculating elevation and slope sub-grids (sub-grid 2): cells of the high-resolution DEM are masked according to the hypsometry
class (upper/median/lower) they belong to at the respective lower resolution. DEM sub-grid values are directly derived using DEM quantiles, while
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reference radiation melt MRref is then subtracted from the
unreduced radiation melt MRmax for each cell to derive
the reduction factor Q as
Q D MRmax  MRref
MRmax
7
Q can be approximated using the following third order
polynomial according to
Q D a3 Ð tfrac C zfrac3 C a2 Ð tfrac
C zfrac2 C a1 Ð tfrac C zfrac C c 8
where tfrac[0..1] is the fraction of the DEM above the
LT within each cell and zfrac[0..1] is the fraction of the
DEM above the upper threshold (UT) (Figure 3).
A regression analysis to derive the terms of Equation 8
yielded similar results for the 5 and 10 km resolutions,
with r2 values above 0Ð96, while parameters for the
1 km resolution were outside the 99% confidence interval
of both the 5 and 10 km regression, also giving a
distinctively lower fit (r2 D 0Ð84). Parameters used for
the regression in our experiments were thus chosen
from the 10 km resolution regression to be a3 D 0Ð467,
a2 D 1Ð031, a1 D 0Ð114, c D 0Ð007. Without high-
resolution reference, the fractions tfrac and zfrac have
to be calculated using the five sub-grid elevations. As
they have been calculated from the higher resolution
hypsometry, the cumulative relative area for each sub-
grid is known (0/0Ð15/0Ð5/0Ð85/1), and tfrac and zfrac can
be approximated by linear interpolation between the
cumulative area of the sub-grids below and above each
threshold LT and UT.
Using tfrac and zfrac to calculate Q, the maximum radi-
ation melt term MRmax can be corrected for temperature
reduction to give MRpot and added to the temperature
melt term MTpot (Equation 2), which is calculated sim-
ilarly to the sub-grid 1 approach, using only the three
original elevation sub-grids.
Table II summarizes the four sub-grid parameterization
approaches and the total number of sub-grids required in
each case.
Resolution experiments
Potential melt for both the TIM and eTIM is calculated
in units of metres water equivalent per year (m w.e.
a1). A set of melt rates was calculated for each model
at 100 m resolution, and then re-sampled to 1, 5 and
10 km resolution by averaging melt, thus conserving
mass (Figure 1). This gives a reference melt distribution
derived from the melt rates calculated at the 100 m
resolution in m w.e. a1 for each resolution and model.
These sets allow comparison by serving as a reference
for assessing the effect of scaling, and the fit of different
parameterization approaches.
Uncertainty analysis
As stated in the introduction, the aim of this work is not
solely to develop an effective parameterization that gives
improved results over the baseline approach, but also
one that is robust towards uncertainty in the input data.
Previous research (Hebeler and Purves, 2008a; Oksanen
and Sarjakoski, 2005; Wechsler, 2000) has shown that
sensitivity to DEM uncertainty is not constant and varies
strongly for different parameters. It is therefore important
to explore how sensitive sub-grid approaches are to DEM
uncertainty. To assess this robustness, a DEM uncertainty
model (Hebeler and Purves, 2008b) is used to simulate
GLOBE DEM error. The GLOBE DEM became available
at 30-arcsec resolution in 1998, and was derived from
a number of different data sources. Although known to
contain a number of flaws and errors, it is still widely
being used and currently the only continuous DEM
data set available for latitudes above 60°N. Applying
the DEM uncertainty model, a suite of 100 uncertainty
surfaces are produced at 1 km resolution, where each
value represents the potential deviation of elevation at
a location.
These surfaces are then added to the original topogra-
phy and re-sampled to the corresponding target resolu-
tions of 5 and 10 km, delivering a set of 100 different
topographies for 1, 5 and 10 km resolution. Using a MCS
approach, potential melt is then calculated using the sim-
ple TIM at 1 km resolution on each of the 100 surfaces
and re-sampled to 5 and 10 km serving as a reference
according to Section 2.5. For each 100 surfaces at 5 and
10 km, melt is also calculated using both an unparam-
eterized (baseline) and a sub-grid approach. Finally, the
mean and standard deviations of melt for each grid cell
across each set of DEMs at the 5 and 10 km resolution are
calculated, allowing comparison of the impact of uncer-
tainty on melt variation across the different methods and
resolutions.
RESULTS
Basic resolution effects
Comparing the reference potential melt across the
varying resolutions, it is noticeable that melt ceases to be
Figure 7. Baseline melt calculated on the 10 km DEM and reference melt
averaged from 100 m to 10 km resolution, plotted against elevation
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Figure 8. Mean melt versus altitude for the simple TIM (A) and the eTIM(B) for four different resolutions (0Ð1, 1, 5 and 10 km). For both models,
the melt function becomes nonlinear above a threshold at approximately 1500 m at the reference resolution of 100 m. For areas above this threshold,
temperatures are below 0 °C and melt becomes zero for increasing time spans during the year, and mean melt per altitude increases with decreasing
resolution
a simple function of elevation for lower resolutions above
a certain threshold elevation. Instead, potential melt can
take on a range of values (Figure 7) when plotted against
elevation. This effect is triggered by equifinality in the
re-sampling: because of the nonlinear dependency of
melt on elevation, different hypsometries at the 100 m
resolution result in identical mean melt rates. While these
identical melt rates are preserved through re-sampling to
lower resolutions through averaging, the respective mean
elevation values at the low resolution may differ. Hence
different elevations at the low resolution can feature the
same mean melt rates.
Figure 8A shows the mean melt within 100 m ele-
vation bins range plotted against elevation for the dif-
ferent resolutions. Above a certain elevation threshold
(around 1500 m in Figure 8A), for the TIM an increase in
melt rates is observable for decreasing resolutions. While
the same generally holds for the eTIM, there is a pro-
nounced reduction in mean melt observable for elevations
around 1500 m with decreasing resolution (Figure 8B).
Compared to the high resolution reference calculated at
100 m, lower resolutions effectively show lower mean
melt rates for elevations around 1500 m and higher mean
melt rates for elevations above 1700 m.
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Table III. Mean melt and RMSE (in brackets) in m w.e. a1 for the two approaches (baseline and sub-grid 1) across resolutions of 1,
5 and 10 km, compared to the corresponding reference melt for the TIM. Values are given for the whole of the study area for each
resolution, as well as for areas above 1500 m and 2500 m, where temperature drops below 0 °C for increasing time spans during the
year
TIM
Resolution 1 km 5 km 10 km
Model All ½1500 ½2500 All ½1500 ½2500 All ½1500 ½2500
Reference 17Ð29 4Ð63 0Ð93 17Ð29 5Ð23 1Ð33 17Ð29 5Ð65 1Ð69
Baseline 17Ð28 (0Ð38) 4Ð57 (0Ð74) 0Ð88 (0Ð66) 17Ð18 (0Ð44) 4Ð86 (0Ð84) 1Ð01 (0Ð76) 17Ð11 (0Ð34) 5Ð07 (0Ð64) 1Ð10 (1Ð65)
Sub-grid1 17Ð29 (0Ð31) 4Ð62 (0Ð34) 0Ð92 (0Ð20) 17Ð29 (0Ð19) 5Ð14 (0Ð23) 1Ð24 (0Ð02) 17Ð29 (0Ð13) 5Ð50 (0Ð17) 1Ð51 (0Ð20)
Sub-grid approaches
Figure 9A shows a comparison of calculations of
potential melt modelled for the reference, baseline and
sub-grid 1 approach using the TIM at 10 km resolution.
Table III shows mean melt and the associated RMSE for
the reference, baseline and sub-grid 1 parameterizations,
while Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of loca-
tions with no melt over the entire model region for all
resolutions.
The following features are notable:
ž Figure 9A shows that the relationship of melt to ele-
vation is broadly similar for all realizations. However,
above the LT elevation, Figure 9A clearly illustrates
the better performance of the sub-grid 1 approach com-
pared to the baseline.
ž Table III shows that sub-grid 1 has lower RMSE values
for all resolutions and elevation bands, and thus appears
to better approximate the reference melt.
ž The baseline and sub-grid 1 RMSE values for the
1 km model are very similar, however a significant
improvement in performance is present for elevations
above 1500 m and all elevation bands for the 5 and
10 km model runs.
ž Areas without melt (Figure 10) are lost due to aver-
aging using the reference approach, while the spatial
pattern of melt-free areas is generally preserved using
the baseline approach, with the absolute area decreas-
ing by about half between the 1 and 10 km resolutions.
Using the sub-grid 1 approach, the total number of cells
without any melt (in all sub-grids) decreases with lower
resolution, even though it is less pronounced than for
the reference approach.
Table IV shows a comparison of three sub-grid param-
eterization approaches adopted for the eTIM with the
baseline and reference potential melt. Since the sub-grid
2 and sub-grid 3 approach are very similar in their results
and both have larger RMSEs than the baseline method
for all resolutions, these are discarded in further report-
ing and comparisons are made with only sub-grids 1
and 4. Figure 9B shows the corresponding relationship
between elevation and the reference, baseline and sub-
grid approaches for the 10 km resolution.
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Figure 9. Mean melt versus altitude for different parameterizations of
both the TIM (A) and eTIM (B) at 10 km resolution. Elevation ranges
are similar to those in Figure 8
ž In contrast to the TIM, Figure 9B shows a pronounced
difference in melt for elevations between 1000 and
1600 m comparing the baseline with the reference
and sub-grid approaches, while above ¾1700 m all
realizations are broadly similar.
ž Table IV shows that sub-grid 1 is clearly an improve-
ment over the baseline approach for all resolutions and
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Figure 10. Matrix showing all cells with no melt across the model domain (Figure 2) in blue for the simple TIM. Different resolutions in rows,
calculation methods in columns. For the reference melt (left column), the total area without melt decrease with lower resolutions, while the total melt
per area is preserved. In the standard approach (right column), the pattern of melt-free cells is preserved. The sub-grid 1 approach (centre column)
preserves some of the melt free cells
Table IV. Mean melt and RMSE (in brackets) in m w.e. a1 for the four approaches (baseline and Sub-grid 1,2 and 4) across
resolutions of 1, 5 and 10 km, compared to the corresponding reference melt for the eTIM. Values are given for the whole of the
study area for each resolution, as well as for areas above 1500 m and 2500 m, where temperature drops below 0 °C for increasing
time spans during the year. Optimal results feature a small difference in mean potential melt as well as low RMSE
eTIM
Resolution 1 km 5 km 10 km
Model All ½1500 ½2500 All ½1500 ½2500 All ½1500 ½2500
Reference 15Ð27 5Ð84 1Ð37 15Ð27 6Ð50 1Ð78 15Ð27 6Ð91 2Ð19
Baseline 15Ð45 (0Ð63) 5Ð89 (0Ð70) 1Ð32 (0Ð24) 15Ð59 (0Ð99) 6Ð39 (1Ð11) 1Ð50 (0Ð39) 15Ð63 (1Ð14) 6Ð65 (1Ð23) 1Ð62 (0Ð68)
Sub-grid1 15Ð45 (0Ð56) 5Ð97 (0Ð58) 1Ð35 (0Ð23) 15Ð56 (0Ð57) 6Ð73 (0Ð59) 1Ð71 (0Ð20) 15Ð58 (0Ð55) 7Ð13 (0Ð52) 2Ð00 (0Ð24)
Sub-grid2 15Ð27 (0Ð77) 5Ð78 (0Ð87) 1Ð34 (0Ð40) 15Ð29 (1Ð18) 6Ð42 (1Ð45) 1Ð65 (0Ð66) 15Ð30 (1Ð27) 6Ð77 (1Ð56) 1Ð89 (0Ð82)
Sub-grid4 15Ð29 (1Ð08) 5Ð60 (2Ð07) 3Ð43 (2Ð25) 15Ð28 (0Ð47) 6Ð52 (0Ð89) 2Ð59 (1Ð10) 15Ð29 (0Ð34) 6Ð86 (0Ð61) 2Ð28 (0Ð61)
elevations, with significant improvements for the 5 and
10 km resolutions.
ž Sub-grid 2 shows no improvement at any resolu-
tion.
ž Sub-grid 4 shows the best overall fit with reference melt
for the 5 and 10 km resolutions, demonstrated by the
lowest RMSE values (Table IV), but a poor fit at the
1 km resolution.
ž While Sub-grid 4 shows the best overall fit for the 5 km
resolution, the quality of the fit decreases for higher
elevations and overestimates melt for elevations above
2500 m at this resolution.
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Figure 11. Standard deviation of melt over 100 MCS runs versus
elevation bands for the baseline, reference and sub-grid 1 approach for the
simple TIM at 5 km (A) and 10 km (B) resolution. The sub-grid approach
shows increased susceptibility to DEM uncertainty for elevations below
2000 m, demonstrated by the higher standard deviation. For higher
elevations, standard deviations of the sub-grid approach are comparable
to the reference. Note that for the baseline approach, no melt is calculated
above 2600 m, hence standard deviation becomes zero, while both
sub-grid and reference methods show melt rates in the order of 0Ð5 m/a
Uncertainty analysis
Having run the TIM model at 5 and 10 km reso-
lution on 100 topographies perturbed using simulated
DEM uncertainty, the mean standard deviation across the
100 runs for elevation classes of 100 m range is plotted
against elevation in Figure 11. It is apparent that the stan-
dard deviation of melt rates is about 5–10% higher for the
sub-grid parameterized approach compared to the base-
line for elevations below ¾2000 m, for both resolutions
of 5 and 10 km. Compared to absolute TIM reference
melt rates (Figure 8A), the standard deviations amount to
around 5% at 5 km resolution, and around 2Ð5% at 10 km
resolutions, for elevations above 2000 m. For areas below
2000 m, the relative standard deviation becomes as low
as 1%. For elevations above 2000 m, the standard devia-
tion of the sub-grid 1 parameterization is almost identical
to that of the reference approach. Note that the stan-
dard deviation for the baseline approach drops to zero
around 2500 m (Figure 9), while both reference and sub-
grid 1 values only become zero around 3200 m. This
effect is due to the fact that the baseline approach under-
estimates melt rates, which therefore become zero ear-
lier.
In general, it can be said that melt rates calculated
using the TIM at low resolutions show variation of less
than 5% when subject to typical GLOBE DEM data
uncertainty.
DISCUSSION
Resolution effects
The resolution experiments, averaging the reference
melt from 100 m to lower resolutions reveal potential
melt to be dependent on terrain roughness (Figure 12).
This effect is demonstrated by the scattering of potential
melt rates as a function of elevation shown in Figure 7.
Cells above the LT elevation will experience temperatures
below zero during some interval of the year (described
in the Section Method Comparison), which is when melt
will become zero (Equations 1 and 3). When aggregated
to lower resolution, cells at the 100 m resolution will
therefore contribute less to the average melt than cells
below LT. The mean melt at a low-resolution cell,
averaged from 100 m, is therefore dependent on the
number of cells with temperatures below zero during
some interval of the year. Additionally, it is influenced
by the length of that interval, which is determined by the
seasonal temperature variation applied to the MAAT. This
temperature variation is a nonlinear (sinusoidal) function,
and is the reason for the nonlinear behaviour of the
otherwise linear melt function.
Generally, the deviation of mean melt between two
resolutions for a given elevation (Figure 8) depends on
the amount of scaling, that is the difference in resolutions.
The amount a TIM underestimates this reference melt, is
dependent on the resolution with which it has originally
been parameterized and the lower ‘target’ resolution.
While the origin resolution (in our case the reference
at 100 m) should be adequately chosen to capture the
scale of the parameterized model processes in order
to ascertain sensible comparison of results (Martin and
Church, 2004), the target resolution is usually determined
by the computational demands of the model or the
limitations associated with the input data. In the case of
the simple TIM, the origin resolution should thus retain
the hypsometry of a topography with minimal possible
smoothing. Furthermore, the underestimation of melt will
depend on the applied MAAT, lapse rate, and topographic
properties such as overall elevation range and roughness,
as MAAT and lapse rate control the elevation of the LT
and UT.
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Figure 12. A 100 km profile of the central alps (A), with a mean elevation of 2317Ð2 m and an elevation range of more than 1500 m. Mean melt
calculated for this profile using the TIM is 1Ð12 m/a. A much smoother profile taken from the South German midlands (B) with an elevation range
of just above 600 m was raised to the same mean elevation. Because of the dependence of melt on terrain roughness, the mean potential melt rate
calculated is only about half that of profile A at 0Ð57 m/a
For the eTIM, the effect scaling has on calculation
of potential melt is more complex. The sharp transi-
tion at the 0 °C threshold at the 100 m reference res-
olution is gradually smoothed with decreasing resolu-
tion (Figure 8B). Using the baseline eTIM approach
at low resolutions thus results in an overestimation of
melt around the lower temperature threshold (¾1500 m),
which can be as much as 20% at a resolution of 10 km
(Figure 8B). Simultaneously, an underestimation of melt
for elevations above the threshold, similar to that encoun-
tered for the TIM can be observed. As for the TIM,
a suitable reference resolution (origin) needs to retain
topographic features that are important to characterizing
the process of interest (Martin and Church, 2004). In the
case of the eTIM this is elevation and the average slope
length, which is necessary to capture the spatial varia-
tion of slope and aspect, used to calculate radiation based
melt. For both the TIM and eTIM, the resolution of 1 km
apparently captures the DEM properties of interest well,
as the differences in melt compared to the 100 m reso-
lution are small. The effect of averaging to 5 and 10 km
resolution on topographic properties is much larger and
reflected in the resulting deviation of melt rates.
Method comparison
TIM modelling approaches. Even though a simple
underestimation of melt in the baseline TIM approach
could easily be compensated by adapting the model
parameters—for example DDF or temperature—this
would require that the melt model was run at a higher
resolution first in order to determine the optimal param-
eterization. However, looking at the pattern of melt-free
cells modelled using the TIM (Figure 10), the dilemma
of modelling melt at low resolutions becomes apparent:
while the baseline approach retains the spatial pattern,
thus keeping the overall area of melt-free cells approx-
imately constant across resolutions, melt rates in these
cells underestimate those rates derived at higher reso-
lutions. A simple increase in melt at lower resolutions
to fit the reference rates would again result in a loss of
melt-free areas. These areas are important, for example,
when modelling ice sheet inception or glaciers as global
global runoff reservoirs, as it has been shown that even
a small under- or overestimation of glacierized areas can
have a significant influence on run-off regimes (Jans-
son et al., 2003; Kaser et al., 2003). The problem can
be overcome by using the simple sub-grid 1 approach
adopted in this article: while the sub-grid 1 parameteriza-
tion produces melt rates close to the reference (Figure 9),
it retains only few cells without any melt (Figure 10).
However, the additional elevation information provided
by the sub-grids can be included in modelling processes
like inception (e.g. Marshall, 2002).
eTIM modelling approaches. Comparing the perfor-
mance of the different sub-grid approaches applied to
the eTIM (see Section on Sub-grid Parameterization), the
performance of the simple sub-grid 1 parameterization is
initially surprising (Table IV). The calculation of slope
and aspect on the respective elevation sub-grids is some-
what arbitrary, and one would expect a better fit using
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averages from the high-resolution DEM (used in sub-grid
2 and 3). Looking at the dependencies of radiation melt
on aspect and slope helps to explain the relatively good
performance of the simple sub-grid 1 approach. Aspect
has a strong influence on radiation melt (Figure 5), and
the re-sampling of aspect to lower resolutions is difficult,
as replacing a range of aspects at high resolution with
just one value at a lower resolution will inevitably bias
any result thus calculated. For the relatively low mean
slopes in the range of 0Ð2–0Ð3 radians calculated for the
sub-grid 1 approach, the resulting deviation in melt for
different aspects is small, while high slopes in the range
of 0Ð6–0Ð7 radians result in a much higher deviation, for
example between south and north facing slopes. Averaged
across all aspect values, a lower slope generally results
in a higher mean melt for our experimental setup. This
explains the slight overestimation of melt rates of the
sub-grid 1 approach for elevations below 2000 m for the
eTIM (Figure 9B), contrary to the slight underestimation
of the sub-grid 1 approach for the TIM (Figure 9A).
The sub-grid 4 approach, using sub-grids for the four
cardinal directions, performs well across the whole ele-
vation range, with some overestimation of melt at higher
elevations. However, while the approach proves to be
effective for the 5 and 10 km resolutions, it is not valid
for parameterization at the 1 km resolution (Table IV).
This might be explained by the fact that average slope
length is still captured well at the 1 km resolution, and
thus pronounced elevation features, for example slopes
predominantly facing one direction, are not averaged out
at this scale. Thus, very distinct melt patterns can exist,
which are not captured well enough at 1 km using our
parameterization, leading to noticeable over- and under-
estimations for extreme cases. Additionally, while the
sub-grid 4 approach shows the best overall fit at 5 km
resolution, for elevations above 2500 m calculated poten-
tial melt considerably overestimates reference melt, and
the approach provides no improvement over the baseline.
However, this overestimation is likely to be due to the
use of regression parameters for reduction of the radiation
melt from the 10 km resolution. While this guarantees
an optimal fit for all elevations at this resolution for the
sub-grid 4 approach, results are sub-optimal for lower
resolutions. While in general, the parameterization con-
cept using directional sub-grids works well, the criteria
(Section 1.3) of scalability is not completely fulfilled, and
further investigation of the causes and the range of appli-
cation scales, as well as a possible improvement of the
method will be useful.
Uncertainty analysis
The sub-grid 1 approach shows a slightly increased
susceptibility to DEM uncertainty, judged by the stan-
dard deviation of melt rates as a function of elevation
(Figure 11), than the baseline or reference approaches.
This can be explained by the fact that uncertainty intro-
duced to the DEM has a threefold impact on the sub-grid
approach, because elevation uncertainty affects all three
sub-grid elevation values via the change of hypsometry.
For the reference approach, the DEM uncertainty effects
are more likely to be cancelled out over an area of 5
or 10 km. The same holds for the baseline approach,
where uncertainties at the higher resolution are also aver-
aged out. This increase in uncertainty of the sub-grid
1 parameterization relative to the reference and base-
line approaches is at a maximum 10% for elevations
below 2000 m. Because potential melt at these elevations
plays a minor role in ablation calculations, this increased
uncertainty is probably of little relevance. However, it is
important to be aware of the effects of DEM uncertainty
when using sub-grid approaches.
CONCLUSION
A parameterization using three hypsometric sub-grids has
proven to be a simple, robust and scalable method for
melt calculation at low resolutions using both simple
and eTIMs. The use of sub-grids also provides additional
information derived from higher resolution topographies,
which can be used in a variety of modelling approaches,
from simple masking to complex internal coupling, e.g.
as in hydrological modelling across elevation bands.
The parameterization developed for the enhanced solar
radiation model, using slope sub-grids for the cardinal
directions, proved to provide the best modelling results
for resolutions below 5 km, providing very good esti-
mates of higher resolution reference melt rates, if regres-
sion parameters for adjusting radiation melt for temper-
ature reduction are derived for each resolution. Perfor-
mance is decreased if global regression parameters are
used that have been derived for a range of resolutions,
and the approach is therefore not fully scalable. Further
experiments need to assess the threshold resolution for
this parameterization approach, as well as the exact rea-
sons for the existence of this threshold. Optimization of
regression parameters for the reduction of radiation melt
is also needed.
Our experiments using a DEM uncertainty model to
test sensitivity of a simple TIM confirm that sub-grid
parameterization can be used for modelling sub-scale
processes, but care has to be taken when this form of
parameterization is applied. Sensitivity studies should be
conducted to assure the reliability of the model results is
preserved.
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ABSTRACT. Ice sheet models (ISM) developed to simulate the behaviour of continental
scale ice sheets under past, present or future climate scenarios are subject to a number of
uncertainties from various sources. These sources include the conceptualisation of the ISM
and the degree of abstraction and parameterisations of processes such as ice dynamics and
mass balance. Assumptions of spatially or temporally constant parameters such as degree
day factor, atmospheric lapse rate or geothermal heat flux are one example. Additionally,
uncertainties in ISM input data such as topography or precipitation propagate to the model
results.
In order to assess and compare the impact of uncertainties from model parameters and
climate on the GLIMMER ice sheet model, a parametric uncertainty analysis (PUA) was
conducted. Parameter variation was deduced from a suite of sensitivity tests, accuracy in-
formation deduced from input data and the literature. Recorded variation of modelled ice
extent across the PUA runs was 65% for equilibrium ice sheets.
Additionally, the susceptibility of ISM results to modelled uncertainty in input topography
was assessed. Resulting variations in modelled ice extent of the range of 1-6.6% are com-
parable to that of ISM parameters such as flow enhancement, basal traction or geothermal
heat flux.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to investigate how uncertainty in
modelled ice sheet configurations is affected by a range of
possible uncertainties in model inputs. In particular, we fo-
cus on assessing the influence of uncertainties in the represen-
tation of the bed topography in comparison with uncertain-
ties of key mass-balance and ice dynamic parameters input
to a three dimensional thermodynamically coupled ice sheet
model (ISM). We do this by carrying out parametric uncer-
tainty analysis on these parameters as well applying modelled
uncertainty to digital elevation models (DEMs) of an ice sheet
bed. Since our aim is to explore and compare uncertainty as a
function of these parameters, model runs were carried out us-
ing a steady-state climate. The model runs explore ice sheet
extents and volumes in Fennoscandia, with mass-balances ap-
proximately in line with the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
However, we emphasise that we are primarily concerned with
the development of methodologies to assess uncertainties in
ISM results rather than the exploration of a particular ice
sheet reconstruction.
Uncertainty in ice sheet models
Uncertainty in ice sheet models has two main sources. Firstly,
the modelled ice sheet is a function of the initial decisions
made in abstracting the real system to a conceptual model.
By abstracting reality, we are accepting that uncertainty will
be inherent in the results of our model - users of numeri-
cal models will seek to minimalise this. For example a model
which does not consider longitudinal stresses will fail to repli-
cate particular aspects of the glacial system. Secondly, model
uncertainty can arise from uncertainties in the input parame-
ters, such as the choice of parameter values at the model ini-
tialisation. The first set of uncertainties can only be explored
through comparisons of systems that use different levels of
abstraction in constructing their model rules. Thus, for ex-
ample Hubbard and others (2005) showed how the inclusion
of longitudinal stresses led to considerable variation in mod-
elled ice sheet extents in Patagonia as compared to previous
results (Hulton and others, 2002, 1994), based around models
using the shallow ice approximation (Nye, 1957).
Within the ice sheet modelling community, intercompari-
son experiments have sought to explore the sensitivity of mod-
elled results to differences in implementation (and in principle
abstraction). For example, the EISMINT experiments (Payne
and others, 2000; Huybrechts and others, 1996) explored a va-
riety of model types and their responses to a range of glacio-
logical (e.g. steady state Greenland ice sheet under present
conditions) and hypothetical experiments (e.g. ice stream for-
mation on a hypothetical symmetric topography). In many
modelling fields a similar approach, though motivated by a
different philosophy, is applied in ensemble modelling. Here,
a variety of models are usually run in parallel and the results
are weighted to provide a probabilistic forecast (Anderson,
1996). Such approaches are arguably better suited for use in
policy formulation, where the focus of interest is centred on
risk estimation (Vaughan and Spouge, 2002).
In general, such model intercomparisons allow exploration
of differences between models for a given scenario, and are im-
portant in moving models towards a consensus view. However,
since intercomparisons are also often used as a benchmark to-
wards which modellers aim in development, they cannot be
said to be a means of quantifying uncertainty. Additionally,
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sensitivity to ‘external’ (input) parameters are usually not the
subject of those intercomparisons, leaving a gap in the under-
standing of uncertainties associated with ice sheet modelling,
which we aim to fill. This second set of uncertainties, the fo-
cus of this paper, can be explored in a variety of ways. The
most common approach employed in glaciological modelling
is to carry out a sensitivity study. In such studies, all but
one parameter are typically held constant whilst the param-
eter under investigation is varied through some range, and
the response of the modelled ice sheet is visualised or quan-
tified (e.g. Essery and Etchevers, 2004; Pattyn, 2003; Purves
and Hulton, 2000; Huybrechts and de Wolde, 1999; Ritz and
others, 1997; Fabre and others, 1995; van de Wal and Oerle-
mans, 1994). Sensitivity studies are important because they
allow modellers to quantify which parameters, in isolation,
have the greatest influence on model results. However, since
all but the most trivial ice sheet models are inherently non-
linear, it is often difficult to properly quantify uncertainty
or allow assignment of probabilities to particular outcomes
(van der Veen, 2002).
Parametric uncertainty analysis
Currently, despite the increased importance of numerical mod-
elling in policy making, relatively little research has explored
ways in which uncertainties might be consistently calculated
in individual ice sheet model results. Parametric uncertainty
analysis (PUA), where all parameters are varied together, is
one such approach. Marshall and others (2002) investigated
the response of the North America Ice Sheet to a range of
parameters, and completed a number of simulations where
parameters were varied simultaneously. Tarasov and Peltier
(2004) also explored the response of the North American Ice
Sheet during the LGM to simultaneous variations in a range
of parameters whilst geophysically constraining the modelled
ice extents. However, in both of these experiments the vari-
ation of parameter values appears to have been based on a
limited variation of parameter values over a pre-defined range.
Such approaches allow the range of potential model responses
to input parameters to be estimated, but these responses are
not associated with probabilities.
Vaughan and Spouge (2002) carried out a full parametric
uncertainty analysis of future ice sheet mass balance for the
Greenland ice sheet using parameterisations of accumulation
and ablation. A key difference in this approach is that prob-
ability distributions functions (PDFs) are estimated for each
parameter, and used in the model runs to allow calculation of
a final PDF for a chosen model output parameter. Probability
density functions in general are used to associate a probability
with a certain parameter value or model outcome. For exam-
ple using a normal distribution as a PDF, values close to the
mean are more likely to occur than values that deviate more
from the mean – in the case of a normal distribution, 66% of
all values are within one standard deviation of the mean. The
advantage of using PDFs in parametric uncertainty analysis
is that by including a (realistic) likelihood for a certain pa-
rameter value to occur, probabilities can be assigned to model
outcomes. This in turn allows modellers, policy makers and
users to identify in a more meaningful way how each parame-
ter might affect the result, and estimate, for instance, the risk
of extreme events. Typically, parametric uncertainty analysis
is carried out using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) which is
a brute force technique, where large numbers of model runs
are normally required to generate an ensemble of results from
which PDFs can be calculated.
Topography in ice sheet models
In ice sheet modelling the bed topography on which mod-
els are run is generally treated as having no uncertainty as-
sociated with it. However, the data used in the generation
of these bed topographies is often associated with large un-
certainties which vary as a function of locale (Hebeler and
Purves, 2008). Furthermore, the interpolation methods used
to resample these data to resolutions appropriate for typi-
cal ISMs also introduce further uncertainties (Hebeler and
Purves, 2004). Topography, as discussed by Kerr (1993), plays
a key role in influencing ice sheet behaviour through its geom-
etry whereby the mass-balance profile is controlled by relief
(e.g. through orographic effects) and the topographic geom-
etry (e.g. hypsometry). Topography also influences ice sheet
configuration directly by facilitating or constraining ice flow -
for example in a glacial trough (Jamieson and others, 2008).
The sensitivity of modelled ice sheet extents to uncertainty
in topography is consequently relevant to furthering our un-
derstanding of ice sheets, and to refining numerical models
that seek to reconstruct such systems.
Aims
The objectives of this paper are therefore threefold:
1. to propose a generalisable set of methods for exploring the
parametric uncertainty of ice sheet model results;
2. to explore the influence of uncertainty in bed topography
on modelled ice extents and volumes; and
3. to compare the influence of topographic uncertainty to
other sources of uncertainty – such as climatic or basal
model inputs – on modelled ice extents and volumes.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We briefly
introduce the ice sheet model used in our experiments, before
we describe a method for exploring uncertainty in bed topog-
raphy. We then review the parameters and associated PDFs
derived for the parametric uncertainty experiments. The re-
sults of the experiments are presented as plots of ice extent
and volume through time and by visualisations of ice extent
and volume from ice sheets in equilibrium, using probability
maps. Additionally histograms of the associated PDFs are
given. Finally, we discuss the significance of the results and
their implications for those constructing, using and interpret-
ing ice sheet models.
METHODOLOGY
The GLIMMER Ice Sheet Model
Physical laws relating to the dynamics of glaciers have long
been incorporated into numerical models of ice flow so that
predictions might be made about past, present and future ice
sheet behaviour (e.g. Huybrechts and Le Meur, 1999; Oerle-
mans and others, 1998; Hulton and others, 1994). We aim to
test how uncertainty in various model input parameters can
affect the result of such ice sheet models. To achieve this, we
employ a community ice sheet model called GLIMMER (Gen-
eral Land Ice Model for Multiply Enabled Regions (Payne,
1999)) which builds upon the foundations laid down by the
modelling studies of Huybrechts (1986), Boulton and Payne
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(1992) and Payne and Dongelmans (1997). Ice dynamics cal-
culations implement the shallow ice approximation (Hutter,
1983), a widely used approach which assumes that bedrock
and ice surface slopes are small enough that normal stress
components can be neglected. The ice flow law parameter
is handled by a three-dimensional thermomechanical model.
A full outline of the numerics implemented in GLIMMER is
provided by Hagdorn and others (2007) and Paterson (1994)
provides additional context to the derivation of these mechan-
ics.
The ability of a modelled ice sheet to grow and interact
with its bed and climate is strongly dependant upon basal ice
velocities. In GLIMMER, the velocities of the basal ice vb at
any one point are determined as a function of the basal shear
stress (τb) and the effective pressure (N = ice overburden
pressure - basal water pressure) thus:
vb = k τ
p
b N
−q (1)
where k is a constant describing the thermomechanical prop-
erties of ice and p and q are positive integers (Paterson, 1994).
The basal slip coefficient tb, also known as the basal traction
parameter, determines the dependence of the thermomechan-
ical properties of ice upon N and therefore assumes that k
and N−q can be integrated as a single parameter. Equation
1 can therefore be simplified (Hagdorn and others, 2007) to:
vb = tb τb (2)
Sliding is assumed to occur when ice temperature at the bed
reaches pressure melting point (taking into account both a
user defined geothermal heat flux - Gtherm - and calculated
frictional heat contributions) at which point the ice can de-
tach from the bed and begin sliding due to the presence of
water. Its ability to do so is a function of tb which is calculated
as a linear function of basal melt rate (bmelt):
tb = min(tbmax , bsoft + tbslopebmelt) (3)
The slope of the function is given by tbslope, the softness of
the bed is given by a parameter bsoft and the basal traction is
limited from becoming too large by the value of tbmax. Vari-
ability in the basal traction parameter will therefore alter the
behaviour and form of the resulting ice mass.
At each timestep, the model requires spatial parameterisation
of surface mass balance and air temperature as inputs. We fol-
low the approach of Jamieson and Sugden (2008) to generate
these inputs. The distinction between snowfall (which only
occurs below a given temperature - tsnow) and rainfall across
the model domain is determined using a positive degree day
(PDD) model (Reeh, 1991). The PDD approach makes the as-
sumption that melt at the ice or land surface is proportional
to the number of days (integrated through time) in which the
air temperature (T ) rises above freezing point. The number
of positive degree days is therefore proportional to the energy
available for melting. Melt (w) is calculated by:
w = DDF
year∫
max(T, 0) dt (4)
whereDDF is the degree day factor describing the density and
albedo of snow or ice (DDF is different for each). The melt
calculation further assumes that there is an annual sinusoidal
cyclicity (i.e. seasonality) to air temperature, which is calcu-
lated by taking the mean annual temperature and an associ-
ated half-range (trange). Further diurnal deviations from the
sinusoidally shifted mean annual temperature are accounted
for by assuming that this variability has a normal distribu-
tion with a standard deviation of 5 ◦C. The mean annual air
temperature (MAAT) at the land or ice surface is calculated
given a MAAT at sea level which is then adjusted to the sur-
face using an atmospheric lapse rate (lrate). The model also
incorporates a firn model to account for the fraction (wmax) of
melted snow that refreezes to become superimposed ice. The
patterns of precipitation and MAAT used as inputs to this
model are described in the section ‘Climate Forcing’ below.
The Earth can be approximated as a thin elastic layer
(the lithosphere) that floats above the asthenosphere. GLIM-
MER treats these two components separately and can do
so in a number of ways. The flexural rigidity of the litho-
sphere is modelled as it responds to changes in load (Lambeck
and Nakiboglu, 1980). The response of the asthenosphere to
changes in overburden is modelled so that mantle flow is ap-
proximated over time as an exponentially decaying hydro-
static response function (Hagdorn and others, 2007)
The model has been tested in the EISMINT experiments
(Payne and others, 2000; Huybrechts and others, 1996), and
it has been employed to gain better understanding of ice dy-
namics (e.g. Le Brocq and others, 2006). Furthermore, it has
been used as a tool to reconstruct ice sheet configurations
over numerous regions and time periods (Jamieson and Sug-
den, 2008; Lunt and others, 2008; Payne, 1999; Payne and
Baldwin, 1999).
Study area
For the experiments, we use basal topography of Fennoscan-
dia extracted from 30 arc-second resolution GLOBE DEM
data (GLOBE Task Team & others, 1999) between 50 and
72◦N and between 14◦W and 56◦ E. This is merged with
ETOPO2 bathymetric data (NGDC, 2006) at 2 minute res-
olution and transformed to Albers Equal Area projection.
Thus the open water-bodies in GLOBE are filled by ETOPO2
data, and resampled to 10 km resolution. The model domain
covers an area of 2580 by 2370 km, with a minimum elevation
of -3882m and a maximum elevation of 1960 m.
Climate Forcing
The primary objective of the experiments described in this
paper is to investigate the influence of uncertainty in topogra-
phy, climate, and model parameters upon modelled ice sheet
extent and volumes. To this end, we are concerned with gen-
erating ice sheets in which parameters are varied and which
can be compared to a benchmark simulation of a Fennoscan-
dian ice sheet.
For precipitation rates, CRU (2006) and IPCC (2006) ob-
servation data of recent climate were used to interpolate a
precipitation scheme (Fig. 1), which can be scaled and varied
over time. Notable features are high values of precipitation
along the western coastal regions, with the highest precipita-
tion of ca. 2.6 m per year occurring in the southwest fjords.
CRU and IPCC climate data from 30 year observation pe-
riods were also used to compile MAAT at sea-level for the
study area. From this data, latitudinal dependencies were de-
rived to construct an input temperature field at sea-level that
matches the general trends from observation data and gets
colder with increased latitude. For modelling steady state ice
sheets on Fennoscandia, recent mean temperature was low-
ered by a constant value over the whole modelling domain
(c.f. Forsstro¨m and Greve, 2004; Huybrechts and de Wolde,
1999).
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Preliminary sensitivity tests for different temperature and
precipitation schemes were run to determine an optimal cli-
mate setup for the DEM uncertainty analysis as well as the
parametric uncertainty tests. Lowering of present-day tem-
perature by 10 to 14 ◦C, approximately resembling the cool-
ing during the Last Glacial Maximum (Ritz and others, 1997),
proved to produce stable and sensible ice sheet extents.
0 500 1 000250 Kilometers
Precipitation   [mm/a]
200 - 400
401 - 600
601 - 800
801 - 1 000
1 001 - 1 200
1 201 - 1 400
1 401 - 1 600
1 601 - 1 800
1 801 - 2 000
2 001 - 2 200
2 201 - 2 400
2 401 - 2 600
¯
Fig. 1: Precipitation scheme for Fennoscandia compiled from
present day CRU and IPCC observation data serving as base-
line input for the GLIMMER ISM.
DEM Uncertainty Experiments
Digital elevation models (DEMs) are subject to uncertain-
ties generated from sources such as resampling and data ac-
curacy. GLOBE DEM data, commonly used for modelling
in Fennoscandia, is known to contain substantial uncertain-
ties originating from numerous data sources, from compila-
tion methods and from measurement errors. Despite claims
as to the need for detailed error models as an integral part
of digital elevation data (Ehlschlaeger and Goodchild, 1994),
common DEMs such as GLOBE are distributed with only
global error or accuracy figures (Fisher, 1998) as described by
the root mean squared error RMSE (Hastings and Dunbar,
1999). These global accuracy figures have proven unrealistic
and are of limited use as they lack information on the spatial
distribution of error which is often spatially correlated with
topographic attributes such as altitude or slope (Oksanen and
Sarjakoski, 2005; Holmes and others, 2000).
Therefore, in order to realistically model DEM uncertainty
including spatial dependencies, higher order reference data is
necessary where no explicit error model exists. Because of the
limited availability of such reference data for large regions of
Fennoscandia, a model for simulating GLOBE DEM uncer-
tainty has been developed (Hebeler and Purves, in press,a,
b). This model assesses GLOBE DEM error properties over
a number of mountainous regions where higher order refer-
ence data (SRTM, Jarvis and others, 2006) is available. Using
these regions, characteristics of error magnitude and spatial
configuration, including its correlation with DEM character-
istics such as elevation, slope and roughness, have been as-
sessed. Analysis showed GLOBE error to be best modelled
using deterministic components of uncertainty, modelled us-
ing regression, combined with stochastic elements. While the
deterministic components reproduced the amount and spa-
tial configuration of uncertainty well, the stochastic elements
allow the produced uncertainty surfaces to be used within
Monte Carlo Simulations. The resulting uncertainty surfaces
are essentially surfaces of deviations from the original eleva-
tion data in meters, and are added to the GLOBE DEM.
Using this uncertainty model derived from areas with ex-
isting reference data, a suite of 150 uncertainty surfaces at
1 km resolution for Fennoscandia were produced. These un-
certainty surfaces were then added to the original GLOBE
DEM, resampled to 10 km and used as input to the GLIM-
MER ISM for Monte Carlo Simulations, thus allowing assess-
ment of the impact of GLOBE DEM uncertainty on ISM re-
sults. The baseline model setup was used in our simulations,
with present MAAT lowered by -10 ◦C, -12 ◦C and -14 ◦C,
respectively, producing three sets of ISM runs. In order to
determine the number of runs necessary to obtain stable and
reliable results, the standard deviation of modelled ice extent
across all model runs, as well as the standard deviation of this
standard deviation, were plotted against the increasing num-
ber of runs, until both measures stabilised towards a constant
value (Raaflaub and Collins, 2006). For each set, the mean
and standard deviation of modelled ice extent and volume
after 30ka model years across all runs were evaluated, and
probability maps (Hunter and Goodchild, 1995) were com-
piled, as a measure of the frequency with which each cell was
glaciated across a suite of MCS runs.
Parameter Sensitivity
Using the PDD approach for determining snow melt in GLIM-
MER, five parameters influence the temperature forcing. These
are the mean annual air temperature at sea-level, the latitu-
dinal dependency of temperature, the seasonal variation of
temperature, the atmospheric lapse rate and the geothermal
heat flux. Additionally, four parameters influence the ISM via
their explicit or implicit dependence on temperature, namely
the degree day factors for ice and snow, the threshold tem-
perature for precipitation to fall as snow and the meltwater
refreezing fraction (Fig. 2).
The following parameters were thus selected for initial sen-
sitivity testing in order to identify sensible parameter ranges
for PUA:
Mean annual air temperature and latitudinal dependency
- MAAT
Atmospheric lapse rate - lrate
Annual temperature half-range (seasonal variation) - trange
Precipitation - precip
Degree day factor for ice - DDFice
Degree day factor for snow - DDFsnow
Geothermal heat flux - Gtherm
Threshold temperature for precipitation to fall as snow -
tsnow
Meltwater refreezing fraction - wmax
The modelling of basal water and basal traction can influence
ice sheet configuration due to their importance in controlling
basal ice velocities. A flow enhancement factor is often used
in ISMs as a tuning parameter to adjust ice flow properties,
for example for layers of soft or warm ice. Thus, the following
three additional parameters were tested, giving a total of 12:
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Flow enhancement factor - ffac
Ice thickness threshold for resolving physics - icelimit
Basal traction rate - btrc
The influence of each of these parameters upon mass balance
and ice dynamics and their interrelations within GLIMMER
are schematically depicted in Figure 2.
Results
Modelled Ice Sheet
Climate
MAAT
lrate trange precip
tsnow
gtherm
Parameters
DDFice DDFsnow wmaxbtrc ffac icelimit
ISM 
Mass Balance
Ablation Accumulation
Ice Dynamics
Fig. 2: Relational diagram of the ISM parameters used in the
sensitivity and parametric uncertainty analyses.
For all parameters, initial values as well as variation ranges
were derived from the literature and are described in detail in
the following section. Additionally, for climate forcing, varia-
tion was derived from uncertainty in the input data, e.g. using
differences between CRU and IPCC data and by account-
ing for uncertainty given in the respective metadata. Using
information from the literature along with details of input
data uncertainty and sensitivity, a probability density func-
tion (PDF) was derived for each parameter, in order to be
used in the parametric uncertainty analysis. For this analy-
sis, a suite of 510 input configurations for GLIMMER was
created, whereby each of the 12 parameters listed above was
randomly assigned a value according to the corresponding
PDF.
SENSITIVITY TESTS
In this section, the sensitivity tests using the selected model
parameters are presented and discussed, and probability den-
sity functions to be used within the parametric uncertainty
analysis are deduced for each parameter.
Parameter ranges and PDFs
For each parameter the value range and selection criteria used
within each sensitivity test are given here. A PDF to be used
within the parametric uncertainty analysis for each parame-
ter is deduced using the input criteria as well as the model
sensitivity. An overview of both the tested parameter range
as well as the resulting model sensitivity is given at the end
of this section.
MAAT and latitudinal dependency
Differences found between the IPCC and CRU climate data
sets used to derive MAATs lie in the range of -5 to +7 ◦C.
This value range is similar to that reported by Christensen
and others (1998) for CRU data compared against data from
the Danish Meteorological Institute. Using these mapped dif-
ferences as a basis, MAATs were varied in steps of 1◦C for the
sensitivity tests, spanning a range from -8 to -16 ◦C cooling
relative to present sea-level MAAT. Because the latitudinal
variability of temperature is implicitly captured within the
variation of MAAT compiled from the CRU and IPCC obser-
vations, model sensitivity to latitudinal temperature depen-
dency was not explicitly tested and was kept constant for the
PUA.
Probability Distribution Function for MAAT:
Sensitivity tests for MAAT (Fig. 3a) revealed that tempera-
ture reductions of less than 8 ◦C prevented any ice growth,
because high ablation rates prevented ice nucleation at these
temperatures. Temperature decreases of 9 ◦C resulted in the
formation of small ice caps, but high ablation rates still pre-
vented the formation of larger ice sheets. For temperature re-
ductions of more than 16 ◦C, modelled ice sheets reached the
borders of the modelling domain. Modelled ice extent after
30ka years shows an almost linear dependency with temper-
ature decreases between -9 and -16 ◦C, thus indicating the
relatively large influence of MAAT on model results within
this range.
Because the baseline scenario, using a reduction from present
day temperature of -12 ◦C, proved to give stable results for
all parameter variations, it was chosen as the mean for the
MAAT PDF in the PUA. Because the probability of tem-
perature scenarios above or below this mean should decrease
towards the extreme ends of -8 and -16 ◦C, a normal distri-
bution with a standard deviation of 1.5 ◦C (N[-12,1.5]) was
chosen as the PDF for the PUA. Thus, 95% (the 2 standard
deviation range) of all temperatures lie between -9 to -15 ◦C
(Fig. 4a).
Seasonal temperature variation
To account for seasonal variation of air temperature, the
MAAT imposed on the ISM is altered using a sinusoidal func-
tion with a default half-range of 9 ◦C. This corresponds to an
overall range in yearly mean temperatures of 18 ◦C, a range
characteristic of present day maritime and semi-continental
climates. According to Christensen and others (1998) current
seasonal variation over Scandinavia ranges between 10 and
20 ◦C. The seasonal temperature range however is known to
be strongly dependent on continentality and MAAT, and thus
can take on higher values for continental locations or lower
ranges for extremely cold climates. For the initial sensitiv-
ity testing, seasonal temperature amplitudes between 3 and
15 ◦C have therefore been used (Fig. 3b).
Probability Distribution Function for trange:
Seasonal variation in temperature (trange) proved to have a
large influence on ISM results. For the baseline approach with
a -12 ◦C temperature reduction, the variation of the seasonal
temperature amplitude exhibited a non-linear dependency on
the modelled ice extent. Because higher seasonal variations
are more likely to raise temperatures above freezing and thus
cause ablation during parts of the year for a certain location,
elevation threshold effects are likely to play a role in the sen-
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sitivity results (Hebeler and Purves, in press,b). Variations in
trange of between 3 and 11
◦C resulted in stable, sensible ISM
results. While slightly higher variations are still supported
by the sensitivity results (Fig. 3b), a half range of less then
3 ◦C results in unrealistically large ice sheet configurations.
The seasonal temperature range amplitude was therefor var-
ied according to a normal distribution around a mean of 9 ◦C
N[9,2]. This yields a PDF with the two standard deviation
range (95%) between approx. 5 and 13 ◦C (Fig. 4b).
Lapse rate
The input temperature that is used to force ice sheet growth
is the air temperature at the upper surface. Surface eleva-
tion is equivalent to the bedrock elevation for ice-free areas -
for glaciated areas ice thickness is added - and surface tem-
perature is extrapolated from sea-level MAAT using an atmo-
spheric lapse rate, which is commonly taken to be 6.5◦C km−1
(Stone and Carlson, 1979). However, the moist adiabatic lapse
rate is subject to seasonal and latitudinal variation as well as
being dependent on height and atmospheric stability, and is
suggested to be a better approximation to the atmospheric
lapse rate in the middle and lower troposphere (Stone and
Carlson, 1979). The lapse rate also varies with air moisture
content, and increases up to 9.8◦C km−1 for dry air. For cold,
high latitude regions, lapse rates have been shown to be fairly
constant and nearly sub moist adiabatic.
Air pressure, seasonal variation or temperature/precipitation
dependencies of the lapse rate are not explicitly considered
in our climate forcing. However, variation of the lapse rate
for the sensitivity testing was chosen to reflect the maximum
influence that these factors might have upon lapse rate vari-
ability. Most models in very cold, dry environments such as
Antarctica are generated using lapse rates of 7-9 ◦C km−1
(Jamieson and others, 2008; van der Veen, 2002; Thompson
and Pollard, 1997). For their climate simulation, Christensen
and others (1998) use a temporally variable lapse rate which
ranges by between 5 and 6 ◦C km−1 across the year, and
Charbit and others (2007, 2002) apply a lapse rate of 8 ◦C
km−1 for their model of the Fennoscandian ice sheet. Reeh
(1991) suggests a lapse rate of 8 ◦C km−1 for polar regions.
Given the uncertainty regarding appropriate lapse rates over
different regions, we select the maximum and minimum pre-
viously used rates of between 5 and 9 ◦C km−1 for use in our
sensitivity analysis (Fig. 3c).
Probability Distribution Function for lrate:
Because of its direct relationship to temperature, modelled
ice sheet extent and volume is highly sensitive to lapse rate
(Fig. 3c) within the tested parameter range. An increase of
the lapse rate from 5 to 6.5 ◦C km−1 almost doubles ice ex-
tent and volume, while a further increase to 8◦C km−1 results
in a smaller magnitude response. Because of the cold climate
conditions, the mean lapse rate for our experiment was as-
sumed to be slightly higher than the commonly chosen value
of 6.5 ◦C km−1 and was set to 7 ◦C km−1. For the PUA,
a PDF based on a normal distribution around this mean of
7 ◦C km−1 with a standard deviation of 1 ◦C km−1 was se-
lected (N[7,1]). The value range deduced from the literature
(5-9 ◦C km−1) is thus covered within the 95% interval of the
PDF (Fig. 4c).
Precipitation
The range and distribution of precipitation derived from CRU
and IPCC data compares well with that given by Christensen
and others (1998). However their reported bias of CRU pre-
cipitation data compared to observation varies for different
regions by between 15 and 30%. This range was used to de-
rive values for initial sensitivity tests and served as a basis for
parametric variation. Precipitation over Fennoscandia ranges
from about 0.4 m to 2.5 m per year, where most regions re-
ceive a mean of ca. 1 m of precipitation. In order to preserve
the spatial precipitation scheme, and to avoid unreasonably
large changes to areas that had either high or low precipita-
tion, precipitation rates for the sensitivity tests were scaled
as a percentage of the derived baseline scheme.
For the sensitivity test, variations in the range of -40% to
+40%, relative to present day distribution were applied. As
the impact of precipitation is strongly dependant on the mean
temperature, sensitivity tests were conducted for three tem-
perature scenarios, where recent MAAT has been lowered by
10, 12 and 14 ◦C, respectively (Fig. 3d-3f), in order to ascer-
tain stable model runs for combinations of high precipitation
rates and low temperatures.
Probability Distribution Function for precip:
As expected, the impact of varying precipitation proved to be
closely related to MAAT. Scaling of precipitation in the range
of -40 to +40% showed near linear dependencies with mod-
elled ice extent for the -10 and -12◦C scenarios. For the -14◦C
scenario, the relationship became slightly nonlinear, resulting
in unstable model runs for increases in precipitation of more
than 40%, for which ice reached the domain boundaries. Per-
turbing precipitation between -40 and +40 % however pro-
duced stable equilibrium results for MAAT lowering between
-10 and -14 ◦C. The baseline precipitation was therefore used
as the mean precipitation for the PUA PDF, and a global
value for perturbing precipitation was drawn from a normal
distribution around a mean of 0, with a standard deviation of
15% (N[0,0.15]) (Fig. 4d). This resulted in variations of pre-
cipitation between -30 and +30% in 95% of all cases. This
slightly more conservative range was chosen to ensure model
stability, while the 15% standard deviation still corresponds
well with the mean deviation of 20% of the CRU data to
meteorological observations as reported by Christensen and
others (1998).
Degree day factors for ice and snow
Degree day factors used for temperature index modelling have
been shown to vary for different regions, due to a range of
factors such as seasonal and daily temperature amplitude,
prevailing macro climate, albedo and continentality. Where
temperature index models are used in glaciological modelling,
different DDFs are commonly used for ice and snow. Hock
(2003) compiled a list of snow and ice DDFs derived from a
range of regional studies. DDFs for ice were shown to vary
between 5.4 and 20 mmd−1 ◦C−1, with most values lying in
the range between 6 and 10 mmd−1 ◦C−1. Commonly, an
average DDFice of 8 mmd
−1 ◦C−1 is used for modelling ice
melt, where DDFs can not be derived from observations. The
values compiled by Hock (2003) for DDFsnow range from a
minimum of 2.5 to 11.6mmd−1 ◦C−1, with most values in the
interval of 3-6 mmd−1 ◦C−1.
For the sensitivity tests, the DDF for ice and snow were
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varied between 6 and 10 mmd−1 ◦C−1 and between 3 and 8
mmd−1 ◦C−1, respectively.
Probability Distribution Function for DDFice and DDFsnow:
Again, being closely related to temperature, variation of the
DDFs has a large influence on the configuration of the mod-
elled ice sheets (Fig. 3g & 3h). Increasing the DDF for snow
from 3 to 4 mmd−1 ◦C−1 results in a decrease of modelled ice
sheet extent and volume by almost 10% in the -12◦C scenario.
For the parametric uncertainty analysis, the PDF forDDFice
was centered around the standard value of 8 mmd−1 ◦C−1
which was used as a mean. A normal distribution with a sigma
of 1 was used to cover the range identified in the literature of
between 6 and 10 mmd−1 ◦C−1 (N[8,1]) within the 95% in-
terval (Fig. 4e). As the standard value for DDFsnow marks the
lower end of the variation range, an exponential distribution
was chosen in this case, using a mean (µ) of 1 following the
form
y = f(x|µ) = 1
µ
e
x
µ (5)
The default value of 3 mmd−1 ◦C−1 was added to the dis-
tribution, resulting in an effective range from 3 to approx. 10
mmd−1 ◦C−1 and a mean of 4 mmd−1 ◦C −1, covering the
range of values from the literature with decreasing probabil-
ities for extreme values (Fig. 4f).
Geothermal heat flux
For geothermal heat flux, most ice sheet model experiments
assume a value of 42 mWm−2, which is a standard value for
the average heat flux of Precambrian shields. However, Pol-
lack (1982) states that heat flux is dependent on the continen-
tal age and location. Na¨slund and others (2005) have calcu-
lated the average geothermal heat flux to be 49 mWm−2 for
the Fennoscandian ice sheet, with regional variations ranging
from 30 to 83 mWm−2. In their sensitivity tests, Ritz and
others (1997) also use values of 50 and 60 mWm−2, the lat-
ter being the standard value for continents. Greve and Hutter
(1995) vary the heat flux by ±30% in their Greenland sensi-
tivity experiments, using values of 29.4, 42 and 54.6 mWm−2.
For our sensitivity tests, a variation of the geothermal heat
factor of between 35 and 65 mWm−2 was chosen (Fig. 3i).
Probability Distribution Function for Gtherm:
Ice velocity depends upon the geothermal heat flux via the
basal melt rates and resultant water pressures, which in turn
determine rates of ice sliding. However, we find that changes
in Gtherm have negligible influence on modelled ice extent and
volume (Fig. 3i). For very cold MAAT and thus low ice tem-
peratures, the influence of geothermal heat on the thermal
regime of the ice sheet is relatively small, which may ex-
plain the insensitivity to variation of this factor. However
preliminary sensitivity tests with different temperature se-
tups showed that variation of Gtherm within the given range
could influence modelled ice volume, and therefore Gtherm was
included in the PUA, and varied normally around a mean of
49 mWm−2 using N[49,7] (Fig. 4g).
Snow temperature threshold
The threshold temperature tsnow below which precipitation
is assumed to fall as snow thus contributing to accumula-
tion for mass balance modelling varies little in the literature.
For example Fabre and others (1998) and Charbit and others
(2007) use a threshold of 2 ◦C and Schneeberger and others
(2003) use a threshold of 1.5 ◦C with linear interpolation of
the rain/snow ratio from 0.5 to 2.5◦C. Most other models em-
ploy a fixed threshold of 1◦C. Sensitivity testing thus covered
this range of between 0.5 and 2.5 ◦C (Fig. 3j).
Probability Distribution Function for tsnow:
The influence of the air temperature threshold for precipita-
tion to fall as snow is slightly larger on modelled ice volumes
than extents. Furthermore, we observe nonlinear behaviour
in our models due to the spatial distribution of precipitation,
which result in local effects overlying global response pat-
terns. This suggests that variation of the threshold temper-
ature is a potentially important factor despite the relatively
low overall impact compared to that of MAAT. For the PDF,
the standard value of 1 ◦C was assumed to have the highest
probability. As the upper and lower end of the variation range
are physically constrained, and are not symmetric around the
mean of 1, a lognormal distribution (µ = 0.1, σ = 0.3) was
chosen for the PUA, with maxima and minima constrained to
3 and 0.5, respectively. For simplicity, random values below
0.5 or above 3 were set to 1, explaining the slight peak in the
PDF (Fig. 4h).
Refreezing fraction
The refreezing fraction wmax prescribes the amount of melted
snow that refreezes to form superimposed ice. The default
value of 0.6 thus states that the first 60% of snow melted by
the potential ablation forms superimposed ice, while the rest
is lost as runoff. The model is designed so that if potential
ablation is greater than the volume of precipitation (as snow),
superimposed ice first melts, before ice itself melts. The ratio
of 0.6 has been used in a suite of papers on Greenland ice sheet
modelling in the early 1990’s (Huybrechts and others, 1991;
Letre´guilly and others, 1991a,b). Even though some models
and measurements suggest lower values might be appropriate
or that no superimposed ice forms (e.g. Lefebre and others,
2003), a ratio of 0.6 is commonly applied in the modelling of
large ice sheets. We tested refreezing fractions of between 0.4
and 0.8 for their impact on ISM results (Fig. 3k).
Probability Distribution Function for wmax:
The refreezing fraction had a considerable influence when var-
ied within the range tested (Fig. 3k), and is an important fac-
tor for uncertainty analysis. This is because as wmax is applied
globally over the model domain, it is uncoupled from influ-
encing factors such as climate, ice rheology and topography.
Within our PUA, the refreezing fraction is therefore varied
around the standard value of 0.6 using a normal distribution
N[0.6,0.065] (Fig. 4i).
Basal traction constant / Basal sliding
In reality, as basal traction is dependent upon such factors
as basal hydrology, the presence of deformable sediment or
bedrock and basal sediment saturation (Jamieson and others,
2008), one global constant is unlikely to represent the differ-
ent conditions prevailing under an ice sheet. Basal traction
specifies the dependence of the thermomechanical properties
of ice upon effective pressure. By prescribing basal traction
as a function of basal melt rate bmelt, as we do here, spa-
tial variations in the thermal field of the ice sheet become
more gradual than if it were prescribed purely by the pres-
ence or not of water at the bed. Above a certain thresh-
old of basal melt rate, basal sliding is at a constant maxi-
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mum in our model. Ritz and others (1997) use a constant
of 3×10−8ma−1 Pa−2, Payne (1995) applies a sliding multi-
plier of 5×10−3ma−1 Pa−1, the standard value of the EIS-
MINT experiments is 1×10−3ma−1 Pa−1 (Payne and others,
2000). Jamieson and others (2008) use basal traction con-
stants of 2×10−3 and 5×10−3ma−1 Pa−1 to explore ice sheet
behaviour. For our sensitivity tests, two different ways of cal-
culating basal traction were used to test the importance of
the inclusion of a basal melt rate parameterisation. In a first
approach, a constant basal traction value was applied where
basal ice is at the pressure melting point. This set of results
was used to determine the range of basal sliding rates to test
with the second approach, where basal sliding is a function
of basal melt water (Eq. 3). In this second sensitivity test,
both minimum and maximum basal traction rates (tbmax) as
well as the slope of the linear relationship between melt rate
and basal traction (tbslope) were varied in order to determine
optimal model setup (e.g. Fig. 3l).
Probability Distribution Function for btrc:
Changes in basal traction values have a considerable impact
on ISM results and behaviour setup, through their influence
on model stability via velocity calculations. If basal sliding
is modelled using a constant where basal ice is at melting
point (e.g. sliding and basal traction are set to either on or
off), an initial increase from 0.1×10−3 to 1×10−3ma−1 Pa−1
results in growth of ice volume and extent. Increasing the
basal traction constant then reduces both volume and ex-
tent, and triggers oscillation of the ice sheet margins. This
instability is due to the lack of transition between zero and
maximum values of basal sliding, and was identified previ-
ously by Payne and Dongelmans (1997). For high basal sliding
constants, this on/off scenario locally results in enhanced ice
flow over the base, which in turn results in a rapid drawdown
of ice, which decreases ice thicknesses locally. This continues
until a threshold minimum ice thickness and in turn driv-
ing stress is reached, whereby the warm streaming features
shut down while ice thicknesses again build up, to a state
whereby rapid flow can once again be initialised. Because of
these instabilities, very high basal sliding rates (enabled by
high btrc constants) do not lead to increases in overall ice
extent. However, the impact of changes in basal traction very
much depends on the method used for handling basal water
in the ice sheet, and on local bedrock topography. If the basal
sliding is modelled as a linear function of basal melt rate, with
transition zones between areas of maximum and zero sliding,
these instabilities are dampened, and the basal traction con-
figuration has less influence on the modelled ice extent and
volume (Fig. 3l).
While oscillating behaviour can be found in real ice streams,
in ice sheet models not accounting for longitudinal stresses it
is likely to be a numerical artefact, especially where basal
traction is uncoupled from basal melt rates (Payne and Bald-
win, 2000). As model instabilities, which are the result of nu-
merical limitations, can influence results, for the PUA a con-
servative setup was chosen, using a (minimum) basal traction
constant of 0.1×10−3ma−1 Pa−1, a slope of 0.02 and vari-
ation of the maximum basal traction constant drawn ran-
domly from a log-normal distribution (µ = 1e−05, σ = 0.75
[ma−1 Pa−1]), suitable for covering the wide range of possi-
ble values between 0.1×10−3ma−1 Pa−1 and approximately
7×10−3ma−1 Pa−1 (Fig. 4j).
Flow enhancement factor
A flow enhancement factor ffac is commonly used as a tun-
ing factor. While a standard factor of 1 is often applied in
ice sheet models (e.g. Pattyn, 2003), higher factors are often
used to simulate changes in the physical properties of ice, for
example Fabre and others (1995) used this factor to represent
layers of softer Weichselian ice in the Greenland ice sheet. In
their sensitivity study of a Greenland ISM, Ritz and others
(1997) used flow enhancement factors of 1, 3 and 5, values
also used in previous experiments (e.g. Greve and Hutter,
1995; Fabre and others, 1995; Huybrechts and others, 1991;
Letre´guilly and others, 1991a). Sensitivity of ice extent and
volume to flow factors of between 0.5 and 5 have therefore
been explored in our sensitivity tests (Fig. 3m).
Probability Distribution Function for ffac:
The sensitivity tests showed ice extent to be relatively insen-
sitive to changes in flow factor, while the volume varied by
up to 10% with each 0.5 point change in flow factor (between
values of 0.5 and 1.5), while flow factors larger than 2 have
less effect on the ice volume (Fig. 3m). This effect can be ex-
plained by the lower viscosity of ice simulated through an
increased flow enhancement factor. The ‘softer’ ice thus flows
faster to lower elevations, where it is ablated, thus prevent-
ing the build up of ice at higher elevations. This results in
comparable ice extent yet decreased volume. Based on these
results and the commonly used values for the flow enhance-
ment factor, the PDF was chosen to vary around the default
value of 1. As the parameter range of the flow factor around
this standard value is asymmetric, a lognormal distribution
was chosen for the PUA, with µ = 0.1 and σ = 0.36. The dis-
tribution was limited to a minimum of 0.5 by setting values
below 0.5 to 1, explaining the peak in the PDF plot (Fig. 4k).
Ice limit
Because for small ice thicknesses, only minimal deformation
will occur, the full thermodynamic equations need not to be
solved. For computational efficiency, a minimum ice thickness
threshold exists in GLIMMER, above which ice dynamics are
solved. The default limit is 500 m, which corresponds to a
maximum slope of 2.5% at 20 km resolution or 5% at 10 km.
Using the shallow ice approximation, it has been shown that
ISMs become unstable when dealing with slopes above 10%,
corresponding to an ice thickness change of 1000 m at the
resolution of 10 km used in these experiments. Lowering the
threshold results in an increased computational demand for
little gain in the predictive ability of the model because flow
rates at very low slopes are negligible. Sensitivity tests were
thus performed using conservative thresholds of between 200
and 600 m (Fig. 3n).
Probability Distribution Function for icelimit:
As expected, the impact of changing the ice limit threshold
has little effect on the modelled configuration of ice sheets,
while the calculation time significantly increased for low val-
ues (up to 30% for limits of 200 m instead of the default 500
m). However, variation of the ice limit results in nonlinear
behaviour, and has a slightly higher influence on modelled
ice volume than on extents.
Despite the limited sensitivity of modelled ice masses to these
effects, the ice limit threshold is nevertheless included in the
PUA for completeness. As no distribution can be deduced
from the literature, and the parameter does not represent
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Fig. 3: (a-h) Sensitivity of modelled ice sheet extents to variation in input parameters MAAT, seasonal temperature variation,
lapse rate, precipitation at -10, -12 and -14 ◦C, and DDF for ice and snow.
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(l) Basal traction as a function of basal melt
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Fig. 3: (i-n) Sensitivity of modelled ice sheet extents (solid) and volume (dashed) to variation in geothermal heat flux, snow
threshold temperature, refreezing fraction, basal traction (as a function of basal melt rate), flow enhancement factor and the
ice thickness threshold to solve ice dynamics.
a physical process, a uniform distribution between 200 and
600 m was chosen for the PUA (Fig. 4l).
Results and Discussion of Sensitivity Tests
The sensitivity tests conducted prior to the PUA indicate
that the modelled ISM extent and volumes are most sensi-
tive to input parameters that influence mass balance (com-
pare Fig. 2, Tab. 1): the tested range of mean annual air tem-
perature (Fig. 3a) and seasonal variation in air temperature
(Fig. 3b) resulted in the largest variations in modelled extent
(up to 200%) in the sensitivity tests. Up to a 100% change was
recorded for variation in precipitation for the -12 and -14 ◦C
scenarios (Fig. 3e,3f). The impact of lapse rate (Fig. 3c), pre-
cipitation at -10 ◦C and the DDFs of ice and snow (Figs. 3g
& 3h) was of the range of 40-75%.
Model parameters that control ice dynamics have less in-
fluence over ice sheet model results, variation of basal trac-
tion (Fig. 3l), the flow enhancement factor (Fig. 3m) and the
refreezing factor (Fig. 3k) had an impact upon modelled ice
extent of around 10-20%. Additionally, the variation of both
the geothermal heat flux (Fig. 3i) and snow threshold tem-
perature (Fig. 3j) parameters within their tested ranges were
found to have limited influence on both modelled ice extent
and volume (around 1-2%). Varying the ice thickness thresh-
old (Fig. 3n) for resolving of dynamics had a low to medium
nonlinear impact on model results, which varied by about
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Fig. 4: Probability distribution functions of the tested model parameters mean annual air temperature, seasonal temperature
range, lapse rate, precipitation, DDF for ice and snow, geothermal heat flux and snow threshold temperature used in the
parametric uncertainty function.
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Fig. 4: (continued) Probability distribution functions of the tested model parameters refreezing fraction, maximum basal
traction, flow factor and ice limit used in the parametric uncertainty function.
5%. In general the impact of changing the above parameters
is slightly smaller on extent than volume.
While ‘external’ climate parameters have a greater influ-
ence on ice sheet configurations, the ‘internal’ parameters
that control ice dynamics can influence model stability, shown
by our sensitivity tests for different basal traction configura-
tions. The effect these parameters have on model stability
can be observed when examining ice sheet behaviour. For ex-
ample particular selections of parameter values can generate
oscillations in ice flow. Therefore parameter setups have been
chosen that are unlikely to trigger model instabilities, and
because of the use of these more conservative value ranges,
the influence of internal ice dynamics model parameters as-
sociated with internal ice dynamics might be low compared
to those of the climate forcing module.
While the strong influence of climate parameters concurs
with previous findings (Huybrechts and de Wolde, 1999), the
sensitivity of modelled ice sheets to some other parameters
is more controversial. For instance Huybrechts and de Wolde
(1999) have found basal melt rates to have a large influence
on mass balance of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets,
and melt rates of 10-30m/a have been found for ice shelves
(Rignot and Thomas, 2002; Huybrechts and de Wolde, 1999).
For grounded ice, basal melt rates are heavily determined by
the geothermal heat flux, and high basal melt rates under the
Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are explained by multi-
ples of the normally assumed fluxes of 56 mW m−2. Fahne-
stock and others (2001) report local basal melt rates of up to
1m/a for the Greenland ice sheet. In our experiments how-
ever, maximum basal melt rates lie in the range of 0.5 to
1 m/a, and variation of the geothermal heat flux showed lit-
tle impact on modelled ice extent or volume, in agreement
with findings by Ritz and others (1997). This inconsistency
could be explained by the conservative selection of parame-
ter variation values, but since the applied values are averages
over the whole modelling domain, higher rates appeared to
be unreasonable and unsupported by the literature. Another
possible explanation is that in our model setups, ice thick-
ness variation (and therefore topography) is a dominant fac-
tor influencing basal melt rates through overburden pressure.
Because rapid variations in ice thickness are driving large dif-
ferences in overburden pressure, they may overlay the impact
of changes in geothermal heat flux. In this case higher vari-
ations in Gtherm than the ones applied in our studies (which
we assumed to be unrealistic) would show a greater impact
on modelled ice extents and volumes.
Our experiments showed that increasing flow enhancement
factors had a considerable effect on reducing modelled ice vol-
ume and to a lesser amount ice extent. In contrast Ritz and
others (1997) experienced a slight increase in modelled ice ex-
tent for initial increases of the flow factor for their Greenland
experiments. Similar behaviour can be observed for variation
in basal sliding comparing the two sets of experiments. Pos-
sible explanations may lie both in the topography and the
climate configurations. For example, the Greenland ice sheet
margin positions are not only limited through high ablation
in lower areas, but also by mass transport from the accu-
mulation areas. In this case the lower ice viscosity simulated
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Baseline Impact (% deviation from baseline)
Parameter Unit Value Range Extent Volume Ratio Fig.
Temperature MAAT ◦C -12 -8 - -16 217.8 250.0 0.87 3a
Seasonal temperature variation trange ◦C 9 3 - 15 238.7 263.5 0.91 3b
Lapse rate lrate ◦C/km 6.5 5 - 9 75.4 105.3 0.72 3c
Precipitation -10 ◦C precip % [m/a] 100 60 - 140 241.7 315.1 0.77 3d
Precipitation -12 ◦C precip % [m/a] 100 60 - 140 111.1 147.8 0.75 3e
Precipitation -14 ◦C precip % [m/a] 100 60 - 140 74.6 126.2 0.59 3f
Degree day factor for ice DDFice mm/d
◦C 8 6 - 10 40.3 49.2 0.82 3g
Degree day factor for snow DDFsnow mm/d ◦C 3 3 - 8 44.6 51.3 0.87 3h
Geothermal heat flux Gtherm mW/m
2 45 35 - 65 0.8 2.4 0.33 3i
Snow threshold temperature tsnow ◦C 1 0.5 - 2.5 1.7 1.7 1.03 3j
Refreezing fraction wmax 0.6 0.4 - 0.8 9.5 11.1 0.86 3k
Maximum basal traction btrc m/a Pa 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.007 21.2 21.7 0.98 3l
Flow enhancement factor ffac 1 0.5 - 5 15.5 43.3 0.36 3m
Ice dynamic limit icelimit m 500 200 - 600 5.0 7.7 0.65 3n
DEM uncertainty -10 ◦C DEM m 0 -1044 - 1044 26.5 37.3 0.71
DEM uncertainty -12 ◦C DEM m 0 -1044 - 1044 16.9 23.4 0.72
DEM uncertainty -14 ◦C DEM m 0 -1044 - 1044 3.3 5.8 0.57
Table 1: Sensitivity test parameters: default values of the baseline approach, tested parameter range, and impact on modelled
ice extent and volume. Impact is measured as the deviation range from the baseline (default) value after 30 ka in percent. Ratio
is the ratio of relative impact of parameter variation on extent when compared to volume. Precipitation [m/a] for each of the
three temperature scenarios is varied in percent relative to the baseline input scenario. Maximum basal traction modelled using
a slope of 0.02 for the basal melt function. Results of the DEM uncertainty test shown for comparison, with local maximum
and minimum modelled uncertainty in meters, are discussed in the DEM uncertainty section.
by a higher flow factor would allow ice to flow further with-
out being ablated. The relatively large seasonal temperature
variations in our model setup make it likely for an area to
experience ablation during some time of the year, especially
for lower elevations. Therefore increases in ice extent during
colder periods of the year may ablate during the summer, and
not contribute to the long-term expansion of the ice sheet.
The baseline parameters and their range examined in our
sensitivity tests have been carefully compiled. However both
parameter ranges and parameter PDFs are approximations or
still based on assumptions. The impact on modelled ice extent
and volume of varying parameters across the ranges given in
Table 1 are therefore not applicable for a direct comparison
with each other or results from other studies. Nevertheless the
impact and the impact ratio (impact on extent/volume, mea-
sure as deviation from mean in percent) for each parameter
can be used to compare the relative influence of each of the
factors on ISM results. The derived impact ratio (Tab. 1) can
also be used to compare whether parameters have a predomi-
nant influence either on modelled ice extent or volume. This is
an important consideration in understanding the mechanisms
through which these parameters influence the ISM.
In general, the impact ratio of parameter variation on mod-
elled ice extent and volume is around 0.8 (Tab. 1). This slightly
higher impact of uncertainty on modelled ice volume can be
explained by the fact that ice extent is a two dimensional mea-
surement. By contrast the calculation of ice volume is three
dimensional and the variation of ice thickness is explicitly in-
cluded. Because of the influence of topographic uncertainty
on the calculation of ice thickness, its direct impact is likely
to be reflected in modelled ice volume. Parameters with a low
impact ratio have a greater influence on modelled ice volume
than extent, such as the flow enhancement factor and the
geothermal heat flux, via its influence on basal sliding. Both
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parameters influence ice velocity, through changes in either
ice viscosity or sliding behaviour. Increased ice velocities sup-
port the accelerated flow of ice to lower elevations, where it
is more likely to be ablated. At the same time, because ice
flows away from the accumulation areas faster, ice build up
is inhibited. Thus, if mass balance gradients at the edges of
the ice mass are very steeply negative (i.e. high ablation rates
occur near the ELA) then ice extent may not change signif-
icantly with increasing ice velocities. At the same time ice
thickness (and thus volume) decreases because the ice trans-
ports ice from the accumulation zone to the ablation zone
more rapidly.
Conversely, the maximum basal traction rate and the thresh-
old temperature for precipitation to fall as snow have impact
ratios close to 1 (Tab. 1). This means their influence on mod-
elled ice extent is larger than on volume when compared to
other parameters. While the overall impact of tsnow might be
too small to support detailed analysis, it is interesting that
higher rates of basal traction appear to favour changes in ice
extent rather than volume. This is opposite to the effect of
geothermal heat flux, a parameter that controls basal sliding
via its dependence on basal melt. One explanation for this
possible contradiction could lie in the fact that variation in
geothermal heat flux effects the entire ice sheet, resulting in
an overall change in the area of basal ice at melting point.
Changes in basal traction rate on the other hand only in-
fluence areas that already are at the pressure melting point
and are experiencing basal sliding. As this phenomenon oc-
curs mostly in stream patterns and towards the edges of the
ice sheet, where the ELA is positioned, changes in ice volume
generated by the spatial pattern of ice velocity through basal
traction may be relatively slow. At the same time ice extent
may be influenced more strongly through local advances of
ice stream outlets: because concentrated patches of thicker
ice do not melt away as quickly as homogenously distributed,
but thinner, slow moving ice advance would. However, differ-
ences as well as overall values of basal traction rate impact
on modelled ice extent and volume are small, which means
that a small relative changes in model results can have strong
influences on the associated impact ratio.
It is interesting to note the observable decrease of the im-
pact ratio (Tab. 1) for the precipitation variation at -14◦C. In
comparison to the warmer climates tested, the impact upon
volume versus extent increases. This may be due to the im-
pact of air temperature on ice temperature and thus velocity.
For the cold -14◦C scenario, the ice sheet boundary is strongly
influenced by (low) ice velocities caused by the low temper-
atures as well as the high ice thickness dampening steeper
slopes of the bedrock topography. This in turn results in ar-
eas of positive mass balance with increasing ice thickness,
where ice cannot flow to ablation areas, thus direct changes
in mass balance mainly act on ice volume, rather than ex-
tent. Effectively, the stiffer, slower flowing ice results in the
buildup of a higher ice dome compared to higher temperature
scenarios.
PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY
ANALYSIS
The mean modelled ice extent and volume across all 510 ISM
runs comprising the PUA stabilised after around 200 runs.
However variance in standard deviations of both extent and
volume remained high, with more than 5% difference in stan-
Ice Extent [x105km2] Ice Volume [x105km3]
Mean STD Min Max Mean STD Min Max
5.66 3.70 0.02 15.58 8.02 6.06 1.24 31.36
Table 2: Mean, standard deviation (STD), maximum and
minimum equilibrium (after 30k model years) ice extent and
volume for the parametric uncertainty analysis.
dard deviation of modelled ice volume being generated be-
tween the 450th and 510th model runs. Analysis of the suite
of ISM runs carried out for the PUA revealed that 6 out of
510 configurations resulted in unreasonably large ice masses
that reached the boundaries of the modelling domain, with
ice extents in excess of 18x105km2 (three times the standard
deviation above the mean). All 6 configurations featured com-
binations of low temperatures (-14 ◦C or lower) and small
seasonal temperature variations, in conjunction with normal
to increased precipitation rates. In 4 out of 510 cases, the
PUA configuration prevented the growth of any ice at all due
to high temperatures (-7 to -9 ◦C ) and/or low precipitation.
Upon removal of these 10 outliers, despite the high variance
in input parameters, and the high sensitivity of modelled ISM
results to these parameters, the variation in standard devia-
tion modelled ice volume dropped below 5% after 200 runs
(Fig. 5).
The small number of outliers (10 in total) comprise less
than 2% of the runs, suggesting that PUA configuration was
appropriate in most cases. The fact that only 6 configurations
resulted in ice sheets that grew out of the domain suggests
a conservative selection of parameter ranges towards their
upper end. At the same time, the PDF plot (Fig. 6) shows
more than 40 runs with ice extents smaller than 0.35x105km2,
which essentially feature only a small number of glaciated
mountain peaks and no significant ice sheets. This suggests
the variation of input parameter ranges may be biased to-
wards the lower end.
This is supported by the mean ice extent and volume of
the PUA (Tab. 2), which lie below that of the -12 ◦C baseline
scenario (Tab. 3): the mean modelled ice extent of the remain-
ing 500 ice sheets which reach equilibrium (after 30ka model
years), is approx. 5.7x105km2 with a standard deviation of
3.7x105km2, equivalent to slightly more than 65% of the mean
(Tab. 2). Possible explanations for the smaller average ice ex-
tent compared to that of the -12 ◦C baseline scenario include
the unchanging spatial pattern of the precipitation scheme,
where scaling of the precipitation below a certain threshold is
more likely to inhibit ice nucleation in general. Another fac-
tor might be the PDFs of the input parameters. While most
PDFs are symmetric around the default parameter values of
the baseline configuration (e.g.MAAT, precipitation, lapse
rate), the PDFs of DDFsnow, the flow enhancement factor and
the snow threshold temperature (Fig. 4f,4k,4h) are asymmet-
ric, with a higher probability of selecting values that result in
relatively smaller ice sheets. However, the relatively low sen-
sitivity of modelled ice sheets to these last three factors, and
the high susceptibility to climatic factors makes it more likely
the aforementioned ice mass configurations are the result of
either high air temperatures and/or low precipitation.
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Fig. 5: Mean (solid) and standard deviation (broken) of ice
extent after 30k model years across PUA runs plotted against
number of runs. Standard deviation of standard deviation
plotted dashed light gray.
Indeed, a closer examination of the model setup configu-
rations of the runs that resulted in no significant ice sheets,
showed that almost all of them had sea-level temperatures
above -10 ◦C (relative to present day climate) in combination
with high values of seasonal temperature variation. Sensitiv-
ity tests show that only small ice caps form for temperature
lowering of less than 9 ◦C (Fig. 3a) and, even for lower tem-
peratures, high ablation rates during summer, as a result of
large seasonal temperature variations, prevent the expansion
of ice from the highest peaks. This underlines the fact that
temperature is probably the most important parameter for
the ISM, especially because it affects not only mass balance,
but also ice dynamics, and has multiple feedback and coupling
mechanisms (compare Fig. 2).
The model configurations generated for our parametric un-
certainty analysis models cover a wide range of possible ice
sheet configurations (Fig. 7), and approximately half of all
runs results in a single ice sheet stretching across the Fennoscan-
dian ridge. This is reflected in a relative standard deviation
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Fig. 6: PDF of modelled ice extent of the parametric uncer-
tainty analysis.
of extent of 92% over all runs during the inception phases,
which decreases with ice sheet growth, and slowly increases
again after 12 kyrs to around 65% (Fig. 8).
Fig. 7: Probability map of modelled equilibrium ice extent
across the PUA. Likelyhood of a cell to be glaciated after
30ka across a suite of 500 model runs. Size of model area in
cells for the x and y-axis.
Apart from the peak in the PUA resulting from the runs
where only small ice caps formed, the PUA shows a bifur-
cation of modelled equilibrium ice extent above and below
6x105km2. The probability map (Fig. 7) indicates that the
cause is likely to be the coalescence of the two separate ice
sheets in the northeast and southwest of the Fennoscandian
ridge, which form in over 80% of all runs. In about 50% of
all model runs, these two ice masses coalesce to form a single
large ice sheet. Probability drops sharply to values below 5%
along the northwest coastal margin. A more gradual decrease
is observed at the southeast ice sheet margin in southern Swe-
den and towards the Russian mainland. A relatively small
number of runs (less than 10%) shows considerably larger
ice sheets reaching further into the Atlantic and covering the
Baltic sea, as well as forming independent ice caps towards
the eastern boundary of the modelling domain.
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Fig. 8: Relative standard deviation [%] of modelled ice extent
over time for parametric uncertainty analysis.
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DEM UNCERTAINTY TESTS
Plotting the standard deviation of the standard deviation
of modelled ice extent against increasing numbers of Monte
Carlo simulations for the DEM uncertainty test shows the
value stabilises after around 100 to 150 model runs under all
three temperature scenarios (Fig. 9); consequently, the max-
imum number of conducted MCS runs for all scenarios was
limited to 150. This number is considerably larger than the
number of runs used in some other MCS. For example Davis
and Keller (1997) conducted 50 runs for slope stability pre-
diction modelling, and Openshaw (1989) suggests 20-30 runs
would be sufficient if only summary statistics are required.
For our DEM uncertainty runs, an estimation of the mean of
modelled ice sheets using only 50 runs would produce largely
sensible results: the mean of the first 50 runs for the -10 ◦C
scenario is within 2.6% of that all 150 runs (-12 ◦C:1.2%,
-14 ◦C:0.3%). However an estimation of standard deviation
after only 50 runs show as much as 31% change from the
value derived after 150 model runs for the -10 ◦C scenario (-
12 ◦C:14.5%, -14 ◦C:1.8%, compare Fig. 9). The requirement
for an increased number of model runs to obtain a stable set
of results is likely to be caused by the complexity of both
the ISM and the model used to simulate DEM uncertainty,
in comparison to, for example, a slope stability model.
Modelled ice extent and volume for the three temperature
scenarios (Tab. 3) show the total range of modelled ice extent
(the difference between the minimum to maximum run) to be
ca. 22% around the mean for the -10 ◦C scenario, ca. 16% for
the -12 ◦C scenario and ca. 3% for the -14 ◦C scenario. The
variation for modelled ice volumes is notably higher, with
values of approximately 31%, 23% and 6% for the -10, -12
and -14 ◦C scenarios.
An increased cooling from -10 to -12 ◦C relative to recent
temperatures, results in an almost threefold increase in mod-
elled ice extent. The absolute standard deviation of modelled
ice extents and volume under these cooler conditions only in-
creases by about a third (Tab. 3, Fig. 9), which is equivalent to
a drop of relative standard deviation from 6.5% to approx. 3%
(and equivalent to a drop from 9.2% to 3.8% in modelled ice
volume). While further cooling of -14 ◦C increases the size of
the modelled ice sheet by about another 50%, absolute stan-
dard deviation also decreases and relative standard deviation
drops to around 1% (Fig. 10). The the impact of DEM uncer-
tainty as represented by relative standard deviation is larger
on modelled ice volume than it is on extent.
This decreasing impact of DEM uncertainty on ISM results
with increasing total ice sheet size, as measured by the rela-
tive standard deviation of ice extent and volume across MCS
runs (Fig. 10), is consistent with previous findings (Hebeler
and Purves, 2008), as is the larger impact of DEM uncertainty
on modelled ice volume than on ice extent. These results re-
flect the shrinking influence of bedrock topography in models
where ice sheet configurations result in larger ice masses.
This fact is also supported by the probability distribution
functions of modelled ice extent for the three temperature sce-
narios shown in Figure 9, which are classified into 30 equally
distributed classes between the respective minimum and max-
imum modelled ice extent. In the -10 ◦C scenario (Fig. 9b) a
bifurcation in the PDF is observable, where a third of the
modelled ice sheets are about 20% larger than the rest.
Looking at the associated probability map for the -10 ◦C
setup (Fig. 11A) show the main ice masses in northern Nor-
way (Fig. 11A), with two smaller ice caps in the southwest
with high glaciation probabilities. These are surrounded by
an irregular probability distribution, showing that relatively
large areas have relatively low probabilities of becoming glaciated.
This suggests the bifurcation in the PDF is caused by the co-
alescence of the two southwestern icecaps. This occurs where
local topography supports ice mass coalescence – either by
lowered elevation of obstructing ridges or by increased eleva-
tion of associated peaks – which can drive an increase in mass
balance. The coalesced Southern ice sheet can then expand
further towards the East and West due to the further increase
in accumulation enabled by the presence of a high elevation
ice mass. This positive elevation-mass balance feedback oc-
curs because as the two ice caps meet, the area between them
is rapidly filled with ice, and instead of the bedrock, the el-
evated ice surface determines air temperature, resulting in
increased likelihood of precipitation falling as snow and in
turn less ablation, which thus increases mass balance of the
ice sheet. The additional ice then flows towards lower eleva-
tions, thus driving ice expansion in the west and east.
A clear peak and a slight right skew characterises the PDF
of the -12 ◦C scenario (Fig. 9), with only 9 runs featuring
modelled ice extents of 10% or more below the mean. The
associated probability map (Fig. 11B) features two glacia-
tion centers in the northeast and southwest, with glaciation
probabilities being high over the majority of the potentially
glaciated area but decreasing rapidly towards the ice mar-
gins, dropping to zero within an average range of ca. 3-5 cells.
This rapid transition of probability over a few cells indicates
a relatively certain position of the ice margin. An exception
to this is a considerable area of medium to high probability
glaciated cells located between the northeastern and south-
western ice sheets. In ca. 10-15 of the 150 runs, these ice
sheets are not fully connected and the described elevation-
mass balance feedback is not initiated, resulting in substan-
tially smaller ice sheet extents. This reflects uncertainty in the
coalescence of the two ice masses. In the northeastern corner a
similar pattern exists, where glaciation probability gradually
decreases towards the ice margin over ca. 20-30 cells. In these
areas, the position of the ice margin is less certain, result-
ing in a higher sensitivity to uncertainty in bed topography.
While, because of the large overall ice masses, the relative
difference in size is comparably small, the configuration of
the modelled ice sheets is significantly different, namely two
separate ice sheets in almost 10% of all cases as compared to
a single large ice sheet.
With a further decrease in temperature to -14 ◦C, the in-
fluence of DEM uncertainty, measured as both relative and
absolute standard deviation, becomes negligible, resulting in
an evenly distributed PDF with an absolute variation of 3.5%
from the mean. The probability map for this scenario (Fig. 11C)
shows a single ice mass stretching over the Fennoscandian
ridge with centrally high probabilities of glaciation and again
a rapid decrease in probability towards the edges. Here, ice
extent is mainly limited by calving into the Atlantic and the
Baltic Sea, as well as higher ablation rates in Southern Swe-
den. The influence of topography on ice flow is limited to
a relatively small area in the north east, where the glacia-
tion probability decreases more gradually towards the Rus-
sian mainland (Fig. 11C).
Since ice sheet models are commonly run at resolutions of
5-20 km, an order of magnitude lower than the most common
DEMs of the earth’s surface (e.g. SRTM, GLOBE, GTOPO30),
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Ice Extent [x105km2] Ice Volume [x105km3]
Temp Mean Std. Dev. rel. Std. Dev. [%] Min Max Mean Std. Dev. rel. Std. Dev. [%] Min Max
-10 ◦C 2.160 0.143 6.6 1.942 2.420 2.170 0.198 9.1 1.864 2.536
-12 ◦C 6.517 0.202 3.1 5.724 6.800 8.816 0.366 4.2 7.390 9.410
-14 ◦C 9.360 0.071 0.8 9.196 9.515 14.028 0.162 1.2 13.479 14.331
Table 3: Mean, absolute and relative standard deviation, maximum and minimum equilibrium ice extents and volume after
30k model years for the three DEM uncertainty MCS scenarios, as generated after mean temperature lowering of 10, 12 and
14 ◦C.
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Fig. 10: Relative standard deviation [%] of modelled ice ex-
tent (solid) and volume (dashed) for the three temperature
scenarios of the DEM uncertainty MCS.
DEM accuracy is often assumed to be irrelevant. Our analysis
has shown this assumption to be misleading, because uncer-
tainty such as that simulated for the GLOBE DEM has an
impact upon model results that is similar in scale to that
of other key ISM parameters such as the flow enhancement
factor, basal traction or the refreezing fraction. Additionally,
because of the necessary resampling of DEMs during prepa-
ration for use as ISM input, key landform features and at-
tributes are often lost due to the inherent smoothing. This in
turn may lead to unrealistic tuning of an ISM or its climate
driver parameters in order to force ice growth.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The aim of this work is to systematically investigate the ef-
fect of uncertainty in model parameterisation and input data,
and to develop generalisable set of methods for exploring this
parametric uncertainty in ice sheet model results rather than
to investigate the uncertainties associated with a particular
ice sheet reconstruction. The conducted model test are valid
primarily for the selected baseline parameter values, which
makes a comparison of the absolute model results with that
from other experiments, or even with work from other au-
thors difficult. The main reason for this is that the impact
of uncertainty in one parameter can strongly depend on a
number of other model parameters. Modelling of Fennoscan-
dian ice sheet using different models, climate data or topo-
graphic resolution is likely to produce different results, which
is partly triggered by the large degree of approximation ap-
plied in large scale physical ice sheet models. Despite this,
a comparison of the results obtained throughout our experi-
ments with empirical data such as compiled by Svendsen and
others (2004) can help to integrate our findings with previous
work.
In general, the ice sheet configuration obtained by apply-
ing our baseline climate compares well to those compiled by
Svendsen and others (2004) for the LGM in Fennoscandia,
except for the eastern ice margin, where modelled ice sheets
reach to the Gulf of Bothnia and northern Finland, while the
recorded LGM maximum is further east, reaching across the
White Sea into Russia. The smaller ice sheets modelled within
our experiments are presumably the result of the climate dis-
tribution (temperature and precipitation) based on present
day observations, which are likely to differ from those of the
LGM. Additionally, because we did not aim at reconstructing
the LGM ice sheet, boundary conditions were not adjusted for
this task. Earlier experiments on Fennoscandia that applied
climate time series based on GRIP data (Dahl-Jensen and
others, 1998) as well as global sealevel changes reproduced
ice sheet configurations well in line with recorded LGM ex-
tents (Hagdorn, 2003). Because open water of more than 250
m depth restrains ice advance through the associated calving
rates applied within the model, the Baltic Sea prevents ice
flow towards the east. Applying local sea level lowering that
prevailed during the LGM would have facilitated the filling of
the Baltic Sea and consequent ice flow eastwards, and mod-
elled ice sheets and associated uncertainties would have likely
been larger. This assumption is sustained by the fact that for
PUA runs with very cold climate and increased precipitation,
which account for the maximum modelled ice extent (Fig. 7),
the Gulf of Bothnia is ice covered despite the unchanged sea
level, and maximum ice extent reaches into the White Sea and
Russia (Fig. 7), giving a closer resemblance to the maximum
ice limits mapped by Svendsen and others (2004).
While for the DEM uncertainty experiments, the spatial
distribution of the input topography was varied, for the PUA
parameters were varied globally. The changes in topographic
configuration as a result of DEM uncertainty influenced ice
sheet configuration both through impact on inception points
and ice flow. Alteration of ridges and troughs control the coa-
lescence of ice masses and resulted in different configurations
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(a) Standard deviations of ice extent - DEM un-
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(b) PDF - DEM uncertainty -10 ◦C scenario
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(c) Standard deviations of ice extent - DEM un-
certainty -12 ◦C scenario
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(d) PDF - DEM uncertainty -12 ◦C scenario
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Fig. 9: The left-hand column shows the standard deviations of modelled ice extent across an increasing number of MCS runs
for the -10, -12 and -14 ◦C scenarios (Figures a,c,e). Standard deviation of ice extent plotted solid, standard deviation of the
standard deviation in light gray, dashed. The right-hand column shows the PDFs of modelled ice extents for the -10, -12 and
-14 ◦C temperature scenarios of the DEM uncertainty analysis (Figures b,d,f) using 30 equal sized classes (note the different
horizontal scales).
(two isolated vs. one continuous ice sheet, Fig. 11A,B), rep-
resented by the bifurcation of the associated PDFs (Fig. 9).
This same bifurcation can be seen in the PUA results (Fig. 6),
where the influence of topography on ice sheet configuration
is determined by the prevailing climate. While the patterns
are comparable, the variation of modelled ice extent and vol-
ume encountered in the PUA is much larger than that of the
DEM uncertainty tests.
CONCLUSIONS
1. We have proposed a generalisable set of methods for ex-
ploring the parametric uncertainty of ice sheet model re-
sults. The approach of compiling a range of possible pa-
rameter values from the literature as well as climate input
data, and the derivation of associated probability func-
tions to be used as input to a parametric uncertainty
analysis allows numerous stable models of ice sheets to
be generated and analysed. While the 510 runs conducted
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A
B
C
Fig. 11: Probability maps of modelled ice extent of the DEM
uncertainty MCS runs, for the three temperature scenarios of
-10 ◦C (A), -12 ◦C (B) and -14 ◦C (C). Probability of each
grid cell being glaciated across 150 runs is plotted on top of
the Fennoscandian coastline. X- and y-axis given in number
of cells.
for the PUA require considerable amounts of time and
computing power, it was shown that if extreme outliers
are eliminated during the analysis, for example through
visual inspection, the overall number of necessary runs
can be reduced to 200-250. Comparison of the relative
impacts of tested parameters as well as their impact ratio
on modelled ice extent and volume aids understanding of
uncertainty impact mechanisms as well as the explanation
of PUA results.
A comprehensive selection of ISM parameters were used
to generate ice sheets of Fennoscandia, and the majority
of these resulted in stable ice masses. This allowed us to
identify the importance of particular parameters upon ice
sheet extent and volume. The approach presented here
provides a reproducible method for sensitivity testing of
ISM, in order to determine their susceptibility to uncer-
tainty in input data and to the choice of model parame-
ters.
2. Applying an uncertainty model in the simulating of DEM
error allowed us to explore the impact of uncertainty in
bed topography on modelled ice sheets. Across Monte
Carlo Simulation (MCS) runs, for ice sheets in equilibrium
recorded variations were in the range of 0.8 to 6.6% for
modelled extent, and between 1.2 and 9.1% for modelled
volume, depending on the applied temperature scenario.
Even though these variations are relatively small, experi-
ments suggest the effect that topographic uncertainty can
have on model results, especially during phases of incep-
tion and for smaller ice sheets sizes, is significant and can
result in substantially different ice sheet configurations.
Using an ISM that employs the shallow ice approximation
in combination with a complex uncertainty model such as
the GLOBE DEM uncertainty model applied in this study
showed that a minimum of 100-150 MCS runs is required
in order to deliver a stable and reliable set of results that
inform the user about the probability of particular areas
being glaciated.
3. Using different climate scenarios, the dependency of the
impact of topographic uncertainty on the overall size of
an ice sheet was determined. The influence of DEM uncer-
tainty on ISM is comparable to that of (other) parameters,
such as the flow enhancement factor or basal traction. Pa-
rameters influencing mass balance directly, such as mean
annual air temperature, precipitation and degree day fac-
tors were confirmed to have the largest impact on mod-
elled ice extent and volume. Uncertainty from model pa-
rameters, assessed by a full parametric uncertainty analy-
sis, revealed large variations in modelled ice sheet extents,
with a relative standard deviation of 65% across MCS runs
for equilibrium ice sheets. Modelled ice sheet configura-
tions exhibited a bifurcation, induced by characteristics
of the bedrock topography.
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